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ABSTRACT

This monograph comprises the proceedings of a Maritirne
Strategic Issues Workshop hosted by the Chief of Naval Staff at HMAS
CraweII in November 1992. The workshop was aftended by academics
and by naval officers and other governnrent officials with an interest in
maritime security developments. The obictive was to assess the
implications for the Royal Australian Navy (RAN of the changes that
have occurred in recent years in the global and regional strategic
environment.

Successive sessions of the workshop considered the impact of
strategic change, changing naval roles, the RAN's contribution to
regional security, current maritime sbategic issues and the strategic
role for the RAN as perceived by naval officers at different rank levels.
The monograph highlights the importanc€ of a military service being
prepared to look ahead to anticipate the impact of strategic change on
its roles and functions.
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INTRODUCTION

In an address to the 1987 Naval Symposiurn" the then Minister
for Defence, Kim Beazley, told the audience of naval professionals that
they needed to focus on the obiectives of their organisation and the
rreasons why their profession edsted. He furtlrer highlighted the need
for the navy to ptay an integral part in the developrnent of the
maritime strategies, which would be required as a contribution to
Australia's overall defence and security postutes. In so doing he
suggested the need to build upon foundations, which existed in the
Australian Defence Force Academy. the Naval Staff College and more
importantly through the increasingly strong interface with academia,
to create a coherent approach to strategic questions.l

In some ways it was the pursuit of the minister's advice that
led to the creation of the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Maritirne
Strategic Studies Proiect, which subsequently evolved into the
Maritime Studies Program. This programme. through its links with
regional navies and national and regional centres of maritime and
strategic studies, has been in the van of increasing strategic awareness
within the RAN, and it has highlighted the significance of Australia's
maritime surrounds both in terms of security and of national economic
well-being.

Kim Beadey's advice in rnany ways echoed that given by a
noted Ancrican academic to the United Sates naval profession in
1954. In an article published in the United Stata Nsoal Institute
Prtuilings,samuel P. Huntington noted that the fundamental element
of a military service was its Purpose or role in implementing national
polrcy. He called the statement of this role the strategic concqt of the

service. He described it as basically the hw, wlwn and where tlre
military service expected to protect tlre nation against some threat to
its security.2

Significantly, both Beazley ard Huntington highlighEd the
need fur public support. In order b obtain that public support, ttrcre

Kim Beezley, The Devdopmmt of Austrdien Marttime Stretegy', RAN Neval
Sympoeiunl HMAS hhlsa-,26l.Iovurber 19f7. _
Slnrid P. Hrntingtcr, Neticrd Policy erd the Trensoeenic Nevy', Unit d Stttrs
Nairll hrstimte hoiadhgs, Vol.E0,ltlo.t M.y f951, p.lE3.

1

2
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was a need to be mindful of change, and to be able to articulate, to the
public and the political leaders, the effect of that change on the way the
navy, as an element of the natiornl security apparatus, should go
about its business.

In recent years in Australia there has been a new dimension to
the strategic rationale of a military service with the idea that strategy
goes beyond the defence of the nation against direct attack to include
promotion of its securit5r interests.3 In addition to defending national
interests, naval capabilities can promote the nation's security interests
by, for example, playing an active role in regional defence cooperation,
which helps build a stable regional security environment.

It was with these issues in mind and with the support of the
Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Admiral Ian MacDougall, that the Maritirne
Studies Program brought together for two days of discussion a group
of selected defunce officers and members of the academic community
who werc known to have a partiorlar interest and expertise in
maritime security issues. Although the group included rcpresentatives
of both the Chief of Air Staff arxl the Chief of the General Staff, the
workshop was essentially a single'service activity. Yet in terms of
focusing on maritime strategic matters, it should be recognised that, in
naval thinking, maritime security means a product of naval and air
force cooperation. The essentially singleservice natur€ of the
workshop recognised the facts that each of the services is affected in
different ways by the change that are octurring in Australia's strategic
environment, that each will react differently to ttrese changes, and that
any new intellectual endeavours should not be stultified by a search
for common ground or the lowest corrurnn denominator of a pint
approach.

Ttrc maritine ocmponent of the Australian Defence Force
(ADR is perhaps the one most affected by the process of change that is
occurring in the regions around Australia. This is an area of prirnary
strategic interest dominated by the sea, not just in a strategic sense but
also in terns of trade, communications and potential sources of
conflict. It is perhaps significant that, in the increased dialogue on
regional security cooperation, m)st of the feasible initiatives for

Atsdh3 Stn,tcgic. Pbnnhg h ,h 79ns, 27 lrloveanber 19E9 (Defencc
Departmorhf Rrblicatiqr, C:nberra, Septenrfu 1992), p2.
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cooperation in operational terms are in the maritime environment or
are associated with rnaritime issues.

Regional countries are increasingly preocorpied with rnaritirrre
security. In the broad strategic sense, they are conc€rned about how
China,Iapan and India might respond to the declining presence of the
United States in the WesErn Pacific; and in brrns of specific issues,
therc are disputes over maritime boundaries, conflicting claims to
offshore territories and resources, as well as problems with piracy,
drug smuggling, refugees and illegal fishing. Concerns over maritime
safety and associated marine environmental issues are also gaining
prominence in both Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. Should
conflict break out in the Asia-Pacific regiory it would inevitably have a
significant maritinre dimension. Concems about the disruption of
seaborne trade, which is now so very important to regional countries,
explains the growing interest of thee countries in procedures and
capabilities for the protection of shipping. This is one of the more
significant maritime strategic developments in the region in recent
years.

The proceedings of the workshop wene .uranged in such a way
as to allow the participanb to focus on several specific questions,
within the framework of the impact of strategic change on naval roles
of a medium power. The first of these questions is covered in the first
sectiory where papers by Professors Andrew Mack and feremy Davis
and by Commodore Sam Bateman focus on the strategic environment,
the dynamics of oqganisations and how they react to change, and
ultimately on the question of the balance between the warfighting and
peacetime roles of navies. Sonre years ago a prominent strategic
analyst, Ken Booth, suggested that navies have three roles: military,
diplomatic and policing.4 While in the past it has been easy to say that
the warfighting role of a military service is paramount and that other
roles could never be determinants of the size and shape of forces, that
is possibly not the case today, especially with respect to naval forces.

As countries become rnore and more concerned about their
offshore reeources, and the nature of their iurisdiction over offshore
nesource zones becorres morc complex, inevitably the policing role of
maritime forces must increase. Similarly with the diplomatic role,

Km Booth, Neoics md Forcigr Poli,cy (Holmes & Meier, New York, l%9), p.16.
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which in the Australian context must indude both the ADFs
contribution to regional security arucl ttre notion of naval peacekeeping.

In thinking about the balance between warfighting and Peac€tirne
roles, and excluding peacekeeping, it is really only the navy that has

significant peacetime functions. Clearly warfighting wholly
preocorpies the army and air force but navies, as demonstrated by the
likes of Cook and Flinders, have always had important peacetime
roles. Traditions in this regard between the services are very different.

The second question considered is ttre RAN's contribution to
regional security and tlre promotion of Australia's security interests.

The papers by Mr fohn Dauth and Captain Bill Dovers highlight the
importance of tNs contribution and show that the RAN is already
doing much with regional deploynrents and port visits. Dr Graeme

Cheesernan provides an interesting alternative view of the way
Australia could be pursuing her security goals and the commentary on
the session provides some interesting insights into the way the
workshop participants saw the RAN's future role in this important, but
perhaps not always well understood, aspect of national security.

The workshop's third session addressed important asPects of
current strategy. These included the problems of building a two-oc€an
navy, whether there is a clear strategic rationale behind the concept of
twoocean basing, and finally, the security of Australia's sea lines of
communication. It would seem that, in the last decade or so, strategic
planners in Australia have tended to play down the protection and
control of shipping as stratqtic priorities. Yet Australia's most
vulnerable interest in regard to military action could be its seaborne
trade.

In a report issued by the Departncnt of Foreign Affairs and
Trade in early 1992, concern was expressed over the vulnerability of
shipping to military interdiction in the event of conflict at focal areas

and choke points in the confined waters of Southeast Asia and in the
approaches to Japan and South Korea. Significantly, it noted the
importance for Australia of concentrating on planning with like'
minded states for the control of shipping in ttre unlikely event of
conflict.S Some security analysts are now giving more reaognition to

East Asia Analytical Unit, Departmmt of Foreign Affairs and Tnde, Austmlb md
l,rorirrE st Asb br ,lu 7990s: Acccrcrlting Clorgc (Austsalian Cpvernnrmt
Publishing Service, Canberra 79921, p.95.
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the fact that disruption to Ausbalia's seaborne bade, which in many
arcas is easy to interdict and in rnost instances difficult to protect
unilaterally, would greatly affect our economy, ard the possibility of
such disruption requires greater strategic consideration.

The papers by Professor Paul Dibb, AssociaE Professor Robert
Bruce, Dr Bill Tow and Rear Admiral Rob Walls give some insights
into these current strategic questions. fire commentary in the
discussion perid that followed their papers was illuminating for the
way in which the participants saw the increasing importance of
Australia's sea lines of communication and perhaps of our inability to
rely tm heavily on great and powerful friends to the extent that we
may have done in the past

Finally, the last three papers of the proceedings give a view of
the sbategic rcle for ttrc navy as seen by three generations of serving
naval officers. The final discussion period acts as a summary of the
proceedings and highlights the fact that ttre workshop was
fundarnentally about strategic change and the need to endeavour to
anticipate change rather than iust react to changes after they have
ocruned. The workshop was designed to allow naval strategic
thinkers, assisted by prominent academics and others with an interest
in rnaritinre strategy, to attempt to cast their thoughb one iump ahead,
by assessing the implications of changes in the security environment
for how the navy of a medium power, such as Australi4 should be
going about its business.

We believe that the poceedings and discussions conducted
over two days at the RAN's Alma Mater, HMAS Crswell, show some
further way ahead for the naval profession in heeding the advice of
Kim Beazley and Samuel Huntington in developing its strategic
rationale. Additionally, the publication of the proceedings may go
some way in explaining to the public part of the hout, where and wlun
the naval service expects to play its part in defending and promoting
Australia's national security interests.

Sam Bateman and Dick Sherwood





PART 1

ROrES AND OBIECTMS

IN A CHANGING WORLD





CHAPTER 1

FIGHTING THE WAR AND/OR WINNING
THE PEACE'

Professor AndY Mack

In Europe, in Russia, in Eastern Europe, i1 Ame-ricl in Latin

America and in Africa, defence budgets declined as the cold war
wound down. The cold war has also ended in the Asia-Pacific, but in

this region defence budgets are increasing, and at a quite extragldinary

rate, 16 per cent o, *otl" per annum in some cases. Increased defence

u"ag"s'are paying for i rnairr increase in arms imports into the

n"gi;, and a "coriiaeraUte 
ercpansion of indigenous arms-making

capabilities.

RegionalstatesareacquirinSstated-the-artmissilesystems,
submarinei', strike aircraft, and modern surface combatants, plus force

i,rtupti""r iike airborne early warning (AEw), in-flight fuelling and

sophiiticated surveillance systems. As a consequelrce, Power-
jt6;*ti"" capabilities are growing v-e.-ry.rapid!1, d1hou.gh not in the

conventional sense of acquiring cipabilities to invade other countries.

They are, however, Srowing in the sense that rnore arrd more states are

able to liaunch lethal strikes over greaEr ranges with geater acEuracy.

fn"y .",., in other words, hit taigets that ltrey could not previously

reach.

In additiory as a consequerrce in part of the growth in
indigenous defence industries, wb are seeing the- region becoming

incrJasingly involved in arnrs exporting. China until very,recently was

number f'our in the world arms exporting league. North Korea is now

tlre world's r.aFr exPorter of missiles, followed closely by ttre chinese'

Many otlrer states a'te t"t"i"g to uports in order to reduce the unit

coots of their indigenous military production Programmes'

This chapter 13 locdy based dl meteriel ontained in the curdrding cl|aPt€f in
il"'f."o"J-"r,a l.i. E&tao" (€&), ?f. Poc{otd tut ;u',la '-tittd Mcr (Alla &
Unwin" Sy&rcy, for0roming).
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The arms build-up is paradoxical, not only because the Cold
war has ended, but also because the regionar sec"hty environment is
more benign than it was previously.

Five or ten years ago statesncn and citizens worried about the
possibility of a global war between the United states and the soviet
uniory and there is no doubt that such a war would have involved our
region. It could _possibly have involved Australia directly as a
con_sequencE of soviet nuclear strikes against the so<alled irintfacilities at Pine Gap and Numrngar. It would clearly have invoived
US bases in faparu Korea and the philippines. Ttre us rnaritime

-sbategylvas 
predicated on the assumption that, in a global war, soviet

bases in East Asia would be prime targets.

These concerns are simply inelevant today. In additiory we no
longer worry about the sort of inierventions that iea tne united states
!9 fight in vietnanr, or the Russians to invade czechoslovakia,
Hun-gary-and Afghanistan. Moscow has given up supporting Vietnam
and North Korea because there is now rN) longeiany juateg[c point in
so doing and because such support is eitremeiy exfnsive and
Moscow cannot afford it. The united states has givln up supporting
lqlcwing regimes simply because ttrey are anl<ommunijt, while
th*.f no,longer corrcerned about being ,encircled' by pro-Soviet
states like vietnam. As the cold war ebbed there was real movement
towards a solution to tlre cambodian conflict. The united Nations
(uN) plan maywell corrc-cnmpletely unshrck, of course, and a tragic
and bloody civil war could result. But it is now inconceivable that the
superpowerc would be drawn into such a war.

China has normalised relations with Indonesia, Singapore,
Vietnam, and, most recently, with south Korea. Even on the korean
peninsula itself, which the us rates as the rnost dangerous 'hot spot'in
the rqgiory there has been a significant positive cting" over the past
two or three years. This hasoccurred 6marily as a coisequerrce of the
rnor€ accomrnodating policies pursued by the Roh Tae Woo
goverrunent in the south. The North has lost its traditional ally the
soviet union/Russia and has also failed to seicune a cornper,satir,g
increase in support from china. pyongyang has thus been'forced to
make concessions that it would certainty irave prefened to avoid.

The Republic of Korea has normalised relations with Russia as
well as china. This rneans that, if there ever werc to be a war on the
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Korean peninsula, Russia would not be drawn iry although the US

almost certainly would. This was certainly not the cas€ a decade ago

when war on the peninsula could well have resulted in a superpower
military confrontation.

The nudear issue is still far from being resolved, however, and
there are worrying signs that the North is continuing to pursue
clandestine nuclear weapons, although technical difficulties make it
unlikely that Pyongyang can acquire deliverable nudear weapons in
the near future. Even in the worst case of North Korea acually
acquiring deliverable nuclear weaPons, it is difficult to believe that the
North would contemplate using them - unless attacked first.

The one area where a Cold War conflict remains far from
resolution is the so-called 'Northern Territories' dispute between
Moscow and Tokyo. President Yeltsin cancelled his 1992 visit to Tokyo
because he feared being humiliated by |apan's refusal to compromise
its claim to all of the disputed islands. In Russia's view, the fapanese
stance is too hard-line for real progress on maior issues to be made. But
notwithstanding this, the situation today is very different from that
which existed previously. Once, the fapanese would not talk to Russia

about confidence-building measures, or any other security issues, until
the Northern Territories issue had been resolved; now they will.
Indeed, a significant arms qontrol agreement (an 'Incidents at Sea'

agreement) has been successfully negotiated and simply awaits a
Russian/Iapanese sununit to be signed.

When one looks at the region today, and conbasts it with the

region a decade ago, what is most sbiking is that Russia is now an

object of politics, and not really an actor in its own right, as it clearly
was at the height of the Cold War. Russia retains great military Power
but today this counts less than economic leverage. Compare the
inlluence that |apan, which spends around one per cent of its gross

national product (GND on defence, wields in the region, with_that of
Russia, which until recently devoted some 25 Per c€nt of iS GNP to
military spending.

In Southeast Asia, which twenty years ago was known as the
'Balkans of the Orient', security relations have improved enormously.
The region is now almost a 'pluralistic security community': while
there aie still conflicts b€h,rreen the various nations which are part of
that community, there is no longer any expechtion that they will be
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resolved by resort to force. The ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conference
(PMC) has now become the official forum for region-wide security
dialogu*a considerable achievement by the ASEAN states.

Elsewhere in Southeast Asia, Vietnam, orrce s€en as the
'Itussia of Indochina', is slashing its military budget and is
preoccupied with trying to repair ib basket<ase economy. The
Russians have left Vietnam and the once fraternal relations between
Moscow and Hanoi have been soured by Russia's hard-nosed policy of
requiring its former allies to pay for Russian goods in hard currency.
Hanoi, like llongyang, has no real foreign currency reserves. It is true
that the conflict over claims by regional powers to various of the
Spratly Islands in the South China Sea is a source of tension and
possible conllict, but this dispute predates the end of the Cold War by
nurny years.

When all these positive factors are added up, this only
sharpens the question with which this paper began. If the regional
security environment is more benign and if the Cold War is over, why
are defence expenditures rising so rapidly in the region?

One reason frequently noted by regional security planners is
that defence expenditure as a percentage of GNP is not going up, indeed
it is often going down. But because regiornl GNPs are increasing so
rapidly, defence expenditures rise automatically. Indeed, some r€(€nt
researchby the International Monetary Fund shows that ttrc best single
indicator of incrcases in a state's defunce experditure is the rise in its
GNP. In other words, if GNPs go up, countrie tend to spend more,
regarillres of pacqtions of eilarul thrut. Ttre Asia-Pacific is, of course, a
region which (unlike Africa and latin America) can afford even higher
levels of defence expenditure. On the supply side, arms rnanufacturers
in Eurcpe, the US, Russia and what was Eastern Europe are
confronting declining markets at home and are desperate tro secure
new markets. The Asia-Pacific, together with the Middle East, is now
the world's most lucrative market.

Regional states also argue that their increased military
expenditure is part of a process of norrnal equiprnent modernisation.
Brlo^g F-16s is thus seen as little different from acquiring 400 Series
747 lumm. Iets; it is simply anoth€r dimension of modernity and as
such is rN) cause for alarrn But we should not forget when listening to
such argurnents that ttrcy rnay well be seU-serving. The military play
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an important rcle in politics in the Asia-Pacific. In lrdonesia, South

Korea, Thailand and Taiwan, for example, the military voice is

particularly powerful in ttre corridon of Power.

Tlrere is also an element of prestige arms racing g!tn$ on in
tlre region, as anyone who has looked at the sequential purchases of F-

16s in Southeast Asia will recognise.

Finally, there is the issue of crcmrption. Althouq! rarely

discussed in polite academic circles and though hard evidence is

difficult to come by, there is litue doubt that comrption nray also be a

crucial determinant of defence purchases.

What all of these causal factors have in conunon is that none

rclates to the external thr€at environrnent. C-onventional wisdom
suggests that defence budgets rise whenperceptigns 9f external threat

inc-r[ase. The regional reality suggesb that this is often not the case.

Indeed in sonr- countries defence budgets soar while the extemal

threat declines. In Thailand, for example, deferlce budgets continued to

grow rapidly even after the soviets had withdrawn from Vietnam and

the Vietnamese from Cambodia.

Ther€ are, of course, sorne external security factors which still
tend to drive defence budgets up. The Asia-Pacific is essentially a

maritime security environnrent Most of the states in the region are

eittrer islands, oi archipelagos, or (like South Korea) on peninsulas,
which act as 'de facto islands'. Maritime issue are thus central to

regional security: a sharp contrast to the situation in Europe. In this

coite*t the importance of the emergence of 2oGmile exdusive

economic zones (EEZs) will be aPParent. The new economic z)nes can

transform specks of rocks that no staE previously cared about into
vital strategic and economic assets. sovereignty SlvT accery to th€

undersea resourcEs that lie within 2OGmiles of tlre teritory in
question. In the case of the south china sea and the dispued spratly

Iilands, there is ttre possibility that huge oil fields rnay be disovered.
so the creation of 2oGmite EEZs gives rnaritime forces within tlrc
region a series of missions that simply did not exist previously. At
leist part of ttre regional build-up is directly related to thme new

missions.
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China has recently caused much regional concern with its
acquisition of 24 Russian Su-27 strike aircraft. There is also talk of
MiG-31 purchases and even rumouni of possible Chinese acquisition of
Russian Backfire bombers. China is also reported as being interested in
acquiring the aircraft carrier being built in Ukraine. Both the Su-27
purchase and any carrier acquisition would be directly related to
China's determination to protect its claimed 20Gmile EEZ around the
disputed Spratlys.

In addition to the new maritime missions which 20Gmile EEZs
have created, there are also a number of unresolved teritorial conflicts
in the region - conllicb which threaten regional security. The Silvahon
or Korcan peninsula is the most obvious cause for concern. It is the one
part of the region where the armed forces of each side are directed
exclusively against each other. There are nuny other
sovereignty/territorial disputes in the region, including those between
China and fapan, fapan and Russia, Indonesia and Malaysia. China's
conflict with Taiwan remains far from resolution and, depite the
burgeoning economic relationship between the two Chinas, the
competitive acquisition of mapr new weapons by both sides is a
sourc€ of potential instability. The Cambodian situation continues to
deteriorate and full-scale civil war appears increasingly likely.

In addition to the security concerns raised by the new EFzs
and the still unresolved territorial disputes, there is a pervasive
concern throughout the region that America's commitsnent to Asia is
declining and could decline much further. Regional security planners
note that the Cold War is over, and that it was anti<ommunism which
provided the central rationale for American forces to be forward-
deployed in the region in the first place. This central rationale no
longer o<isb, while the US is less able to afford its global commitments
than it was previously. America now crcnfronb enonnous problems at
home: a crumbling physical infrastructure, a crisis-ridden education
system, an appalling health system, which delivers inadequate care at
exorbitant cost and, of course, the huge twin deficits.

Regional security planners believe that in future the US will
have to focus much morre on the domestic front. Resolving domestic
problems will consunre financial reeources, which cannot therefore be
spent to support expensive overteas commitments. US officials
respond to claims that America's commitrnent to the region is
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questionable by arguing that the US has vital interests to protect in the
rcgion, even after the Cold War. US trade with ttrc Asia-Pacific is now
gteater than US trade with Europe, while US/Asia-Pacific cross-
investrnent now exceeds US$160 billion. There arc also cultural ties
cleated by 11 million Asian Americans. But rnany analysts do not find
these arguments compelling. Ttre US has economic interests in the
region, but so does Europe. Yet Europe has no forwarddeployed
forces in the region. fapan has huge economic interests in Europe and
in the United States, and yet |apan is not forwarddeployed anywhere.
The United States has rnassive economic interests in Latin America,
but deploys no troops there. In other words, the fact that a state has
economic interesb in a region does not necessarily mean that it has to
have forwarddeployed military forces to protect those interests.

It is these sorts of concerns that underpin regional worries that
US cnmmihnent to the region rnay be drastically rcduced in the
medium to long term. And even the possihrli{t of 'power vacuums'
emerging may precipitate regional defence build-ups. There is conc€rn
in this context about China and India but, above all, about fapan. The
offensive arm of fapan's defence is now provided by the United States,
and one of the most important confidence'building nreasures in the
region lies in the fact that |apan's Self-Defense Forces are defensively
structured. Iapan has no long-range bombens, no long-range missiles,
no aircraft carriers, no nuclear attack submarines, no mai)r
amphibious forces. Iapan simply lacks the capability to invade or
occupy any of its neighbours; it also has limited strike capabilities. But
if America wer€ to withdraw, fapan's defence planners might well
argue that fapan should become a 'norrnal' Power, that it should
acquire an offensive ann to rnatch its military defensive ann - an
offensive arrn once provided by the United States.

America's rnost important security role in the region has not
been to defend fapan against external threat, but to'enmesh'fapan in
an alliance relationship, which makes the region feel relatively
reassured about a future |apanese role. Regional concarn about IaPan
is perhaps misplaced, and not simply because the pacifist tendency in
the fapanese populace is a very strong one. Economically fapan has
done extraordinarily well while spending one Per cent of its GNP on
defence. Those who worry about resurgent japanese militarism rarely
ask what interest the fapanese might have in again embarking on the
militarist path when they have done so well by being non-militarist.
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The last time |apan went on a military ramPage it suffered a
humiliating military defeat and nudear weaPons were dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But this view is not one shared by all
regional security planners. llrey worry about uncertainty, about
pasible future security threats. Their response b strategic uncertainty
is to spend more on military hardware. Perception of insecurity is one
of the most important caus€s of the regional military build-up.

This is a rather particular way of thinking about security. It
assumes that 'if you want peacq you prepare for war'. Peace is
believed to derive from superior miliary strength. There are, however,
many ways of seeking to improve security other than that of
deterence and policies of 'peace through strength'.

If a state's security problem is Saddam Hu*sein, or Adolf
Hitler in 1939, thre'n the last thing it needs is confidencebuilding
measures, secrrrity dialogues or corunon security stratqties. What it
needs is a credible deterent, which is predicated on a gmd
warfighting and war-winning capability. But if the central security
problem is not a known and unambiguous threat of aggression (the

Hitler model) but rather uncertain$r, thm ttre'peace through strength'
approach may actually undermine security. 'Peace through stlength'
policies rnay create or exacerbate 'security dilemrnas', they may start
'conflict spirals', and lead ultimately to confrontations which neither
side originally sought and which could culminate in war. In other
words, when political relationships deteriorate, 'peace through
strength' policies can lead to arrrs racEs, to reinforcing mutual
hostility, fear and suspicion. The history of arms races is not
errcouraging. C-anadian political scientist Michael Wallace has found
that 82 per cent of arms races associated with serious international
disputes have culminated in war.

If the problems that we confront are those of 'conllict spirals',
'securit5r dilemmas' and the risk of inadvertent war, tlren the solution
to those security problems is not rrnre deterrenc€, not rrxlre guns,
bombs and tanks, but morc neassurance.

What do reassuranoe shategies mean in practice? They mean
security dialogues, confidencebuilding rteasunes, and restmcturing
forces so that ttrey are strong on the defence, but relatively weak on the
offence. But countries must also retain an adequae detenent and
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warfighting capability, since aggression renrains possible, if not
probable.

A real difficulty arises because the requirements of tlre two
strategic approaches - deterrerrce and rcaszurance - are sometimes
antithetical. So the question of how to balance the requirements of
detenence against the requirenrnts of reassuranc€ are critical. The
difficulty arises primarily because the military are often deeply
suspicious of 'reassurance' strategies. If one lmks at the history of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)

negotiations, it is evident that there was enonnous suspicion on both
sides. The Russians argued that if they P€rmitted too much
'transpa.rency' they were giving to the United States valuable
intelligence that could undermine the Russian deterrent poliry.

To give another example, the US Nary has long been opposed
to any confidencebuilding measut€s that would constrain its forward
exercising in the North Pacific. It believed that any such constraints
would prevent it from exercising its provocative rnaritime strategy in a
'realistic' manner, and that this in turn would undermine detenence
and, in so doing, increase the risk of aggression. Tlrerefore, confidence-
building rneasures could paradoxically, actually increase the risk of
war! Proponents of arms control simply cannot understand this
argunrent. The assumptions underpinning the deterrence and
reassurance approaches to enhancing security are very different.

What is nec€ssary is a sensible balance between the needs of
deterence and the needs of reassurance. Yet there is no doubt that in
the Asia-Pacific the balance is tilted too far in the direction of 'peace

through sbength', and not nearly far enough in the direction of
r€assurance, or strategies which str€ss 'translnrency', confidence
building defensive restructuring and so forth.

Why should one assune that aggression is a less likely cause
of war today than it has been in the past? There are a number of
reasons. First, territorial aggression is extraordinarily difficult to iustify
internationally today as contrasted with the situation in the nineteenth
celrtury, when it was considered perfectly legitirnate and reasonable
for the French, the Germans, the Belgians or the British to go out and
conquer large areas of what we txlw call the Third World.
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Second, economic power is becoming nnre important than
military power in terms of having influence in the international
system. We are living increasingly in a world of geoconomics rather
than geopolitics.

Third, there is the Mueller thesis, that to resort to war is of
declining utility for mairr powers because the coots of waging war are
no longer worth the benefits. This is clearly true as far as nuclear
weapons are concerned. In Northeast Asia, |apan could go nuclear in
six months, possibly less, if it chose to; South Korea might take about a
year; Taiwan is not that far away; nor is North Korea. China, of course,
already has nuclear weapons. So Northeast Asia has sorne nuclear
deterrence without nuclear weapons actually existing. The Chinese, for
example, know perfectly well that should they ever be indined to
build up the sort of invasion force that would be necessary to invade
and occupy lapan, the fapanese could acquire nuclear weaPons more
quickly than an invasion force could be created. This knowledge might
in itself be sufficient to ensure that China would never consider such
an idea seriously. There is, of course, no evidenc€ that China would
seek to do this anyway.

Fourth, modern societies arc increasingly difficult to govern by
force and coercion. This is because they are complex, because they are
interdependent, and because actors within them have noles that are
indispensable and not substitutable. Therefore, goverrunents must
have cooperation in order to govern effectively. This fact helps explain
the growth of what might be called 'people power' over the last 25

yeans. In Europe authoritarian regimes in Greece, Spain and Portugal
collapsed in the 1970s. In the Asia-Pacific, in the Philippines, South
Korea and Taiwan, civil society has grown stronger nisn-ris the state
with a consequent diminution of the repressive powers of the regimes
in question. In latin America the repressive authoritarian reginres of
the 19Ds have nearly all gone. Most dramatic, rmst obvious and nrost
r€cent, are the extraordinary changes in what was the Soviet Union in
Eastern Europe. The most interesting aspect of all of these changes is
that tlre military essentially'gave up'.

lf rnodern, complex, interdependent, industrial societies
cannot be governed efftctively by coercion, this fact is also a vety
obvious deterrent against invasion. Israel fought thr€e wars (in 1948,

1956 and 7967) ard won them brilliantly; in 1982, Israel invaded and
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ocrupied the lebanon, which turned out to be a total disaster. Israel
eventually withdrew for essentially the same neason that the
Americans quit Vietnam and the Russians got out of Afghanistan.

The fact that aggrmsion is a decreasingly probable cause of
war does not mean that we will have no more wars. Wars have many
cllrses other than aggressiory but these other causes may be more
effectively addressed by strategies of reassurance than by deterrence.

Although at the level of rhetoric there is an incleasing interest
in the region in security dialogues, confidence-building regihes and
corunon security, that interest is greater within foreign ministries than
among defence planners, many of whom remain wedded to the
traditional verities of 'peace through strength' and qontinue to be
suspicious of the idea that security should be sought adtft other states
rather than against them.

What is really lacking in the Asia-Pacific is the sort of debate
about the fundamer,t"ls or seirrity policy that tmk place in Europe in
the mid-1900s and provided much of the intelleciual basis foi the
conc€pt of 'common security', which underpinned the Conference on
Securityand Cmperation in Europe agreements.

That debate is beginning to take place. But those who argue for
1oTrnol security policies must engage in dialogue with the military.
Only when the miliAry can be persuaded that'peace through strengt-h'
policies rnay be problernatic and that neassurarrce strategG can make
stratregic as well as diplomatic sense will real progless be made.



CHAPTER 2

THE STRATEGIC CONCEPTS OF AN
ORGANISATION

Professor feremY Davie

All olganisations, at least in the private s€ctor,-will have

strategies or itrategic concepts. The question is not about their

existeice but rather their relevance, their Power and their validity for

the organisations' future actions. However, although one can_safely

"s.ttti 
that organisations have strategic concePF, ttrcse will often be

tacit and impliit knowledge will be shared !y tE key-managers. The

difficult thing is to determlne exactly what that shared assumption of

the strategy'is, and how rclevant it rernains in a new environment.

These "tJ-tt* aspects of strategy in the private sector that are

addressed in this chaPter.

If a group of business execrrtives were asked what they rreant

by the word:straiegy', two ideas would predominate in their answet€.

tire first would Ue 
-tt 

at the strategic choices of an organisation are

those that imply irreversible commitments. The aluminium indrrstry

provides 
" 

gdoa illustration of such irreversible commitrnents.r The

ii"gl" largesl asset that Alcan Australia has on its balance sheet is its

atu"miniuir smelter in the Hunter Valley, worth approximately $A400

million of the total $AD0 million assets. If Alcan is correct in believing

that it is costeffective (in world terms) to bring alumina down from

Queensland and use Hunter Vdley coal to srrelt aluminium, then the

snplter is worth $A4m miilion.If the company is wrcng, however, an

aluminium smelter has no conceivable dternae use, and they would

be lucky to get enough in scrap value to Pay to restore the site

environmentally.

Once a comPany has built a plant of that tyPe, it has made an

irreversible commitrneni. We can find rnany technologies, particularly

in the capital-intensive industries, such as seel pulP_and paper, and

petrocheiricals, that have a clear irreversibility. There are other

1 The authc is Ch.irtrun of Alc.n Austrelia Limited. The exemple b tyfcrl of
capital-inhdve furdustris.
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technologies in which it is less obvious; but evm in a bank, or a mairr
life insuranc€ company, we would fird the sanre thing around their
cmhal computing systems and software, for example. Once those
choices are rnade, the cost of trying to vary therr is so high that th€
organisation rarely sucreeds in doing so. At the core of the notion of
strategy is this notion of the few decisions that cannot be reversed
except at enormous cost, writing off rnost if not all of the investncnt.2

The second notion of shategy one would usually find in a
discussion with a group of managers would be an emphasis on the
dqt.ee of coherence across a whole sequencE of decisions. Consider as
an example a firm like David fones, which has several stores out in the
western suburbs of Sydney, whose nranagerc call up headquarters and
say: 'The range of merchandise that you have sent nre for the winter
season is not selling here'. Perhaps ttre patterns, the fabrics, or the
colours ar€ not acceptable in Penrith or Parramatta or Campbelltown.
The request is,'C-an I have permission to supplernent the range?'. What
happu.s if those nranagers are allowed such a dqil.e of discretion?
I-ocal rnnagets, with knowledge of their own markets and
environments, will alrnost certainly improve short-term perforrnance.
But at a very high cost. The crcre of retailing strategy is io establish a
company's image, positioning it in the mind of the consumer. If local
discretion is allowed, over tinc that positioning is degraded. In this
eymple people would become confused and not know any longer
what David fones stood for. Thus in some enterprises it is not so much
the single large irreversible commitrnent that lies at the heart of the
strategy, but rather consistency acrogs a whole series of decisions.
What really matters is the patt€rn these decisions form and the
coherence of that paftern.

Business stratqy borrowed its core language from the field of
dlihrl strategy, and the cotrcnpt of ttre art of generalship acrording
toThe coflcisr' oxfnd Dictbnry.l In business, it ii critical tounrderstand
that there arc few truly dominant strategies. This insight derives from
game theory, which shows that in npst cases whether a stratqgy is

This aspect of corpcab stratlgy is celhd to the reqrt book by pankaj
Gheuuwat, Conmihmnt: Tlu Dy'lrrnic 4 St'trtegy 0.ree Press and 

-Maxweli

Mecnillan, Nerv Yah l9l).
Thc |.arr,cisr Ox@ Dlidknery (Odord University hegs, Orfa4 8th edn, 1990),
p.12(E.
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sucressful or not depends on the choices made by comPetitors.4 For

example, when Alcan decided in the late 197& b build a smelter in
Australia, logc dictated that, following two Organisation of
Petroleum-Exporting countries (oPEC) oil shocks, oil-fired power in

Iapan and Western Europe was no longer competitive -by- 
world

iandards, and that rnany smelters in thoSe crountries would be shut

down. such logic implied that the world-competitive locations for
smelting in the latter part of the twentieth century worrld be in
countri& that had either hydro-electric power (a fairly limited
number) or very good natural resource bases in the form of coal. It
would have been a brilliant strategy if Alcan had been the only

organisation to think of it, but five such aluminium snrelters being

bu'itt at the same time leads to a glut of capacity and a price war. At the
heart of the contingent natur€ of strategy and business is the
recognition that therels no single dominant choice one can make. Most
of tlie time firms are gambling on the choices that lvill be made by

other firms against wfuch they compete. In that context, a strategic

concept for Jfirm, or a strategic paradigm, must have two critical

components.

The first component is the ability of the nranagerent group to
define the goals of the organisation. Too many people assurn€ that
goals in buiiness are simple and clear<ut, that the so<alled bottom
i=ine is shaightforward. However, although we can state tlre goal in
abstsact terrns - maximisation of long-term value to tlre shareholder is

usually acrepted as the predominant goal - operationalising that goal
into specificlctions for managers is very difficult. Manyorganisations
in the private sector are quite poor at making these goals oPerational
and at clearly defining what is high perforrnance. It is too easy to

assume that this is self-evident, and to let that specificity of goal

definition slipby.

The second component of the strategic conc€Pt is an
agreernent within the top rnanagement team about 'the technologies'.
Ttrey must ask themselves not only what it is that they are trying to

achieve but also what they have to do to achieve it. Very rarely is this

process of articulating the required bchnology mde explicit. There

Se C.F. Camerer,'De Sbateg Researdr tleed GameTheory?; and G. Salorer,
Modeling C,ameTheory, ani Strategic Manageurent'; both in Strntegii
futnrfjgarrcrrt lunul, Vol.i2" SPecial bstt€, WinE 

-1991, 
fc critical ass€sdl€tlts of

the ontrihrtion of game theory to sbateS:y r€eardr.
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tends to be an embedded understanding shared between senior
nurnagerc, developed over time, not clearly articulated, and not the
result of formalised strategic planning processes. While organisations
engage regularly in strategic planning, mudr of what is done is
actually intended to educate middle rnanagement, and to flesh out
short-term operating details of the stratqiy, and does not in fact
address the core concept of the strategy itself. It is necessary to draw a
very sharp distinction between the organisation's strategy and its
strategic proc€sses, which are often completely uncoupled.

What do we know about the sharcd strategic understanding of
a management group? In any rnrurgement school library, the text
books in any discipline (for example, marketing, finance or
production) arc nearly all based on a fairly standard Western
assumption about how to make a rational decision. Although it could
be expressed more elaborately, ib basic structure is as follows:

We have some goals. Then, somehow, we generate a series of
alternate courses of actions, some options; because if we have
no options, we have no choice problem. We collect relevant
data in order to analyse the options; we compare them with
the goals; then we select the best option.

At one level, we accept this decision-making model
wholeheartedly. For example, our decision to be here at this workshop
at 0815 hours this morning can be analysed in terms of that model. We
woke up at 0500 hours and thought about a range of options and their
consequences (llnng in bed, skipping town, etc.) and it was fairly easy
to get to the choice to be here at the appointed time. Nonetheless, it can
be argued that the most significant strategic decisions of mairr
corporations arc not well described by this rnodel. Observations show
that the maix strategic choices of most firms have two important
characteristics. Firstly, 99 per cent of possible options are almost
instandy dirarded without reflection. The alternatives achrally
considered by a management team are a very reduced set of those
available to them. Secondly, the process of collecting information to
validate those choices, or to distinguish between the alternatives, is not
nearly as comprehensive as is often suggestd in the literature. Most
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firms make their critical choices intuitively, collecting iust enough data
to validate the intuition.S

Such empirical description is extremely important because we
need to understand better how a rrurnagement team agrees on its
strategy and on what the threats are. One of Ausbalia's better known
mairr companies, originally the Colonial Sugar Refining Company
Limited (CSR) provides an illustrative example. CSR is a classic,

diversified firm. Yet if we look at the distribution of the assets of the

corporation, first as they were in 1985, then in 1990, we will see that

between 1985 and 1990 more than half of the comPany was sold off.
Gordon |ackson retired as the Chief Executive in about 1982 or 1983,

and Bryan Kelman and Ian Burgess succeeded him. They carne to the
conclusion that CSR could not be competitive in most of the resource
businesses which CSR had acquired during the 1970s. Out of $A4
billion worth of assets, more than $A2 billion worth were disposed of
in the next two years and huge investrnents were made, particularly in
building materials, both in Australia and two very large acquisitions in
the United States. By what Proc€ss was that decision, which resulted in
as fundarnental a transformation of a corporation as one can find in
recent times in Australia made? For CSR to sell half its assets and then
double its asset base with huge acquisitions was indeed a mapr
change in strategy. Dd the Board and the toP management team of
CSR spend a lot of tinre debating about enby into such businesses as

information technology, for example (either computing,
telecommunications, software), or value'added services? Did they
spend a lot of tirne studying bio-technology, or retailing?

It is very unlikely that this was done. Of the mapr growth
technologies of the late twentieth century, very few would have even

been considered by the nurnagement team as relevant strategic

opportunities. Here, as elsewhere, the management team would have

dirarded large numbers of options, in order to focus their time and
energy around a very few.

This technique is both a strength and a weakness. The

organisation cannot survive if it insists on looking at all of the options:

This emphads on the p'rocess aspects of strategy, as- opposed to a .normative
'optinrislirg'model, has been powr#ully dweloped by James Brian Quinn, Henry
t"tintzUergand Robert M. fames in Tlu Stmtcgy hacess: Corcepts, Coilats enil C-eYs

(Prmtice HalL Englewood Cliffs NJ, 1988).
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sheer scale renders this impossible in business, where the range of
options is so large that to attempt to review them all would paralyse
the organisation. There must be some rule by which one can throw
away most of the options, and observations show that that rule is
embedded in an understanding, normally shared between only five to
ten of the senior managers, about what is a business's core
competence.5 This has becorrre known as 'sticking to the knitting' or
'gefting back to basics'.

What is meant is that the group has a shared understanding
that there are sorre things the organisation does well, on which it
should concentrate. An outsidce observer would find it difficult to
validate that shared understanding. For example, in the case of CSR, it
may be true that the firm had substantial experience in building
materials in Australia, but is that a core competence, or a skill, which
can easily be extrapolated into the United States? These powerful
assumptions that skills and strengths are known and are extensible
contain the seeds of weakness. Because they are iust assumptions, they
are not necessarily valid. The performance of the assets acquired by
CSR in the United States leaves the validity of CSR's assumptions an
open question today.

In the private sector, every organisation of any rale seems to
have what might be called a theory of the business, or a'belief system'
within the top rnanagement team. Furthermore, this tends to be shared
only by very senior rnnagement. Normally in these organisations, a

person cannot pin the senior nunagement unless that person acc€Pts

the belief system; the only people promoted are thos€ who are
fundamentally in agreement with the underlying strategic
assumptions of the organisation. The price of admission to senior
rnanagement is to be'socialised' in the belief system, which at its very
heart specifies what makes the organisation successful, and how it
creates value.T

See, for example, C.K. Prahalad and G. Hartel The Core Competmce of the
Corporation', Hctail Busincss Rmiazr, Vol.63, No3, 190.
A similar description of the 'paradigur'or 'frame'can be found in Gery lohnson,
Managing Strategic Change: Sbatq;y, Culture and Action', Inng Rengc Planll'kg'
Vol. 25, No. l, 1992. In his book, Inilustry Rectps: An Enquiry hto tlrc Netvre end
futtrccs $ bbrugnid ludgarcnt (Blackwell, Oxford and New York" 1989), I.C.
Spender docummts the existence of several quite dilfermt belief systeurs held by
various firms in the same indusby at one time.

6

7
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To ask what rnakes an organisation succrssful is to pose one of
tlre rnost naive anrd rnost powerful questions in business. An answer
by the nrembers of the top rranagement team would describe how
how competition occurs in their industqy; how they differ from their
competitors; how by specialising in certain t)'pes of products, or
certain customer segrrenb, or certain distribution channels, and so
forth their particrrlar organisation is uniquely good at something.
These factors make up the tacit rnodel of the organisatiory and its
underlying strategic conc€pt. However, this model and its insights are
never written down in the formalised strategic plan. The core strategic
conc€pt is never therc beause it is embedded knowledge, already
assumed between the managers, who have no need to rehearse it aruC

prefer not to do so, since it is not easy to articulate.

Of course, such a model has both strengths and weaknesses.
One great strength is that shared assumptions permit managers to act.
One weaknes is that, over time, the assumptions rnay no longer
correspond with reality and, because ttrcy arc tacit, it is not easy to
stop that drift. An example occurred in one of the world's leading
chemical companies, Dupont, which had a track record for many
decade of extraordinary innovation and profitability. The core belief
of the Executive Committee at Dupont in the early 1970s was that no
one could make a 'decent' profit in the 'commodity' phase of a
chemical. This idea dictad their way of thinking about the world,
with very particular aon$equencEs. The belief had its own code
language. What does the word 'decent'mean? For Dupont, historically,
it had been a 25 per cent rate of return on the gross assets
undepreciated after tax, which is a figure about three times the level of
average colporate perforrnance in the United States. This was because
Dupont senior rnanagement took the view that every year
approximately half of shareholders' funds should be risked in research,
from which very little pyoff in ternrs of achral commercial products
could be expected. Ttrerefore the ventures that did Wy ott had to show
very high returns. What is a'comnrodity'? Technically, in economic.s, it
is a product whose buyers will switch between competing suppliers
very quickly for a very small premium, or for any small price
differential. In the Dupont envinDnment, however, it nreant any
business in which they had nrore than one competitor - a very different
meaning.
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The Dupont belief system dictated to management that it
would be difficult to make a reasonable return in tlre later stages of the
life cyde of the products the company made. As rnanagers, thereforc,
they became increasingly reluctant to continue to invest in those
prcducts. In the chemical industry, failure to add capacity tends to
mean that planb get older and smaller relative to those of competitors
and that, over tinE, the firm loses cost position, which then validahs
the decision not b invest. For the company its strategic concepts
spelled trouble; indeed, the belief becarre almost a self-fulfilling
prophecy.

Dupont's rnanagers, all with PhDs in chemical engineering
were very able and talented people, who were quite capable of
thinking creatively and irnaginatively. But they created a belief system
about the naturc of competition in the chemic.ll industry that made it
virtually impossible for them to continue to invest as competitors
began to erode their technical leadership. The great diffiorlty for
Dupont was the historical embedding of their thinking. In the 7920s,
1930s and 1940s, the invention of a new chemical usually created a
monopoly for 2O or 30 years; but by the mid-1970s the Gerrnans, the
Japanee, and perhaps the English had substantially eroded those
periods of leadership. The rnanagernent team shared an underlying
belief system that was slowly becoming inappropriate for the
environment in which they had b operate.

Observation and research suggest that this (xcurs to rnost
organisations in the private sector over tirrp. The single largest
challenge that these organisations face is overcoming the problem of
an immovable belief system. Although it rnay enable them to be
effective for many yeanr, the system may embed and reinforce ibelt
becoming the selection criteria for promotion. Slowly the environment
nray mov€ in a way that makes that belief system no longer operative,
or no longer relevant. C-orrecting that mismatch is very difficult for a
managernent team.

It must be reasserted that the belief sysEms in organisations
have strength as well as weakness. No organisation of any complexity
can survive without a belief syster& because this enables action. If it
was ne'oessary b go back and argue from first principles evety tirre an
organisation wanted to rnake a decision (set a selling price, or decide
on an advertising strate$t or to whidr cnstorners to grve priority), ttre
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organisation would be paralysed. An agreed belief system is a

necessary condition for action: it gives focus to the organisation and
provides direction, particularly for middle rrurnagement, about the

strategic intent of the corporation.

The challenge is to find a mechanism by which the
organisation can adapt its belief system over time. Some would argue
that there are no such mechanisms, or no good ones at least' In
management science, the population ecology stream of research, which
draws heavily on biological science, argues essentially that
organisations do not adapt, and that they are simply wiped out from
time to time.8 Perhaps Westpac is a looming Present example of one of
these.

In examining the content of some of the belief systems in the

private sector, it is necessary to ask what are their strong points and
what are their weak points. The central focus of much work in
strategy and management over the last 20 years has been upon
developing a competitive advantage. In many rrurnagement purnals
are found articles discussing sources of competitive advantage, the

conditions under which they apply, and so on. In a sense, the area is

almost overworked - but it is nevertheless important for
understanding strategy. There are, for example, emerging theories
about the role of innovation and being a'prime mover' in a particular
field.e Under what conditions will it be the best strategy to be the
'prime mover'? Under what conditions is it befter to be a 'fast

fblower'? Naturally, much will depend upon the speed and ease with
which a competitor can replicate innovation and upon the degree of
protection of intellectual property. It is necessary to look very carefully
at the legal structure and at the way in which consunrers form
preferences between competing products. There is now rich research

on the way nnny organisations see themselves developing
competitively, and this is undoubtedly the strong side of the strategic
management literature in industry.

The weak understanding, however, is about the dynamics of
strategy and, in particular, about periods of instability. One of the most

8

9

See, fc example, G.R. Carroll" ' A Sociological View on Why Erms Differ',
Stntcgic Merugaaetrt lottnr,l, Vol.l4, No.4 1993.

For i criUcal-revienr, s€e M.B. Lieberman and D. Montgomery, 'First Mov€r
Advantages', Strvlir;gb lvbruganail lo,trtttl, Vol.9, Special Issue, Summer 19EE'
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intriguing things, from a runagement school perspective, is to see

many of our disciplines moving conceptually towards biology,
towards models of so<alled 'punctuated equilibrium', or the notion
that a period of time in which the organisation and its environment is
basically stable is followed by a sudden, discontinuous shock, or a
perid of turbulence, from which then evolves a further period of
stability. This basic metaphor has not only been adopted by social
psychologists and organisational behaviouralisb, but is also becoming
central to much of the new work in competitive strategy. It produces
the notion that markets shift, sometirnes unpredictably, from periods
of reasonably stable coexistence between competitors to periods of
overt rivalry, and it also explains something about the triggers for
these shifts.

The most important trigger for rivalry is when a firm behaves
in a way that is inconsistent with its reputation, in a game theory
sense. The assumptions made by competitors about a firm's future
behaviour are predicated on the basis of its past behaviour' If a firm
behaves in a way that violates those assumptions, this is likely to lead
to rapid and radical Cestruction of crcmpetitive equilibrium within that
firm's industry.l0 6 case in point is that of the leader in an industry,
who has gradually been losing rnarket share and then decides at some
point in tirne that the process has gone too far and that it is now time
to hold its ground. Alnrost inevitably this will produce a fairly
catastrophic price war, because competitors have developed their
shategies on the assumption that the leader will continue to lose
market share as before. It takes tinre and an orchestrated plan for an
organisation to produce a significant shift in the expectations held by
its competitons, so as to reestablish a period of equilibrium. One
classic example is provided by Alcan and the aluminium industry - an
industry that goes through regular cycles, where a down-cycle
requires smelter dosures because it is too costly for any company to
finance inventory build-up. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s Alcan
basically accepted a role in the industry as the swinging supplier:
when recession came, 'reliable' Alcan would close a srnelter. But the
core of Alcan's smelter system was based on hydro+lectric power in
Quebec; and when the OPEC crisis brought a significant increase in the

10 Managemmt theory has borrowed heavily here frwr polidcal science - lotably
from Thomas C. Sdrelling's dassic work, Thc Strl,bgy of Col,fict (Harvard
University Pres, Cambridge Mas., 196or.
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world price of energ:f, it was no longer logical for Alcan to rnaintain a
strategy of being the swinging supplier. Unfortunately, competitors
continued to eleect them to be the swinging supplier, and the
endeavour to change those expectations and strategic reputations led
in the 1970s to the first of what proved to be three debilitating
world-wide price wars in the industry.

The difficulty in any perid of violent instability in a rnarket is
how to negotiate peac€. Managers are mindful of the constraints
imposed on them by trade practices legislation. It is necessary to
reestablish peace by each firm sending a series of signals to
competitors about its own enrerging orpectations about the future.
This is a clumsy peacemaking process, in which organisations must
gradually adapt their mutual expectations about behaviour to the
gnint where they are once again consistent. Peace cannot be
established until the organisations involved have mutually consistent
expectations.

What are the real strategic threats to mo6t companies? In the
private sector, organisations arc bginning to realise that the greatest
strategic threats come from moves that threaten committed
competitors. The most dangerous competitor is likely to be one that
has only a single, rullrow line of business, such as the 'classic'
family-owned firm. Such a firm is inflexible. Thus any aftack on that
firm, or on its core customer-base, is very dangerous. Given that it has
no options, it cannot retrea$ it must choose to cut price down to
marginal cash cost before it will close a plant or give up customers,
with serious implications for any firm that provokes it, but especially if
that firm is diversified.

A second very dangerous threat can arise when competition
octurs between firms that have markedly different cost structurcs.
(This does not mean necessarily different costs, since the average cost
for each of th€m to produce a product rnay be the same, but applies
where the organisational configuration reflects different degrees of
rcversibility of commitment). In many industries, competition between
fapanese and American firms provides a good example. Mapr
|apanese corporations, with their qualified commitment to lifetime
employment, have turned the hbour force into a fixed cost, instead of
a variable cost: workers cannot laid off for a year. Similarly, high debt
levels in the capital stnrctur€ of |apanese industrial companies during
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the 1970s and early 1980s rendered them very highly leveraged.
Paradoxically, that placed US firms at a strategic disadvantage. These
were characteriued by variable labour forces, or attitudes to labour that
allowed workers to be laid off, and they had high equity bases, which
meant that they could postpone a dividend anrC did not have to have
cash flow to pay the interest to the banker. In this configuration, the
|apanese firms had a cost structurre that, no rnatter what was
happening in the economic environnrnt, forced them to produce and
sell. They had nothing else to do with their labour forces and had to
service their debb. Thus the fapanese firms would inevitably respond
to any economic downturn with behaviour that, in the perception of
competing firms in the West, was'dumping'. (It could be argued that
such behaviour was exactly what their Western competitors were also
doing but that they were driven by a different cost configuration.)tl
One of the greatest strategic threats is posed by a competitor who gives
commitrnents, or 'hostages', becaus€ these reduce that competitor's
capacity to adapt to a changing envirorunent, forcing all of the change
onto the other party. A great deal of darnage was incurred by
American and European firms who did not understand this process of
interaction with |apanese firms with high fixed commitnents.

One might think that firms that can trim their labour forces in
recession and do not have to meet fixed debt commitnents are in a
position of strength. But experience shows that, precisely because such
firms have those options and competitors do not, their position is one
of weakness, not strength. The private sector is now thinking about
the way in which available options are actually used. Economic theory
assumes that having options is valuable, that options should be prized.
But the danger of options is that they reduce commitrnent.
Organisations that have a large number of options rnay in fact be at a
significant strategic disadvantage when competing against committed
competitors.

Firms tend to focus their attention excessively - and
dangerously - on competitors of similar size and approach. If one
studied Westpac, one would probably discover that Westpac
nranagernent spends most of its time thinking about the National
Australia, the Commonwealth and the AI{Z banks. Yet in rnany

11 See, for example, t.C. Abeggl€n and G. 9aD9 lalrlt Tlu lepnar @rVonlin (lfrrcrc
Boolcs, Ntr Yqk, 1965).
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industries it is not similar competitors who are the greatest threat. In
most cases, the greatest threat will come from the comPetitor that is
not understood, precisely because it is different. It always triggers my
conc€rn when the rranagement team says'Oh well, we do not really
think of them as a competitor'or'We do not really understand them,
they are not very rational'. This is almost certainly a warning signal
that the firm is ignoring a threat because the strategic logic of the other
party is not understood. Naturally it is easier to look at people who are
'rnembers of the club', and to ignore the pmple who are playing by
different rules. A firm needs the flexibility to adapt its mental 'rnap of
the world' so that competitors are seen as rational, and are not ignored.
This commitment to understanding the rationality of competitors is a
central part of what I have called the technology of the strategy
process.

This chapter has focused on firms in the Private sector. Yet
there is a certain similarity between industrial sbategy and what
Samuel Huntington said about the strategic concePt of a military
service.l2 The description of how, when and where the service expects
to protect the nation against some threat to its security is the statement
of the goal, which is analogous to nraximising shareholder value. It is a
very abstract statement, and one that still has to be operationalised to
be effective. It still needs specifics, in that we need to have a set of
ideas about how we compete and win, given that goal. Any
organisation needs to have both a view of its goal and a clear view of
the technology by which it can achieve high performance if it is to
survive in a changing world.

Samuel P. Huntingdon, T.Jational Policy and the Transocanic Navy', Unihd Stalcs
Nea,l Institub Ptwdings,YoLEO, No.5, May 1951.



CHAPTER 3

STRATEGIC CHANGE AND NAVAL ROLES

Commodore Sam Bateman

Samuel Huntington has highlighted the importance of a

military service continually adiusting its strategic concepts in response

to changing shategic circumstances.l Shategic change has been

widespread in recent years, with potentially far-reaching consequences

for how navies go about their business. This chapter is a reflection on
how the roles of navies might change in the light of tighter defence
budgets, the evolving global and regional security scene and the wider
conc€pt of security, which now embraces considerations of resource
and environmental issues.

The fundamental role of a navy is, of course, the warfighting
one - to detet and if necessary fight and win engagements at sea, in
defence of sovereignty and national interests. However, as part of the
wider conc€pt of the utility of maritime Power, navies have other
military, diplomatic and policing roles to fulfil and, despite recent

changes on the global security sc€ne, navies continue to fulfil these

roles - only the emphasis between the roles, and within each, may have

changed.

Further, it is usually assessed these days that navies are more
likely to be involved in lower level conflicts. Navies are also being
used in the peacekeeping role and to help promote regional stability
through confidence.and security-building measures. There have also

been iuggestions, most notably by Dr Gtty. Prins of the Global
Security Program at Cambridge University,2 that navies have a special
role to play in monitoring and protecting the rnaritime environment.

1

2

Samuel P. Huntington, National Policy and the Transoeanic Navy', Unir.il Stttcs
Nea,l hrstitut hoedngs, Vol.E0, No.5, May 199{-
See G. hins and R. Stamp, Top Grlrns oiToric Wlulcs:Tlu Enoimrunnt and GlfuI
Sanriry (Earthscan Publications, London, 191).
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Developments in Maritime Sbategy

The terms of rcference for the RAN Maritime Studies Program
require that we study developments in maritinc strabgy worldwide.
This is a partiorlarly interesting part of our activities for there is a lot
going on at present in the maritime shategic anea, regardless of
whether rnaritime strategy is approached from the global, regional or
national point of view.

When the evolution of maritime strategic thinking over the last
one hundred years is reviewed (starting with Mahan and coming
through to the present day), three clear trends are evident - or perhaps
mone acturately, one all+mbracing idea or maxim, which supports
two other centsal strands of thought.

The allembracing idea is that maritime strategy is about
achieving some degree of command or conbol over the sea either
because of the direct strategic importance of such control, or because of
the potential acress or protection provided for national interests by the
control. There is both a military and a national dimension to this
control and both involve the cnncept of maritinp power.

Stephen Rookill, in his important work Tfte Strategy of Su
Potod, has provided us with the dassical expression of the military
dinrension of maritime power. Roskill said that 'the function of
maritime power is to win and keep control of the sea for one's own
use, and to deny such conFol to one's adversaries'.3 Thus we have an
introduction to the twin concepts of sea assertion (or sea use) and sea
denial as the two broad military objectives of rnaritinc power.

The main factor to appreciate with this sea denial/sea
assertion dichotomy is that maritime strategy is concerned with both.
Tlrcre is a terderry to focus prirnarily on sea denial involving a
'Clausewitz goneto-sea' approach, with maritime sovereignty being
protected by'dug in'defences in the same wayas land Erritory is held,
with the enemy being brought to heel by some headon confrontation.
Sea assertion is the much more subtle and fledble facet of military
maritime strategy. As Rosinski has observed,'It is this impossibility of
establishing a line of defence across the sea that constitutes the
fundancntal peoiliarity of naval warfarE, ard confronts a commander

3 5. Rckifl, Tru St'rrtcg al tu Po*t : Its Deocloptncnt crtd Apdiatin (Collins,
tordorL l%2), p.15.
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It Ta. with problems and perplexities unknown to his colleague on
land'.4

There is also the consideration that military maritime power is
not the solg prerelative of navies. Aircraft are an essential andintegral
element of the military dimension of a nation's rnaritime power ind
are well recognised as such in all rnodern literature on maritime
strategy. As Sir Herbert Richmond wrote soon after World War II,
'Command of the sea is the indispensable basis of security, and
whether the instrument which exercises that crcmmand swims, floats
or flies is a mere matterof detail'.S

There is little in the morc frequently quoted air power texts
about the application of air power at sea. The explanation seems
simple: the primary concern throughout the historical evolution of air
poyq theory has been with the independent application of air power,
and that makes nrore sense as an adiunct to continental theories of
strategy rather than maritime theories. Generally, air power theorists
have eschewed the support role of air power in land/sea operations
and have directed their attention mone towards the strategic role of
independent air power and the importance of air superiority, although
even the latter has been primarily in the context of the land battle br
for the air defence of land targets.

For a contemporary expression of the national dimension of
maritime lx)wer, one cirn turn to a regional rnaritirrp strategic thinker.
In a talk to the Australian Naval Institute, late in 1991, the Chief of the
Singapore Navy, Comrnodore Tm, defined maritime power as 'the
aggregate of a counby's ability to make use of the sea in order to fulfil
its national economic, security and other goafu'.6 This encompasses the
importance of the sea to national defence, the comnron ground
between maritime security, maritime interests and marine industry,
and the contribution of sea, air and land capabilities to maritime
operations.

5

6

H. Rosinski, Mahan and World War II' in Mitdrell B. Simpson (e), fru
!_alopnt ol 

^Naa.t 
Tlonght : Essrys W HcrU Rostus&i (Naval Wai College press,

Newport Rl,l9Vl,p23.
Sjr Herbert Ridrmon4 S&itcsrrnn end fu Ponxr (f}e Clarendon hes, Oxford
19471,p.136,
Chee Hean Teo,'lvlaritime Power in Sotrth East Asia', /orrcl of kc Arctn[iol. Newll
Inslitulc, Novenrber 1 991, p.l 4.
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The second theme, which is encountered in both classical and

contemporary maritime strategic writings, is the idea that sea

command is required to facilitate the application of naval power
against the land (power proiection, amphibious operatsons, and
sea-based strike, including by nudear ballistic missiles). Among the

earlier writers, this idea of operations from the sea against the land

was the approach of Sir fulian Corbett, who 'Over and over again .'.

sought to remina sailors that Command of the sea should not be seen

as in end in itself.T Corbett pioneered strategic thinking in terms of
the relationship between land and sea warfare and was often at pains

to impress upon the naval profession that maritime strategy had

always to be subordinate to national strategy.

From the Soviet viewpoint, Gorshkov's basic maxim was that

the primary role of naval forces was to facilitate sea-based strike
against an enemy. He shunned the idea of military command of the
sea, stating that the primary role of the fleet is against the sources of an

enemy's military power rather than more directly against the opposing
naval forces. Ballistic-missile strbmarines fitted this principle but he

has also written that anti-trade and protection-of-trade operations are

'the most important constituent part of the efforts of a fleet aimed at
undermining the military-economic potential of the enemy'.8

This quote from Gorshkov leads to the third central theme in
the literature of maritime strategy. This is the idea that the Primary
purpose of maritime operations is economic rather than military.
neciuse of the dependence of rnany countries on the sea both as a
natural barrier to attack or as the medium for trade and
communications, maritime operations are required to protect a

country's own economic vulnerabilities or to attack those of the enemy.

In a ciassical sense, this theme covers anti-bade and protection-of-
seaborne-trade operations. These activities have a very long history,
going right back tb the days of privateering in the fifteenth century.e

7

8
9

C-offrey TilL 'Corbett and the 190s', Paper presented to the Corbett-Ridunond
Conferencc, US Navy War College, Newport,2&29 September 792,p'16.
S.G. C-'orshkov, fuPonn ol tlu Stntc (Pergamon, Oxfor4 1961,p221.
For a omprehensive review of the relationship between maritime strategy-and
maritime Lade se€ Nidrolas Tracy, Attack ot Meritittrc Tr@ Macmillan,
Basingstoke, 1991).
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In a more contennporary sens€, the relationship between
maritime strategy and economics can be extended beyond trade to
embrace the whole gamut of a nation's offshore comrrercial interests,
especially fishing and offshore mining, and their potential
vulnerability to attack. When Mahan was writing iust on one hundred
years ago, his concept of seaborne corunerce, as a key element of a
nation's sea power, related only to merchant ships and their cargoes,
but now times have changed. As discussed in more detail later,
nations are becoming much rnore acutely aware of the full range of
their maritime interests and the potential value of their offshore
resources. This and other factors are leading to new developments in
maritime strategic thinking.

The Russians are wrestling with the implications of
fragmentation of the former Soviet Union and their horrific economic
situation. Their particular strategic dilemmas lie in finding an
appropriate balance between air, ground and land forces and meeting
the particular requirements of individual states and regions. It seems
likely, for example, that the residual need for maritime forces will be
particularly strong in Eastern Russia, with the likely outconre that the
Russian Pacific Fleet will emerge as the most 6lite of all the Russian
fleets with a concentration of professional expertise and the better
ships and submarines.

In the West, navies are, in the words of one commentator,
'clutching at straws' and '... rushing around in circles, looking for a
mission before politicians could move in to mothball it in the next
rcund of defence cuts'.I0 Thus we are hearing rmre about the concept
of multinational naval cooperation (MNCO) and the utility of naval
peacekeeping on a global scale. MNCO involves consideration of
multinational naval forces acting in the corrunon interest under the
auspices of the UN, NATQ the Western European Union or some
other multilateral sponsoring body. As the recently retired Supreme
Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT), Admiral Edney USN, has
described the ongoing benefits of MNCO for NATO, naval forces are :

the most acceptable forms of military presence and
r€sponse in crisis situations. They convey calculated

l0 Derek Boothby, 'Sailing under New C-olors', unit tt Stlitcs Nawrt hrstitute
Ptuecilings, Y o1.118, No.Z lnly 792, p.48.
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ambiguity and calibrated rcsponse. Their prcsence on
the high seas does not irrevocably commit the Alliance
to a given course of action but the choices are varied
and the rnessage dear.rl

In the United States, the United Sates Navy (USN) is
experiencing a crisis of identity with the demise of the Soviet threat
and the probability of deepening defence budget crrts. The maritime
strategy of the 1980s is 'on the shelf and the USN has had to develop
its response to the new US national strategy espoused by President
Bush in his Aspen speech two years ago, with its four key concepts of
deterrence (conventional and nuclear), forward presenc€, crisis
response and reconstitution.

The US maritime stratqly of the 1980s is the great
contemporary o<ample of the principles of rnaritime strategy being
applied with a direct focus on command of the sea.l2 The strategy was
characterised as being forward, global, allied and ilint Its emphasis
was on offensive sea control and horizontal escalation using the USN's
command of the sea (for example, attacking the Soviet Far East if the
Soviet Union had attacked Europe). The prirnary task was war at sea
through sea control. tndeed throughout the Cold War period, the focus
in Western maritime strategy was on the containment of Soviet power
at sea by Western sea control, and economic themes played
'subordinate and derivative' roles.

Now there is a nnve away from open{cean naval operations
in USN strategic thinking. The recently endorsed USN White Paper,
subtitled 'A New Direction for the Naval S€nrice',I3 places the
emphasis on proiection of power/amphibious operations rather than
on sea comrnand/control W s, although this remains an obvious
prerequisite in the area of operations. Recognising the greater
likelihood of regional conflict, the new USN strategy focuses on'naval

Admird Leon Edney USN, Maritime Roles beyond Bloc Politics', Royal United
9rroiccs lnstitutc (RUSI) lounul, Vol.l3Z No.l, February 1942" p.9.
For an analysis see Norman Friedman, Tlu U,S. Ivlnritittu Stmtegy (ane's, london,
1988). Fq a disrssion of the US Cold War maritime sbategy in the Pacific,
induding the relative balance between offmsive sea control and ectnouric theures,
see E.A. C,lssr, frr Eoolutln q US Nbrilinu Poucr in tlu PacW, Working Paper
No245 (Strategk and Defence Studies Cenhe, Ar.stralian National University,
Canb6ra, April 192).
US Departnent of the Navy and US Marine Cspo White Paper, ..Jrua tlu fu:
PrtWW tlz N@l Ser?ia Pl tlu 27st Cnttwy,Washington D.C, September 192.
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expeditionary forces, shaped for pint operations, operating forward,
from the sea, in the littoral areas of the world'. A notional
expeditionary force comprises aircraft carrier and air win&
amphibious ships with embarked marines, surface combatants,
submarines, maritime patrol aircraft and naval sea, air and land teams
(SEAIs).

US maritime doctrinal thinking is thus shifting its focus away
fiom defending the fleet's battlespac€ on the open ocean towards
penetrating and dominating the enemy's battlespace in littoral waters
and coastal areas. Manoeuvre warfare at sea is Fining with rnanoeuvre
warfare on land and Sir fulian Corbett must be standing up and
applauding from his grave.

At a regional level, it is now conventional wisdom to talk
about the growing significance of the rnaritinre environment and
maritime issues in regional strategic thinking and the importance of
maritime issues (law of the sea, maritime boundaries, conllicting
claims to offshorc territory, maritime safety, offshore reeources,
seaborne trade, marine pollution, transit rights, piracy, illegal
immigration, etc.) in regional relations.

There is a shift in the threat perceptions of rrpst ASEAN
countries away from internal security and land threats to maritinc
threats, with a consequent emphasis in force development on rnaritine
capabilities (ships, submarines and aircraft). Thus there has been what
one conunentator calls 'the rremergence of the importance of
seapo$'er, until rccent ean$ a neglected dimension in the defence
calculations of regional states'.!4

The Strategic Emphesie on Maritime Issues

These developnrcnts in rnaritinre strategy have to be seen
against the background of perreptions of the growing importance of
ttre oceans to nations. Maritinre issues appear to be assuming greater
significance in national strategic thinking, partictrlarly arnong nations
of the Asia-Pacific region. Indeed it is possible to go even fuither and
argue that a new 'oceans era' is emeqging with maritirrrc security

14 
lil]Uqg Qreung 'C-onrmand of the Seas', Fn Ftsttrn Eomnic Rmiet), n lliry
1989, p.15.
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becoming the fundamental concern of most island and coastal states.

There are several reasons for this.

Firstly, there are the trends towards Sreater economic

interdependence between nations. Very few countries are truly
self-suflicient with regard to energy, foodstuffs, manufactures or
strategic raw materiali and the sea remains the basic medium for
commerce betrveen nations. The economic growth of East Asia

involves both increased trade and reduced self-sufficiency. There is

also the trend in developing countries, including some in ASEAN (see

Table 1), towards buiidinlg up national flag shipping fleets and

becoming increasingly interested in capabilities and procedures for the

protection of shipping.

TABLE 1 : ASEAN MERCHANT FLEETS

Country No. of Vessels
198GE1 l99l-92 198&E1

Gross Tons
t991-92

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
ASEAN TOTAL

\,122
196
620

1,031
7%

3,105

1,W
489

1,420
774
296

4863

1,3W,911
620,894

1,m,019
7,fJ69,752

%1,659
11,767545

2,778,ffi
1,717,479
8,514,876
7,927,86

514,8m
20,953,667

Source: lanc's Fighting Slrips, 19EG8l and 19G91.
Note: The ddlne- in 'the Singaporean merchant fleet reflects Singapore's

increased labour costs and the 'flagging out' of merchant ships owned in
Singapore.

Secondly, nations are becoming both rnore aware of and

potentially more competitive over the resources that lie on or under
ihe seabed. While, on the one hand, there is concern over the

dwindling supply of sonre land-based resourc€s, on the other,
technological developments are making s€abed mining (including for
oil and gis) technically feasible in deeper and more distant waters than
was previously the case.

These factors are evident in the work of the UN Preparatory

Commission on Deep Seabed Mining and the importance sonre nations
have attached to being registered as pioneer investors in deep seabed
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mining research and exploration. India is an example of a country in
our region which has moved in this way to protect its position as a
deep seabed mining nation independently of any intemationalised
seabed mining regime. The particular interest of India in 'pioneer
investor' status undoubtedly flows from the fact that the Indian Ocean
has extensive areas of potentially mineable seabed not under the
sovereign$r of a coastal state.ls

Associated with this increasing concern over offshore
resources is the whole issue of offshore sovereignty. The 1982 UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea establishes a new, comprehensive
and intemational oceans regime based on extended national
iurisdiction, but unfortunately it dso provides the grounds for a new
round of boundary disputes. Furthermore, in many respects the
Convention lacks the clarity necessary to provide an adequate basis for
the resolution of disputes, not only with regard to sovereignty matters
but also in the case of navigational and environmental issues.

Thirdly, there are significant maritirrc implications of the
growing adherence, particularly within our region, to the
multidimensional approach to security. Whereas national security in
the past was concerned with the integrity of sovereign territory and
protection against military attack, it now embraces consideration of
economic and environmental security and social well-being. Hence
there are concerns about r€source security, rnarine pollution, marine
safety, drugs, illegal population movements, global warming,
depletion of fish stocks, etc. Given the significance of the rnaritime
environment in the Asia-Pacific region, it is not surprising that most of
these concerns arising from a broad definition of security are
manifested at sea.

Finally, and partly as a consequence of the factors already
mentioned, navies (or more accurately, maritime forces) have been

India has the unique distinction of being the first state to be allotted a mine site in
the South Cenkal lndian Ocean and to be registered as a pioneer investor. In this
area, India has the exdtrsive right to carry out activities leading up to the
exploitation of polpnetallic nodules. The lndian mine site measureg
approximately 150,0m sqr.rare kilometres and lies roughly between 1O and lP
South and 73o and 81o East. RADM O.P. Sharma IN (Ret'd), 'Exploitation of
Undersea Resources and ConIliC Potmtial', Paper presenbd to a Seurinar on The
Indian Oean: Chdlenges and Opportunities, Navy Foundatio4 New Delhi,29-30
September 192.
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relatively less affected by smaller defence budgets arul trends towards
srnaller deferrce forces. This is partly due to the long lead-time for
naval equipments and the difficulties of stopping programmes (such
as Trident in the UK and the carier and subrnarfure prqtrammes in the
US) but it is also related to perceptions of strategic need. However,
within our regiory there has been no 'peace dividend' as such, and
maritime capabilities have been attracting relatively greater resource
expenditure in regional defence forces (Iapan, China, South Korea,
Taiwary as well as ASEAN).

The ChangingRoles of Navies

Ken Booth, in his Naoi*es anil Foreign Policy,r6 suggests that the
tasks of navies (or once again, nx)re accurately, maritinc forces) can be
categorised under three basic functions: their policing diplomatic and
military roles. This is the framework used here in discussing how the
roles of navies might change in the light of new strategic requirernents.

With the policing role, navies are involved in the enforcement
of the iurisdiction of the coastal state over is littoral waters which may
extend, with the continental shelf regime, to a distance of 320 nautical
miles offshorc. There is a concomitant responsibility on tlre coastal
state to provide a number of services within its littoral waters, to
protect the maritime envircrunent, and generally to maintain good
order. All of this involves what Geoffrey Till has called the'protection
of the offshore estate'.l7

Specific tasks associated with the role include nraritime
surveilLance, seardr and rescue, fisheries protectiory hydrcgraphic
suneying, rnarine scientific research, intercepting refugee boats, and
combating piracy and smuggling. Although, in most instarrces, a navy
in performing these tasks is acting in peacetime on behalf of another
agency of government, it usually makes good sense that the navy
should do this because it has the ships and expertise available relevant
to the task, and invariably there is also some relationship with national
sectrrity.

16 K B@du l&oics and Foftign tulky (Croor Helm, Lqrdoru 197), especially
pp.ltr6.rr G. TW ltloitinu Strlrbgy h t u Nrcle z{gc (lvlecurillen, [-ondqr, 2nd edn, 1984),

P2G.
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There are sound reasons for arguing that the policing role of
navies may incrcase in tlre future. Ttre higher level of offshore reeource
development, growing ooncerns about tlre maritime environment and
the increasing incidence of drug smuggling, piracy and illegal
migration are all factors here, as well as ttre wider control now being
exercised by coastal states over littoral waErs, both in a geographical
ard a iurisdictional sense. As one Canadian wriEr has noted :

... a new octean regime has arisen based on extended
national iurisdiction ard dominad by coastal states.
As a result, rnaritinc sovereignty has becone an issue
of cardinal imporhnce for most coastal states, and
navies, in h,rrn, have become increasingly central to
state octan policy.t8

The United State and other rnapr Western maritime poweni
lament the 'creeping iurisdiction' of coastal states, but it seems that this
is a rcality of our part of the world. Even Australia, for example, has
exercised 'creeping iurisdiction' through the introduction of
compulsory pilotage for the Tores Strait and Great Barrier Reef. After
the recent spate of marine accidents in the Malacra and Singapore
straits, it is possible that similar arrangements could be considered for
those straits despite the strong obiections likely from the United States
and other maritime nations.

A wide spedmm of tasks is embraced by the diplornatic role
of navies. Broadly the role involves navies being used as instruments
of foreign polic!- but the rnanifestation of the role can riange from
straightforward, rarely controversial activities to support foretgn
pnlicy obFctives, such as regional security cooperation (port visits,
combined exercises, etc.) through to manipulative/coercive naval
presence missions to influence the political calculations of other states
in situations short of actual conflict. Multinational naval cooperation to
maintain international order, irrcluding naval peacekeeping unrder the
auspices of the UN, could be viewed as part of the diplomatic role of
navies. A distirrction is thus possible between 'cnercive' naval
diplomacy and'cooperative' naval diplornacy.

lE S.C Bertrand, 'After the C-old War : What Relevrnce a Navy?', &tdin Forca
dlcgcRrriiro.,799l,p27.
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The military role of navies has a peacetime dimension, as well
as the obvious warfighting or conflict management dimension. The

peacetime dimension covers both strategic nuclear deterrence and
conventional deterrence involving the demonstration of naval skills
and capabilities to deter attack or the threat of attack.

In conflict, the military role of navie is about the command of
the sea, although there will always be clear limits on the ability of any
nation to exercise the required level of sea command. The old maxim
applies that the wartime role of navies is 'to secure control of those

parts of the sea that the nation needs for its purposes at the time'.l9 In
other words, sea corrunand and sea control will always be limited by
considerations of tirne, purpose and geographic area. It should also be
noted that sea command is not necessarily about winning
engagements at sea. In activities such as protection of shipping, it is
just as much about avoiding engagements at sea.

The tasks associated with the military role of navies can be

classified by the sea assertion and sea denial approach mentioned
above. Typical sea assertion missions comprise amphibious operations,
naval presence missions, the protection of shipping and offshore
territories, intelligence and surveillance in areas Potentially under the

control of the adversary, mine counterrneasures and a spectrum of
power proiection activities to strike against the adversary (for example,
naval gunfire support, sea-based air strike, interdiction of lines of
communication). Sea assertion strike missions are to be distinguished
from sea denial ones in that the former are usually conducted at
greater distances from base than the latter, although they need not
necessarily be in areas under the control of the adversary.

Sea denial operations involve preventing an adversary from
using the sea for his own Purposes. Typical sea denial operations
include sovereignty protection, maritime patrol and resPonse,

maritime strike, anti-submarine warfare, and the shadowing and
marking of an adversary's unib in a constrained rules of engagement
situation. Such operations are essentially defensive in character.

Sea denial is the principal warfighting function of regional
navies. However, the RAN does have a clear need for sea assertion

19 J.A. Robertson, The Rrndamentals of Maritime Stratqty', lounel of thc Austtelien
Nea,l Institut , Noveurberr 198, p25.
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capabilities given the extent of our maritime surrounds, our
dependence on long sea lines of communication (both coastal and
overseas), and the security responsibility for offshore territories,
particularly Cocos and Christmas islands.

The protection of shipping is a task that is often
misunderstood. It involves the protection of ships and not the
protection of so<alled sea lines or sea lanes of communication. As

descriptions of generic tasks, these latter phrases are acceptable, but it
is a pity that they have come to be understood as the means of
undertaking the tasks. Quite simply, it is a waste of scarce resources to
protect areas of ocean as such: there has to be something there worth
protecting. As Hill has pointed out in relation to Australia, 'the defence

of a "line" is even more absurd in the vast ocean exPanses surrounding
Australia than it is in the more confined waters of the Eastern
Atlantic'.2O With the exception of focal areas that can be secured on a
permanent or semi-permanent basis, shipping, both coastal and
overseas is best protected by a moving 'zone of sea control' which can

change on a day-byday, or even hour-by-hour, basis.

What is the relative balance between the roles of navies and
how might this be changing? Ken Booth has written recently that
'Navies do not have a great future, if "great"' is meant in a Mahanian
sense as expansive, shaping history, engaging in decisive battles, and
providing a life of Nelsonic heroism'.2l He believes that while
deterrence at sea will remain 'the bottom line of naval policy', frower
proiection and coercive diplomacy will be of declining utility but
cooperative naval diplomacy and constabulary functions will increase
in importance.

Similarly, Till has written recently that less'glamorous'roles of
navies are likely to be areas of significant growth.22 He believes that
constabulary duties, naval diplomacy and the sealift mission are all
likely to become more important in the future. The sealift mission

J.R. Hill 'Awtralia's Maritime Interests and Defence: A UK View' in W.S.G.
Bateman and M.W. Ward (eds), Aust/dia's Maritimc Inw.sts: Vieus fum Ooet*es
(Australian Crnhe for Maritime Studies, Canbena, 1990), pp'82-3.
K. Booth, The Role of Navies in Peacetime: The Influence of Fuh're History upon
Sea Power', Paper presented to a Conference on Naval Power in the Pacifig
Australian Defelrce Force Academy, Canberra, May 1991.

G. Till, 'A Pct-Cold War Maritime Strategy for NATO', Naoel Forces, Vol.X[,
No.lll, 192, pp.&l5.
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enters consideration largely because of the experience of the Gulf War
and the demonstrated dependence of allied operations on logistic
support by sea. Certainly initial elements of air and land forces arrived
very quickly in Saudi Arabia, but they could not have been sustained
there without the sea lines of communication being open and secure
against aftack.

The UN success in the Gulf has led to proposals for the
development of a more perrnanent standing UN naval force whose
main roles would be peace enforcement, maritime policing and
humanitarian aid.ts Such a force could be formed under Chapter VII of
the UN Charter which provides a framework for action with respect to
threats to the peace, breaches of peace and acts of aggression.24 Issues
associated with a greater role for the United Nations in rnaintaining
maritime security are under study in a number of places, including the
University of Southampton's Project on Naval Peacekeeping, and the
University of Cambridge's Global Security Programme. The
fundarrental considerations are that navd forces are partiorlarly good
in acting internationally and that warships usually work well together
in multinational forces.

Perhaps in the longer term there n'ill be a role for
multinational naval cooperation in environmental preservation along
the lines suggested by Gwyn Prins.E Even in the short term however,
there may be scope for navies to be more involved in environmental
monitoring following existing operational patterns and using existing
equiprnent. The problem with this involvement is rnore one of
coordination than of resourc€s, but it would seem worthwhile
overcoming it as the results could be invaluable, particularly for
monitoring global warming.

Conclusion
A number of themes concerning the changing roles of navies

have emerged in this paper.The first is the possibility that capabilities

M. fugh, Multinational Maridme Pecekeeping: Sope for Deep Blue Beretsl,
Peper presented rt the Adan Peace Researdr Assodadon Conference, Peae and
Security in the Ada-Padflc Region, Christdrurdr NZ,3l Jmuary,{ February, 192.
Gwyn Prins, The United Nations and Peaekeeping in the Poet{old War World',
Brllbtin al Pacc hopsels,YoLZ2,l,Io.2, 191, pp.13}155.
Prins and Stamp, Top Gurrs arul Torb Wheb, p.149 .
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and procedurcs for the protection of shipping may once again return
to prominerrce as a priority task for maritinre forces in periods of
tension or conflict. Apart from considerations of the security of our
coastal and overseas shipping, Australia is likely to be led down this
route by the increased movement towards regional security
cooperation and the ooncern of regional countries for the security of
their seaborne trade.

Over time, theories of rnaritinre shategy have vacillated
between an emphasis on military command of the sea (s€a assertion
and/or sea denial), power projection ashore or economic warfare as
the basic maritime strategic rationale. After an emphasis during the
Cold War on command of the sea to cpntain Soviet forces, the USN is
now focusing on power proption ashore, but this is unlikely to be a
mapr consideration for other navies. As we enter a period when
national security and power and status in world affairs will be
determined increasingly by economic success, it is not unlikely that
there will be a swing back to economic factors as a principal
determinant of naval roles. Within the Asia-Pacific regiory there is
already a significant economic dimension to maritirne security, with
navies being seen as necessry to support and protect economic
activity.

The second conclusion is that the military role of navies may
be becoming relatively less important with greater attention being paid
to the diplomatic and policing roles. As Sir fames Cable has observed,
'It would be a rash prophet who suggested that warships would not be
needed in future wars, but a foolish Admiral whose case for keeping a
navy depended solely on the likelihood of using it in war at sea'.25 It is
at the lower end of the conflict spectrum that rnaritirrre power will play
the greatest role. Also, navies can contribute to the prevention of
conflict and regional stability through the promotion of maritime
confidence- and security-building measures.

Finally, the world is experiencing a changing concept of
security which emphasises global and regional envincnmental
concems. This could lead to another changing role for navies but I
hesitate to call it a 'new' role as, for example, the naval officers who
explored the waters around Australia were also ocennograptrers and

26 lames Cable, Na"l:s inVbilcntPacc(Maonillan, Basingptok€, f9E9), p28.
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de facto marine rientists. It is worthy of note that the Royal Navy has

already begun to investigate how it can incorporate environmental
research into its missions.2T

While warfighting and conllict nunagement will remain the

fundamental rationale for defence forces, we are increasingly going to

see new compromises emerging. This is already occurring in the US

and the UK ind one susPects that Australia will not be immune' To

some extent, navies will be to the forefront with these changes simply
because navies have always been much more involved in non-military
tasks than the other two services'

27 Prins and Stamp,Top Guns enilToxb Wtulcs, pp.146151.
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In opening the first discussion perid, Vice Admiral
MacDougall noted how both the paper by Professor Davis and that by
Commodore Bateman had gone some way to provoking thought
about the need to respond to changing circumstances. While the paper
by Professor Davis took strategy in a general sense, that by
Commodore Bateman had implications specifically for navies, not only
the RAN but also other navies in the region. The keynote address by
Professor Mack was very relevant to the discussion of changing roles.

The forum proceedings subsequently ranged over a great
diversity of issues but with a particular focus on the 'whys and
wherefores' of regional naval developments. Participants discussed the
relevance for Australia and the region of the views of Ken Booth and
others regarding changing naval roles. However, a note of caution was
sounded here in that these writings were primarily cast from a

European perspective in a Cold War context. Regional navies were not
necessarily placing a greater emphasis on the policing and diplomatic
roles. In fact the opposite could well be the case with some navies,
which had previously had just a sovereignty protection role but were
now acquiring capabilities for high-intensity maritime conflict.

The prestige factor with the new equipment being acquired by
regional states was an issue meriting some debate. Professor Mack had
pointed out that there seemed to be more correlation between growth
in domestic product and increased defence expenditure than there is
between defence expenditure and threat perceptions. However, the

converse view is that this is simply a function of economic growth and
the ability to acquire the best hardware if it can be afforded.

There was general agreement that the issue needed to be kept
in perspective. There had been no 'peace dividend' in the Asia-Pacific
region and there should have been no expectation that there would be

one. Regional defence forces, including those of Australia, have not
been structured on requirements of superpower rivalry. There was an

understandable trend towards modernising and upgrading the
capabilities of regional defence forces. Tlre Republic of Singapore Navy
clearly demonstrated this trend with its move from basic patrol boats

to multithreat<apable qorvettes and mine warfare forces.
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The 'peace dividend' could also be related to economic
development. The hostility between the superpowers and the US
pr€sence in the region facilitated regional ecpnomic development. The
Vietnam War, in particular, had benefited Malapia and Singapore
because it gave them the breathing spac€ to develop stable
government. The resultant economic growth now allowed them to put
in place the defunce forces tlrey perceived necessary for national
security.

The view was also expressed that the tr€nds with arms
acquisitions in the rcgion may bear some relationship to the
'mimicking'behaviour of organisations discussed by ltofessor Davis
in his paper. This factor could be partiorlarly important in some parts
of Asia where, despite the rhetoric of goodwill and regional resilience,
some states are still deeply suspicious of each other. They are still
'business' competitors, although there is not necessarily an anns race
as such.

A country may want more of a particular capability because ib
image is important rather than on the basis of rational analysis of
threats and capabilities. There was thus a risk of irrational'
competition. This suggested an alternative paradigm of applying
business strategic thinking to the miliAry strategic process or, as
Professor Mack put it,'conflict spirals and procurenenf.

Professor Davis noted that there had not been much research
on why mimicking behaviour occurs so often in strategy but a lot of it
appeared to lie in the reward structure of organisations. This was
demonstrated by the classic staternent that You cannot be fired for
buying IBM'. When you make a strategic choice in the face of
urrcertainty and ambiguity, several outconr€s are possible. If you make
the same choice as a whole series of other people, and all are wrong,
then you will not be punished severely. If none is wrong, you will not
be punished at all. However, if you arc the only person who makes a
bad decision, you arre likely to be punished very severely.

There is a view that if this analogy is conect, then the defence
postures of nation states are driven to a large extent by domestic
imperatives (to enhance the image or credibility of leadership) and that
in a sense we are really fmling ourselves when we rnove towards
thrcat assessm€nts. But there is a weakness in this argurnent -
vulnerabilities must also be considered. Singapore, for uample, is
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particularly vulnerable to the disruption of seaborne trade and thus it
makes sense to acquire mine<ountemeasune capabilities.

There seems to be a wide diversity of explanations for
different force structure developments in the region. The arms
build-up on the Korean peninsula is clearly driven externally by the
tension between tlre two Koreas. Some other developments appear to
be the result of sensible appreciations, of rnatching particular
requirements against particular environnrcnb and appreciations.
Again Singapore, with its particular island state geography and
vulnerabilities, is a case in point. It is perhaps understandable that
Singapore should feel vulnerable, with its three million people
sandwiched between seventeen million Malaysians and 180 million
Indonesians.

In most instances regional naval planners seem able to
produce good strategic iustifications for the types of equipment being
acquired. These iustifications can be cast in broad strategic terms
(primarily associated with China), or according to their different
perspectives (as with Iapan, as highlighted by Professor Mack). There
are also some specific lower level issues, induding resourcas and
disputed maritime boundaries and territories. The affordability
hypothesis (that countries c.rn afford the capabilities they are seeking)
is also quite strong. Also, they will not be diverted from these force
development programmes by the rhetoric of arms control and strategic
wisdom passed on from experience on the other side of the world.

However, these matters are largely in the eyes of the beholder
and there are still sorne force structure developments in the region that
s€em to have no rational strategic purpose. Ttre cormption factor also
has to be considered. It is considered that the military has
extraordinary influence in politics in some regional countries.

A consensus was appar€nt during the discussion that ttrere are
several maritime issues that are likely to become rmre important in the
furure. There is much potential for a dash of interests at sea over
offshore reeources and offshore maritinre interests. The security of sea
lines of cornmunication is of increasing interest b lapan, South Korea
and Taiwan while the 'straits' states of Malaysia, Indonesia and
Singapore are increasingly concerned about the risla of rnarine
pollution and the higher costs of ensuring the safety of navigation in
their littoral waters. A stable rnaritime reginrc is of utnost importance
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in the region, yet there are different perspectives on the law of the Sea

apparent between regional countries and the great maritime Powers,
particularly the US.

The workshop acknowledged that all of these considerations
pointed to the importance of maritime confidence' and security-
building initiatives in building a stable regional security environment
in which countries do not perceive the need to acquire the sort of
capabilities they are now planning to acquire. If all the force structure
plans in the region are realised, the general area of the north-east
Indian Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, the South and North China Sea and
their approaches in the Western Pacific is going to be a more comPlex
operating area for naval forces than it has been in the past. There will
be more navies of consequence on the sea and they will have available
more sophisticated equipment - not iust ships and submarines but also
maritime aircraft, both strike and surveillance.

However, there is a difficulty in promoting maritime
confidence'and security-building measures. This lies in the sensitivity
of regional countries to outside interference, particularly in matters
that are clearly regarded as the sovereign prerogative of independent
states. There is certainly a danger in appearing to be hypocritical,
particularly when Australia itself appears to have been participating in
a 'fire sale' of F-111s. While Australia has a role to play in the
confidence'building proc€ss, it should not appear to be neo<olonial by
adopting a condescending attitude to force structures of other
countries. The general consensus of the workshop was that Australia
should con(entrate on areas where it has some established expertise,
including rnaritime matters and force structure planning in a low-level
threat environment.

Some specific consideration was also given to the possible
implications for Australia of the apparent prestige factor is equipment
acquisitions and regional defence expenditure trends. Firstly, as the
prestige factor is related to the strong political influence exercised by
some regional defence establishments, there is a possible message that,
if Australia is to be taken seriously in regional security affairs, then it is
necesmry that it also maintain inlluential military forces. This is
potentially an important part of our contribution to the promotion of a
favourable regional strategic environment, which is supported by the
cooperative diplomacy aspect of naval operations.
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There is, however, some doubt as to the notion that having
sbong defence forces means that Australia will be taken more
seriously in the region. Economic performance is a more important
factor in the geo-strategic equation. On these grounds alone, Russia is
no longer taken seriously in the region, and when Australia is
considered, some doubt may exist as to whether it would nrake any
difference if it had twice as many submarines, or three times as nuny
frigates. What perhaps counts in terms of regional perceptions of
Australia, is how well its economy is performing.

A related implication for Australia is whether it will be able to
maintain its so-called 'technological edge'over regional defence forces.
This is becoming much more difficult, particularly as Australia's
economic performance falls behind that of regional counhies. There is
a view that suggests that a 'technological edge' is no longer a realistic
or necessary obiective for Australia. Indeed such considerations could
be seen as underlining the need for Australia to think in terms of
cooperative security.

There is also a risk that, in tryrng to maintain its so-called
'technological edge', we are in fact setting a standard for regional
defence forces and precipitating an upwards spiral in military
technology. A related problem is the idea that seeking a'technological
edge' is another example of the defence of Aushalia being a
manifestation of what one workshop participant called 'our intellectual
hostility to the region'. The belief was expressed that Aushalia is seen
as an 'unpredictable factor in the region'and that, to interact more, it
needs 'to get rnore maritime in outlook' and 'get away from the
continental paranoia' implicit in defending the continent.

Using the business terminology adopted by Professor Davis,
the ultimate competitor for the RAN is not found in the orders of battle
of regional defence forces, or even the army or air force (in the context
of competition for the scarce defence dollar) but rather the country's
environment itself. For Australia, this is a vast expanse of water, which
is permeable to a grcat range of threats including, increasingly,
'unconventional'ones such as drug smuggling and illegal immigration.

The paper by Professor Davis is unquestionably rich with
analogy to the strategic planning proc€ss, particularly the idea of the
corporate ethos, or the validity of the underlying assumptions. There
ane some themes here worthy of infinite development with possibly
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far-reaching implications for the roles of the RAN. For example, we
assume that the centre of gravity in the country still remains
politically, economically and in every other sense in the southeast
corner, when logically, in terms of the location of resources and
energy, it should be more to the north.

This leads on to some other questions about the basic precepts
of Australian defence planning, including the notion of the Western
alliance and the idea that Australia's defence policy is one of self-
reliance within a framework of alliances. There is a view that a closer
relationship with Asia is impossible while Australia remains part of
the so-called Western community. There is perhaps a need to be more
proactive and to focus on opportunity. This leads to the observation
that Australia needs to look harder at where the opportunities might
lie, as well as at the nation's maritirne devolvement as a proactive
instrument of national policy rather than as a potential source of
weakness and a means of combating threats. In this regard, the notion
of the changng roles of navies could have particular relevance to
Australia.
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THE RAN'S ROLE IN REGIONAL SECURITY





CHAPTER 4

REGIONAL SECURITY: AUSTRALIAN
POLICY

Iotrn Dauth

In an audience that includes such notable experts on regional

security policy as Paul Dibb, Andy Mack and sam Bateman, it is rather

difficuit ior a public servant, not inclined to advarrce novel analysis,

outrageous propositions or new policy proposals for debate, to Pr€s€nt
government p"ti.y without it looking like an undergraduate primer.
ihe result ii thai this chapter pursues the rather dreary option of
reviewing recent Nstory as a way of illustrating the point Australia has

reached on this issue and where things seem to be headed in our
region.

The issues that are covered in this workshop - and, in one

sense, regional security is at the very heart of it - are issues of great

national iignificance. They require a strategic analytical focus, which
does not come nahlrally to most individuals burrowing away in
individual foxholes in individual porffolios. They need to be pursued

in forums such as this, wherc people cirn conre out into the wider
playrng fields and do a bit of uninhibited strategic thinking. National
r""irtity and strategic planning are subiects that are far too important
and fai too large to be the preserve of any single Part of government,
or indeed even of governrrent alone.

When it was recently mentioned to the Chief of the Defence

Force that we wanted to rename our ratlrer cumbersomely titled
division from Defence Dsarmament, Security and Nuclear Division to

the National Security Division, he demurred a little, say-lng that he

thought that he and the ADF could reasonably be said_ to be principal
guardians of national security. His point was taken. In any case, we
have decided to call ourcelves the International security Division
instead. But had it been nectssary we would have contested

vigorously with him any suggestion that national security is a rnatter

purely foi'ttre ADF or the Departncnt of Defence alone; iust as, of
io.trse, approaches to regional security are not solely the preserve of
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the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade or even of its able and
energetic minister.

In rec€nt )tears we have seen sorne very important
developments, even improventnts, in governnrnt in the handfing of
the large issue involved in national security policy. To some degree
this has been a furrtion of personalities at the political level, wtrere
Ministers Evans, Beazley and Ray have a very proud record of
cooperative and detailed dialogue. At a bureaucratic level, the
goverilnent instihted, in August 1989, the Strategic Policy
Cmrdination Group ard both its forrnation ard ib subaequent
operation repr€sent a high-wabr rnark in government in bureaucratic
cooperation between the various rnapr departnrents inFrested in
national security issues.

Paul Dibb, both when lre was in the Department of Defence
and since he has left it, has made a singular contribution to strategic
thinking at all levels in both the Departments of Defence and Foreign
Affairs and Trade, where he has for the last year been running
seminans very much along the lines of this workshop.

Asia-Pacific regional security has, of coutse, only recently
become as much of a discrete policy issue as it is currently accepted to
be. The reasons for this arc obvious. Fint, the notion of an Asia-Pacific
region is, in sonr senses, still relatively novel and still geographically
rather undefined. In a Cold War world the security of East Asia and
the Pacific was ensured by what, in effect, was a Pax Arrericana, even
despite the United States' defeat in the Vietnam War. The end of the
Cold War has changed the pararrreters of that order. But change has
ocrurred also as much as a result of developmmts within the region
itself as it has been as an immediate result of the end of the Cold War.
Change in the region has been, as much as anything, economic change
- growth of dramatic proportions, with some greater incipient
assertiveness arongst the countries of ,for example, Southeast Asia.

Economic growth has brought a number of more complex
elements to the security circumstances of the countries of tlre region
than was the case in the past. In these circumstanc€s it has beqome,
analytically at least, essential to regard s€curity as a multidimensional
phenornenon involving the protection of a variety of different national
interests in a variety of different ways. This was artiorlated dearly by
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Senabr Evans in his regional security staterent of December 1989, as
illustrated by the following:

... the policy respons$ or instrurrcnts available to
protect Australia's s€ority are multidimensional.
They go well beyond strictly military capabilities,
essential though ttrese are. Tlrey also embrace
traditional diplornacy, politico-military capabilities (in
the border-zone between deftnce and diplomacy),
economic and trade relations, and development
assistance. And they extend to immigratiory education
and training, cultural rclations, inforrnation activities,
and a number of other less obvious arras at
governrnent activity. The relative importarrce of this
laqge variety of pollcy instmrnents will vary from
situation to situatiory but none exist in isolatiorU and
all should be regarded as mutudly reinforcing
contributions to our security.l

... Australia in the past has tended to perceive the
rclevance of South East Asia and the South Pacific to
Australia's s€curity in largely military Erms. We now
have the opportunity to reinforce our national security
by utilising the many dimensions of our external
policies in an informed, coordinabd ard vigorous way
to participate in the shaping of the regional
environrnent. Effectively implemented and presenbd,
this multidimensional approach to regional security
polrcy is the best way of maintaining our national
security into the future.2

This sourds shaighfforward anri indeed, with the passage of
tinre, the anallais, which some found novel then, not only bears up
well as an appropriaE approach on our part b regional security, but
would be widely acrepbd within the region.

There we-ne s{rne, however, who in December 1989 had
serious doubts about what Senator Evans was saying and who

I AwtCb's Regknul fur.rity, f'linisfert l Statmrt by Senatc the Hqr. Gareth
Evrns QC, Minl*€r fc Fcdgn Affeirs md Tre&, Deqrber l9t9 (Aushrlt n

^ Covernment hrblishingScrvle, Canberra, l$9), p2z iHd., p.16.
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quarrelled with him about the wisdom of saying it publicly' 
-It 

is not
unfair to say that the most substantial difficulties related to the

proposition that the United States would not continue forever to be the

guarantor of seorrity in the region' Perhaps, in deference- to them,

t-trese criticisrns wersconfused. They were based in part on the utterly
eroneous assessments that the statement did not value the Alliance
enough or that it was, by looking to the future, hastening its decline.
Such- perceptions were themselves a mixture of a refusal to
intelligently anticipate the future and an odd myopia about security

and Australia's part in Asia that has, at its heart, a preparedness to

engage in rhetorical commibnent to ideas of common or shared

"ec.t.ity, 
while not really believing in it at all and remaining

psychologically dependent on the Alliance, the 'technological edge'
and scepticism about the intentions of our neighbours'

In any case ftnator Evans Pressd on with his commitment

both to producing a public Regional Security Statement and to casting

it as complementary to the 1987 Defence White Paper. Indeed, he said

his docu-ment would not have been possible without a clearly
articulated defence policy anrd the two pa.pers sit very comfortably
alongside each othei as documents which, taken together, articulate

very well an approach to Australia's national security.

For Senator Evans the expenditure of energy in argument with
doubters did not end there. Throughout 1990 he developed in his

public speeches an apProach that looked to a future in which
multidimensionality waean accepted fact, and in which complexity of
arrangements followed inevitably from a nrore complex region where

the relative simplicity of the interlocking alliances of the past would be

overtaken by history. Once again there wele difficult arguments and

this time they involved not iust dorrcstic critics but sorre in other
governments who had misunderstmd what tre was saying or who had
developed an impression of it from coloured Press rePorting.

[.et us look at what tre did say. In fuly 1990, in an address

launching the Institue for Contemporary Asian Studies at_ Monash

university, senator Evans again looked forward to possible future
regional i**ity arrangenrents; and, with what was rx) rnore than a
t iEtrty qualified throw-away line, set off a debate ltt -*-T, PerhaP6,
both ill 

-informed 
and in some respects wasteful. The following two

paragraphs from that speech illustrate this point:
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While it is important, here as elsewhere, that we have
a healthy appreciation of the limits of influence of a
country of Australia's size, location and capacity, nor
should we undervalue the utility of having our own
ideas in the ring. I don't think that it is too early, in this
respect, to be looking ahead to the kind of wholly new
institutional processes that might be capable of
evolving, in Asia iust as in Europe, as a framework for
addressing and resolving security problems. In
Europe, wildly implausible as this must have seemed

even iust a year ago, the central institutional
framework for pursuing the new corunon security has

become the Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe (CSCE), which comprises all the countries of
Europe including the NATO and Warsaw Pact ones
(with the solitary exception of Albania). Why should
there not be developed a similar institutional
framework - a'CSCA' - for addressing the apparently
intractable security issues which exist in Asia?

There are a number of negative resPonses which can
quickly be given to that question: because Asia
contains rnany different issues of contention and has

many different 'fronts', unlike Europe where there has

been a single East-West conflict; because Asia is a
diverse and non-homogeneous region, with little of
the sense of common cultural identity and common
diplomatic tradition of Europe; and so on. But for all
that, it is not unreasonable to hope and expect that
new Europe-style patterns of cooperation between old
adversaries will find their echo in this part of the
world, and that imaginative new approaches to
confidencebuilding and problern-solving can be
found.3

This speech cane shortly before the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Confererrce of \9%), which was held in fakarta. A very distinguished
Australian purnalist, Michael Richardson, was in fakarta and he,like I,

Senator Garedr Evarrs, 'Aushalia is Catctring up with its Cography" Tlu L/rltrthly

Recn| Iuly 199O, pp.424425.
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was much struck by an entirely unscripted focus in one session in that
meeting, on security issues in the region. It was not ASEAN delegates'
habit, either amongst themselves or in their dialogue with their PMC
colleagues, to focus on security issues; and the fact that a vigorous and
spontaneous exchange occurred seerned to sorne of us to be something
of a harbinger of things to come in the region. Richardson had taken
the tirne to read Senator Evans's speech of a week before at Monash
University, and had been very struck by it as well. He asked if he
might publish extracts from it in the lnternatbnal Heralil Tribune as an
'Op Ed' piece (on the page opposite to the editorial page). Richardson's
enthusiasm is always encouraging and as Senator Evans's Senior
Adviser it seenred to me that it was obviously sensible to agree. But
the headline writer - over whom of course Richardson has no conhol -
gave the piece the heading'What Asia Needs is a Europe Style CSCA'.
This was followed by: by Senator Careth Evans'. Such advocacy,
having read the extracts above, is not what Senator Evans was ever
about. But that is not what many in Washington and Tokyo and other
parts of the region heard. There followed a period of persistent
misunderstanding; underpinned, frerhaps, on the part of rnany,less by
any genuine intellectual or practical conc€rn about what Senator Evans
was saying and more by a determination to prolong the status quo as
long as possible.

Senator Evans returned to the theme of the future of regional
security in a speech he delivered as the Inaugural Bob Hawke Lecture
at the University of Texas in October 1990:

In Australia's iudgment this situation calls, here as in
Europe, for a common security approach with
countries working to build multidimensional linkages
of mutual benefit and interdependence, between old
adversaries as well as htween old friends. In the early
stages, a subregional building block approach to
security dialogue rnay be more effective than a region-
wide approach. Australia's interests are mainly
focussed on contributing to such dialogues around
South East Asia and the South Pacific, although we
also have a natural interest in security dialogues in
North East Asia and the North Pacific.
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While it is quite premature at this stage to contemplate
any kind of specific new security architecture for Asia
or the Asia-Pacific, it may be that one day some kind
of all-embracing Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Asia - built in some way on the still-
evolving Helsinki CSCE model in Europe - will be
seen as timely and appropriate. If it should be, it will
be because a process of dialogue has begun to build
confidence, and patterns of cooperation, around the
Asia-Pacific region. If such a proc€ss is pursued,
sooner or later a base will emerge on which more
systematic security architecture can be built.a

It is, of cours€, true that, as Bill Hayden used to say, in
diplomacy words are bullets, and words uttered by foreign ministers
have a very particular impact. But they deserve to have their words
read carefully and they are entitled not only to publicly develop their
own thinking but to provoke thinking on the part of others. The
suggestion that somehow Senator Evans was advocating precipitate
change in regional arrangements is patently absurd.

Later that year there was an exchange between Senator Evans
and Secretary of State lim Baker, which reflected clear
misunderstanding on the part of the Americans of what Senator Evans
had been syrng. The following are very brief quotes from both letters.
(They can be cited so easily here because these lefters, in a way which
has proved to have been quite unhelpful to both sides, ended up
appearing in the Firan cial Raiau.ls

Baker to Evans,18 November 1990:

And I wanted to follow up on one of particular
importance to both of us: the concept of a 'regional
security dialogue'or a Helsinki-type process for Asia.

As you know, I have serious doubts about whether
such a dialogue or process is really in either of our
interests.

4 S.,"bt C,areth Evans, 'Alliane and Change in the US Relationship', Tlu lvbtthty

- Rrcor4Octoberl990,p.e6f7.t 'Austr.lien Security in L€tter and Spirit', Australbn Fi'lrlrclil Rmil'o,2 May 191,
P-72.
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Evans to Baker, 15 December 1990:

In rcading your corrunents on regional security, I thin-k

that, despite all our shared security interests both
regionally and globally, we may still be talking
somewhat at cross-purposes on this issue.

Australia's obiectives are really quite modest, in fact a
good deal rrore so than some other regional
iontributors to the dirussion- Let me summarise what
I have spelled out in greater detail elsewhere:

(a) We are aiming to encourage what, in any case,

seerns to be a growing habit of dialogue on
security issues among countries in our region: 

-we
see this as primarily a bilateral process, but
existing institutions such as the ASEAN PMC will
be useful forums for exchanges such as the one we

had this year.

(b) Over time, it may be that something will evolve
out of this Pattern of dialogue which will lead to
the establishment of some sort of region-wide
forum for security dialogue; but we recognise that
it is likely to be seen as prernature and
inappropriate to seek simply to transplant
Euiopein-style institutions into the Asia-Pacific
region.

In this context, it is worth cross-refercncing to Secretary of
sate Baker's article in the winter edition of Foreign Affairs that year
(only a couple of months after that exchange of letters). By then Baker

wajtalking freely about the need for new security'architecture' for the

Asia-pacifii region in terms which were, in my view, very consistent

with the multidimensional, multistranded dialogue approach being

advocated by senator Evans. If we consider these sentences alone, for

example:

Asian security increasingly is derived from a flexible,
ad hoc set of political and defense interactions.
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Multilateral approaches to security are slowly
emerging.s

The point here is not that American policy changed (although

over time, perhaps, it has matured to embrace more fully a regional
security dialogue headed towards a different order of things). The real
point is that there never were the sharp differences in approach
between us suggested by misinformed public comment.

This chapter has devoted a good deal of attention to a part of
the recent political history of this issue, because while debate about
what Senator Evans was or was not advocating was very misplaced, it
nevertheless provoked real interest amongst many in the Asia-Pacific
region. In Australia and in the United States, on the other hand, it
rather unhelpfully obscured constructive thinking about the future on
the part of too many people. Too often in the exchanges between US

and Australian officials the question was rather falsely Posd as being
whether or not one was in favour of a 'CSCA' as the way forward to a
secure Asia-Pacific region.

Any differences within the Australian government were
seftled pretty conclusively with a speech in May 1991 by the then
Prime Minister Bob Flawke to the Asia Australia Institute. Mr Hawke
also did a bit of imaginative anticipation of the future and rehearsed
many of the issues Senator Evans had been exploring. The speech
specifically acknowledged the work Senator Evans had done, and
although there was no discussion in it of the rather narrow debate on
precise architectural models for the future of security in the Asia-
Pacific region, Mr Flawke articulated the thought that, for Australia,
regional security was about security in and with our region rather than
security from our region. The speech also clearly focused on the need,
with the passge of time, for a new security systan in our region to
emerge. The following are key sentenc€s from that speech:

Australians have traditionally feared Asia. The
security they have sought has been security from Asia.
But ttre time for that way of thinking has passed.
Instead of seeking security from Asia, we should seek
security in and with Asia. We should seek enhanced

fames A Beketr, lll, 'America in Asia: Emerging Architecttre for a Pacific
C-olrmunity', Fodgn Affeirs,Vol.D, No.5, 1991, p.5.
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security through enrneshment in an Asian security
system, as we have sought enhanced prosperity
through enmeshment in Asia's economic system. We
must think of ourselves as part of an Asian security
system which is beginning very slowly, to evolve to
meet Asia's new strategic circumstances.T

Senator Evans continued to be active, as his intervention on
the subpct at the 1992 ASEAN PMC indicates. There he was
advocating, in a businesslike and low-key way, some specific measures
which could contribute to the growing pattern of dialogue in the
region on security issues and which will, hopefully, contribute to a

growing sense of confidence on the part of the countries of the region
that regional security is a comnmdity, which can be nurtured and
developed in a multiplicity of ways and which can be highly
complementary to - and indeed ultimately to sorrrc degree saving of -
the increasing expens€ of military planning.

Meanwhile, in the region itself, many had begun to pick up the
threads of the debate which Senator Evans, along with others, had
energised. Between 1990 and 1992 we saw something of a mini-
explosion in what is usually called second-track diplomacy (a mixed
focus of goverrunent officials and academics) on security issueq their
multidimensionality and the need for dialogue on them. Large.scale
seminars were held in Manila and Bangkok under the auspices of the
Philippine and Thai governments and there were numerous other
events that advanced the debate. At a very minimum, this spurt of
activity over the last two years has elevated to the status of
motlrerhood the desirability of security dialogue. At the ASEAN
Heads of Government Meeting in fanuary 1992, even ASEAN finally
gave official blessing to security as a proper subiect for their agenda,
something that they had been reluctant to do for the whole of
ASEAN's history. Their motives may not be entirely clear, but the
impetus towards the development of a strcngthened security system in
the region is rpw well established.

Where it will all lead, one cannot be sure. It rnay lead to sorrc
pan-Asian regional security arrangement, setting and enforcing rules
of behaviour, although, at one would have to say that this is a very

hime Ministe R-L Hawke, 'Australie's Security in ACa', The Asia l.ecture The
Ade-Ausfralie lrcdtute, University of lrletrr South Wales, Sydney, 24 Mey 199f .
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very long way in the future. But the legronal discussion is surprisingly
vigoncus, especially when one considers the scepticism that dominated
most exchanges in 1990.

consider what is- currently on the books by way of a regionar
menu for the immediate future:

o 
!{alaysian Defence Minister Najib has proposed an Asia_
Pacific security officials conference;

' Iapanese Prime Minister Miyazawahas suggested a 'two-track'
approach that would involve subregional organisations and a
broader Asia-Pacific forum rinking the subregionar elements;

' Chinese Foreign Minister eian eichen has announced that
china favoured a 'murtitiered and multichannelled
mechanism for dirussing security issues';

o the singaporean foreign ministry has indicated that it is
considering the scope for establishing a regular officials' forum
on regional .*l1.,y along lines originally proposed by
fapanese Foreign Minister Nakayarna;

o the Thai foreign ministry has obtained support from the Ford
Foundation to hold three seminars nexf year to examine
regional security issues including, among other matters, the
role of the UN;

o Indonesian Foreign Minister Alatas has given a major speech
on regional security in which he endorsed a series of practical
steps that arc very close to the measures we have been
advocating; and

. we have seerr- increasing evidence of a growing US
appreciation of the role regio_nal security processes can p-lay in
complementing a rcduced US presence inlhe region. '

Against all of this background and in the face of what is
manifestlya quickening regional pace on regional security, how, youdglt well ask, would one characterise Australian objectives? A
public servant who moves $wt a quoting ministers 6n policy is
always on dangerous ground, but let me put dow. a list of some of the
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main elements, some of which involve complex problems and arc

probably unobtainable, at least in this century:

. a change in attitudes towards security, with regional

governments moving to adopt a philosophy of security that

Itar"s from the European concept ol ammon wutity;

o a set of interlocking Processes for exchanges on- security

problems that give regional countries forums at which they

ian discuss conientioul issues and thereby relieve some of the

Prlessur€ that has built up within the different parties to

particular disPutes:

. we tend to characterise this tyPe of activity as 'dialogue',

but in fact it extends beyond simply talking about

Problem;

. multilateral military Programmes that both seek to address

genuine security problems, such as piracy, u-"d d* encourage

t-t.etrendtowardsthinkingaboutdefencemattersin
cooperative rather than confrontational terms;

. organisations that handle security issues at a subregional level;

and ultimatelY, PossiblY,

o 8ll Asia-Pacific-wide forum for addressing security issues and,

in due course, establishing norrns governing military activity

in the region, and perhaps seeking to broker, even eventually
enforce, solutions to regional problems:

o gnrticularly given recent European-experience, the CSCA-

type organisation is a'hard sell'at this stage;

o nonetheless, an inclusive organisation that brought all
Asia-Pacificstatestogetherinadedicatedsecurityforum
could serve a useful purpose, providing a stage on which

Soverrunents could let off steam and also serving as a

mechanism that reinforced the belief that international

disputes should not be settled by violent means; and

. now is not the time, either internally within the Australian
bureaucracy or more broadly in the region, to be

advocating what would be seen as a revived 'CSCA'
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proposal. But keeping the long-term possibility alive in our
minds informs sorne of our apprclches to increnrental
progress, which is all we are currently advocating.

, This chapter has not devoted much space to seeking to prove
that otiectives such as these are actually good and useful things.

lopefully, these days, this can be assumedto a significant degrl.
Naturally, there can and should be a lively debate about how mrch
such otFrtives serve Australia's ends; about exactly how such poliry
objectives sit in balance with the continuing need for secure and seli-
reliant defunce; about how defence assets can or should be deployed to
complement diplomatic activity designed to achieve such ends; and a
whole host of other such questions.

It could be argued that a more imaginative approach to
Australian regional security than has been characteristic of our
pJanning for most of the years since World War II is now not iust
desirable, but essential. Objectives such as those outlined need to be
addressed as serious conbibutions to a healthy debate about national
security. To return to earlier themes, let us all do some intelligent
anticipation of the future and let us do it together.



CHAPTER 5

THE RAN'S CONTRIBUTION TO
REGIONAL SECURITY

Captain Bill Dovers

The Royal Aushalian Navy's contribution to regional security

falls into three categories:

. support for Australia's overall diplomatic effort and foreign

policy obiectives;

o assistanc€ to regional navies and rnaritime enforcernent

agencies; and

o developmentofconfidencebuildingmeasures.

Sonre have suggested that there is a fourth cateSory: that is as

a stabilising factor (an adiunct to the US military presence)._Whilst

there is no question about the stabilising role pluy-ua by- the

superpower, it is doubtful whether the Australian Defence Force

woud be seen to be rnaking a similar contribution, even though

identified as a close ally of the United Sates.

It would be overstating the case to say that the RAN's role in
the region is the cornerstone of Australia's foreign policy. However,
the R.IITI does make a valuable contribution to the achievement of the

goverrunent's foreign policy obiectives and Australia's general image

imongst its neighbouis. This was acknowledged by the Minister for
Foreig:n Affairs and Trade in his ministerial statement, Australia's

Regiotrr,l Sauity,in Decembet 1989, in which he stated:

Special mention might be made of the diplomatic and
puUtic relations value of ships' visits. Once again, the
fugh professionalism displayed by the RAN, and the
good relations established with local communities
(through sporting contacts and the community welfare
proiects undertaken by shipe' companies) enhange

Australia's overall standing and reputation in the
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region and are valuable support to our diplornatic
presence.l

This statenrnt, while gratifying, does not do full justice to the
role that the RAN has played, both in supporting diplomatic efforts
and in its contribution to the stability of Australia's relationships with
at least two of its northern neighbours.

Port Visits
It must be acknowledgd that port visits represent the most

public face that the RAN presents within the region. RAN vessels
range throughout Australia's area of primary strategic interest (that
area defined in the 1987 Hence White Paper as including Southeast
Asia, Indochina, the eastern Indian Oceary and the Southwest Pacific).2

Although the focus of this activity is principally on Southeast
Asia, ships do voyage beyond this area to countries such as Japan and
South Korea in the north; India and Pakistan in the west; and French
Polynesia to the east. Additionally, there is the RAIrl"s continuing
contribution to the multinational effort to enforce the United Nations
Security Council resolutions against lraq; and very occasionally ships
purney to the far side of the globe (HMA$ Sydney being the last
warship to visit Europe, in 1990).

Notwithstanding the gmd work that ships' companies have
achieved in the past, the RAN is striving to get mort value from ship
visits. There is now much better advanced liaison between the
Maritirne Headquarters, ships' comrnanding officers; and heads of
missions, with the result that ships now arrive better prepared to
support specific initiatives of the missions.

Nary-to-Nary Relationships

The less public aspects of the RAN's involvenent in the region
relate mainly to its relationships and combined activitie with regional

Ausfielb's Rcgltrul %tlity, Mnistertal Statement by Scnator the Hon. Garettt
Evans QC, Mtnbtetr for Foreign Affairs end Tn&, Deqtber l9E9 (Augtralhn
Covrrnment Publishing Servioe C.nberre, 1$9), p.19.
Tle Dfincr of Austnlb 1987 (A$tralian C.'overnmeert hrblishing Seide,
C.nbeda, 19671,p.12.
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navies, which include:

o bilateral and multinational exercises;

. cooperative operations;

o senior officer visits and personnel exchange;

o dialogue on issues of comnpn concern, through symposia and
workshops;

o training; and

. corunon interest in hydrography and oceanography.

These will be addressed in turn, but first solre more general
comments. There are three broad areas in which the RAN normally
operates: Southeast Asia, the Southwest Pacific and the Indian Ocean.
Each is quite different geographically, culturally, and economically;
and each attracts a different approach.

Nahrrally the strength and quality of the navy-to-navy
relationships varies. The strongest is undoubtedly with Royal New
Zealand Navy; but it would be followed by the relationshipe with the
Malaysiary Indonesian and Singaporean navies. The greatest potential
for improvement is probably with the Indian Navy, as it is the closest
in structure and development to the RAN, and because the
relationship is still in ib formative stages.

The navy-to-navy relationships stood the test during periods
when relationships between the Australian governnrent and those of
Malaysia and Indonesia were strained. Ship visits and tlrc exercise
progranune continued, albeit at a slightly lower level, and these
proved to be stabilising factors which dernonstrated that the
difficulties at the political level were temporaty.

Combined Exerciges

The exercise pogramrne is the most tangible aspect of the
navy-to-navy relationship. The RAN conducts bilateral exercises with
all of the ASEAI{ navies, the fapanese Maritime Self-Defense Force
and in laE 1991, for the first tirne in rnany years, with the Indian Navy.
RAN patrol boab also conduct simple exercises with those micre'
states in the Southwest Pacific that have received vessels under the
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Pacific Patrol Boat programme. Ttre exercises vary in complexity, from
simple searnanship and manoeuvring serials during passage exercises
(pAbSEXs) to reasonably complex warfare training serials. The most

complex and currently only multilateral maritime exercise conducted

in the Asian region is Exercise starfish, which is conducted under the

auspices of the Five Power Defence Anangements (FPDA).

The RAN plans to conduct Exercise Kakadu I in the north
Australian exercise areas in May 1993. Both Malaysia and singapore

are planning to send ships to participate, and Indonesia several

obseivers. This is a significant steP, not only in the development of the

naval relationshipo but also in terms of regional stability and security,

as it is a nreasunsof the gradual increase in trust and confidence on the

part of the ASEAN navies.

The significance of the step should not be underestimated'
There has been considerable resistance within ASEAN to multilateral
military exercises or agreements outside the auspicious of 

- 
FPDA.

Additionally, ASEAN forces are wary of providing intelligence'
gathering opportunities during exercise periods, and participation in
6xercise in Australian waters will strain their already tight operating
budgets.

On the other hand, these exercises provide benefits to
imprcved working relationships beyond the simple tinc-spent at sea.

Cohsiderable effort and staff cooperation goes into planning each

exercise and developing the supporting exercise manuals. Also, each

exercise is proceeded by a briefing perid and is followed by a'wash-
up' session-. The gradual but steady ircrease in the complexity and

t"^po of these exercise has done much to increase the professional

expertise and confidence of the regional navies.

Coop erative Operatiorrs

Naval cooperation in operations is a rnore difficult ard
sensitive matter. This is principally because the operations nn6t suited

to cooperative effort have strong national sovereignty or iurisdictional
overtones. Examples are illegal fishing, pollutiory piracy (or sea

robbery when committed within territorial waErs), drug smuggling,
and illegal immigration and refugees.
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Although the RAN is not directly involved, moves towards
multilaEral naval cooperation arc @inning to enrcrge in Southeast
Asia and the Southwet Pacific. In Southeast Asia ptogress has been
made on an anti-piracy agreenEnt between Malapn, singapore and
Indonesia and there has been considerable discussion on the
establishment of a regional surveillance and safety regime. In the
Southwest Pacific the signing of the Niue Treaty has provided the
vehicle for bilateral agrcernents for cooperation between the
signatories in enforcing their sovereignty over their exclusive
economic zones.

Therc is greater scrcpe in the short term for bilateral
cmperatiory and the ADF has now established an agrcement with the
Indonesian Armed Forces for the sunreillance of the Timor Sea Ioint
Developrnent Zone by RAN pahol boats, Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAR P-3C Orions, and units of the Indonesian Nary.This may well
pave the way for other irint maritirrE activities, including the
hydrographic survey of ttre pint development arca.

Marine Science

Hydrography and oceanography arc two areas where there
already is a healthy exdrange of information through international
agrcements. Due b national sensitivities over sovereignty on the one
hand, and the vast task facing tle RAN rnarine science force on the
other, it is unlikely that RAN marine science vessels will work in
cooperation with regional navies in tlreir waters in the foreseeable
futurc. However, there have already been sorne discussions between
the RAN hydrographer and his Indonesian counterpart with regard to
cooperation in establishing autornated data bases and data handling
systems, an area in which the RAN has developed a degree of
exPertise.

Training
Transfer of expertise and experience is achieved in a nunrber

of ways. The exercise programme is one, but the RAN also conducts a
significant arnount of furrnal training for regional navies at RAN
establishnents. This rangeo from technical training for apprentices to
various operational courses and shff training br officers. There is
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some cost to the RAN in resources committed, and the expectations of
tlre regional navies cannot always be met. However, in addition b
being of direct benefit to the6e srnaller navies, it provides an
opportunity for interaction with RAN personnel and a better
understanding of the Australian sysEm and attitudes.

The RAN also provides morc tailored assistarrce, such as
helping the Malapian Navy prepar€ for their inboduction of a
subrnarine service in the future. In the Southwest Pacific, consideration
is being given to conducting workshops on surveillance and EFz
protection operations to allow Southwest Pacific nations to exchange
knowledge and information on their experiences in sovereignty
protection. A similar initiative is also urrder consideration for bchnical
ard maintenance aspecb, to support those patrol operations.

Ttrc RAN already provides operation and technical advisers to
each of ttre Southwest Pacific countries that have participated in the
Pacific Patrol Boat proiect, to assist them to etablish their
administrative and comrnand organisations and to operate the boats
effectively.

These initiatives take tinre to produce sustained improvemenb
in the local organisations, but ttre more immediate spin-off is in the
recognition that Australia is trying to assist them to be rnore
independent. The Pacific Patrol Boat programme, RAAF suneillance,
and the training and advice of the RANI complement the efforts of
these small nations to protect their principal resource through the
Forum Fishing Agency.

In Southeast Asia the RAN is now trying to elevate ttrc navy-
tGnavy relationships, fiom tlrc point where the RAN is seen as a
provider and partial 'father figure', to one of equal parhrership with a
two-way flow of inforrnation. This is more than a symbolic gestur€, for
these navies do have experience and knowledge from which the RAN
could benefit.

Senior Off icere' Vigito and Personnel Exchanges

An important aspect of the navy-bnavy rclationships is the
good personal relationshipc that exist between the chiefs of navy and
other senior officers. Ttrcse have assisted in engendering tmst, and
have facilitated a number of rccent initiatives, such as the iunior officer
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exchange with the Indonesian Nary.There are already a small number

of long+erm personnel exchanges between the RAN and the

Malaysian Navy, and more arc under consideration with other ASEAN

navies. Short-ierm personnel exchanges between ships involved in
exercises are now a fairly corrunon occurrenc€.

Confidence-building Measures

The Maritinre Studies Program, of which Commodore Sam

Bateman is the head, has been active in the region, attending a number

of intemational symposia and conducting workshops on maritime
issues, including ionfidence-building measures (CBMs). Possibly the
most significani initiative taken by the RAN in this area was the
western Pacific Naval symposiurn (WPNS). This is a biennial

conference between the chiefs of thirteen Western Pacific navies, the

tNrd of which was held in Hawaii in early November 1992. The WPNS

has shown considerable potential for extending the dialogue between
the navies, as well as helping to develop personal relationships
between the senior officers attending.

In fuly 192, the concept was extended to the working
(captain/commander) level, with the first wPNs workshop being

convened at HMAS Watsn in sydney. It was specifically tasked with
examining ways of exchanging maritime information of mutual
interest, ind resulted in a refreshingly frank exchange of views.
Though clearly not a decision-making body, it demonstrated the
potential benefits from dialogue at this level.

In addition to their Prirnary PurPos€, nearly all of these

activities conducted by the RAN fall into the cat(€ory of confidence
building. They may not all be recognisable under the usual CBM name

tag,but nevertheless they do contribute.

A recent foreign affairs PaPer on CBMs highlighted the

differences in ttre Australian approach to this subirt and that of our
ASEAN nations, whose military forces continue to base their doctrine
on the conc€pt of deterence through sbength. Amongst other things,
the paper concluded that there was unlikely to be substantial Progress
on fbrmat transparency CBMs on a multilateral basis for the next three

to four years. Also that for progress to be rnade at the politicallevel, it
would be important for ADF senior officers to build up a basis for trust
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with their ASEAN counterparts and assist them in rnaking the
conceptual shift towards the principles of comnron security.

This is something for tlre ADF as a whole, but the RAN has
already made significant contributions to the process, the most
important being the additional dialogue and the early steps towards
greater hansparency with such measures as the considerably
expanded s(change of inforrnation; increased sea-riders and observers
during exercises; and personnel exchanges.

In the future, cooperation may extend to pint venture
equipnrent acquisitions. For example, Malaysia has flagged the
potential for cooperation in our respective offshore Patrol vessel

pogrammes. The rnapr effort, though, will be to improve and extend
ttre dialogue, as this seerns the best way to lower the barriers and move
to more cooperative relationships. Th€se could conceivably lead to
greater bilateral, or multilateral cooperation across a wide range of
activities, such as piracy, poltutiorl illegal immigrants or refugees and
drug smuggling.

In the nreantime, the RAN will continue its assistance to these

younger navies as a demonstration of is commiEnent, which will
hopefully assist in Australia's ultimate accePtance as part of the region.



CHAPTER 6

REGIONAL SECURITY:
AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW

Dr Graeme Cheeseman

It is becoming very difficult to present an alternative view on
security these days. The nuinstream opinion in Aushalia seems to be

embracing more and more what was considered alternative, and even
subversive, only a few years ago. So rather than try to present an
alternative view or perhaps even a new defence of mainstream
thinking, this chapter will attempt to reiterate some of the problems
and concerns associated with the so-called 'new and emerging roles of
the ADF. In connection with this, a problem facing analysts who sit
outside the system is that although they may obtain access to the final
policy documents, these rarely indicate the level and substance of
debate that inform the decisions taken. They can never be quite sure as

to:

. whether the alternative views have been considered, or

. if they have been, why they have been dismissed.

As highlighted in previous chapters, Australia is giving
increased emphasis in its defence and security policies to regional
military cooperation and control, and lately to deterrence. This was

evident in Gareth Evans' 1989 regional security statement, and in
Australia's Strategic Planning in the 1990s (ASP 90), or at least in the
unclassified version that was released to the public.l It is also a nrarked
characteristic of the Opposition's alternative defence Posture which
was articulated in their document 'A Strong Australia': Rebuilding
Australia's Defence'.2

Austmlie's Rcgiotul Sccurity, Ministerial Statement by Senator thg--Hon. Caleth
Evans QC, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade Dec€mb€r 1989 (AusEalian
Covernment Publishing Service, Canberra, 19891: Austnlia's Stnll;gic Phnning in
thc 7990s, 27 Novesrber 1989 (Defene DeparErerrtal hrblicatioru Canberra,
September 192).
Ctf,fie of the Shadow Minister for Defmcp, 'A Strong Australia: Rebuilding
Arslnlir's Ddene', Canberre, October 1992
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It is important that we understand some of the negative, or
potentially negative, sides of these policy proposals. This chapter will
begin by rehearsing some of the general criticisms coveled earlier by
Andy Mack; it will then address a number of potential problems and
dilemmas specifically associated with confidence' and security-
building measures.

General Concerns

As discussed by Andy Mack in chapter 1, Australia needs to
be sure that its evolving military and political-military activities do not
constrain or undermine its broader security obiectives - to become Palt
of Asia and maintain a stable and positive regional environment.
Destabilisation could occur if Australia threatened its neighbours, and
caused them to arm unduly, to spend more on defence, and to increase

the regional arms dynamic that is operating already. Since Ausbalia is
seeking to rnaintain a technological edge over others in the region, it
would simply create an extra 'rod for its own back'by encouraging the
region to upgrade its military capabilities, thereby forcing Australia
itself to spend still more on defence, which could pose severe problems
in the future.

A second potential problem is that Australia's actions, directly
or in concert with others (perhaps around the Five Power Defence
Arrangernents) could worry other countries to the extent that they
might seek external involvernent as a hedge against potential alliances.
Australia's own feans could thus become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Thirdly, there is the problem, again covered by Andy Mack, of
the 'dark side' of deterrence. During a future political crisis or low-
level military conflict with a neighbour, the presence of deterrent
forces could actually cause escalation of conflict, or become
destabilising rather than stabilising factors. Australia needs to keep

that in mind in its operational and force shucture planning.

Australia's regional defence activities should not detract from
other non-military policy levers by diverting resources or attention
away from aid or other develoPment Progratrunes, by skewing the
priorities within national security policies, by foisting on snraller
miso-states, in particular, capabilities wNch they cannot afford.
Australia must be mindful of the risk of creating in neighbouring
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states security mind'seb that are cnntrary to those states'political and
culhrral traditions, and in this sense destabiltsing. It must also be
mindful of not allying itself with repressive military Sovernments or
6lites, or their policies. Bougainville presents this kind of dilemrna.
Australia cannot play an obiective or a conllict-rnediating role because

it is seen by the Bougainvillians as being on the side of Papua New
Guinea.

Inoeasing emphasis on the proiection of military power could
also divert resources and attention away from the defence of Australia.
It can be argued that this is already occurring. It can be seen not only
in government policy, but also in opposition policy, wherc the older
notion of selfdefence is giving way to a kind of defence of the region.
Sorne have suggested this may be a return to a new form of forward
defence. Others argue that this is not the case. But attention is moving
away from the defence of Australia itself. This could skew our force
structure planning away from defensive equipment, and not meet
Australia's real security needs.

It might be argued that Australia should look towards the
extended use of naval forces in regional cooperative activities, rather
than non naval-forces (the kind of middlelevel role that Sam Baternan
mentioned in his chapter). However, by increasing its connections,
directly and indirectly, with other cpuntries in the region, Australia
increases the chance of becoming involved in an armed conllict
between particular nations and their neighbours. This could well be a

conflict that is very serious for the belligerents involved, but does not
have much regional value. Like it or not, Australia might become
involved, either because it has sold them weapons, or because sorne of
tlre countries share regional sectrrity arrangerEnts with Australia.

On the question of ttre South Pacific, there are some specific
problems associated with the tendency that has been developing in
Australia's policy to be prepared to intervene militarily in the South
Pacific. This is a clear trend over tlre last few years. Such a Poltcy
could act as an incentive for dissident grouP6, or Sovernments in the
Pacific, to test Australia and to gain publicig. They would have
nothing to lose, but Australia has a lot to lose. A military
interventionist policy unnecessarily places the lives of Australian
service nrn and wonEn at risk, runs the risk of escalation, and may
not be the best choice, particularly if the sanre result can be achieved
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through quiet diplomacy and the use of civil assets. A company of the
ADF parachuting into Bougainville or Fiii would give all sorts of
signals to other states, and wpuld have the potential to cast Aushalia
as a partisan player, or even a pariah state. Australia must be careful
of being perceived as a remote, external policing Power and not part of
the region.

Confidence- and Security-building Measures

While there is a clear role for confidence' and security-
building measunes in Australia's policies, there may be some
shortcomings and potential dangers with the way Australia is
approaching the issue. Many CSBMs, as other contributors have
mentioned, stem from European experience. There, they were
essentially aimed at crisis rnanagement and especially reassurance

against surprise attack. These particular results arc generally not
requircd in Asia, with the possible exception of the Korean peninsula.
Suitr CSnUs could turn out also to be self-fulfilling, since they
encourage states to look for threats, for possible areas of instability that
do not now exist but could develoP.

In addition, while CSBMs tend to constrain the exercise of
military power, they do not prevent ib accumulatiory or limit its
extent. For various reasons, nations continue to arm and modernise
their forces. Both dernand and supply-side forces are operating in the
Asia-Pacific, encouraging states to gradually nudernise and increase

the range and capability of their armed forces. Yet, for different
reasons, states agree not to use their forces in certain ways: these are

the confidence-building measures, or confidence rleasures. But if the
political circumstances changed and the incentives for CSBMs

disappearcd, then the military forces would still be there and could
either be used or form part of a threatening or escalatory Process, or
'conllict spiral'.

This would suggest that, as a minimum, CSBMs have to be

complimented by arms control measures, aimed at constrainirg or
preferably reversing the underlying arrns dynamic in the Asia-Pacific
region. It should be noted that Australia's policies are contradictory in
this regard. It agrees with this process in certain areas: nuclear
prcliferatiory chemical weaPons, missile technology, control regimes

and so on. It is very interested in these partiorlar arms control regimes,
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but not in preventing ttrc spread of other conventional arms or
capabilities. That, of course, has to do with maintaining its
technological edge while recognising that it cannot defend itself
against nuclear or long-range missile forces. Australia is not prepared
to negotiate away its perceived 'echnological edge'. That attitude
must be reexamined.

CSBMs also need to be complimented by arms control
measures that ded with structural change in armed forces. It is
necessary to try to limit the potentially destabilising elements of force
structur€ planning, to errcourage a shift from broadly offensively
structured forces and postures to morc defunsively oriented ones, and
to address rmre the 'dark side' of deErrence (perhaps by pursuing
defensive deterrence rather than offensive deterrence).

A more important problem, however, is that the 'building
block' approach to confidence building favourcd by the defence
establishment focuses almost entirely on procedural and structural
issues, with insufficient attention given to the basic purpose of the
exercise. This purpose is essentially the transformation of the belief
structures of th€ senior decision makers (political and miliary) in the
various countrie involved about the nahrre of threat posed by other
possibly antagonistic, or forrnally antagonistic, states. What is requircd
is a shift from a basic assumption of hostile intentions to an
assumption of non-hostile intentions; a move from the anarchic system
of individual warring states towards a security community of nations,
who agree to cooperate together to deal with comnron problems and
consider it incorrceivable that they would threaten each other
militarily, that ultirnately it is not in their interests to go to war. This is
the notion underlying corunon security.

As was higNighted in Andy Mack's chapter, there is a
growing opportunity within the Asia-Pacific region for this kind of
paradigm shift, prompted by increasing economic interdeperderrce
and cooperation between countries, and a recognition that they need to
cooperate together in the future. It is also seen in the environmental
security domain, where there are environrnental security problems
that effect everyone equally, and where individual states are incapable
of dealing with them. Indeed, the unfettered actions of individual
states in both the economic and environrnental dornains can actually
contribute to the common threat. This is another version of the defence
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dilemma, and is recognised increasingly within the non-military
security 6lites of states, but unfortunately it has not yet altered the
mind+et of the military.

The end of the Cold War has helped, in that it has revitalised
the role of the United Nations in crcoperative security endeavours.
Arguably, the Gulf War provided an example of that role. However,
the basic problem remains that the underlying obiective of CSBMs, the
shift in the basis of security thinking, is outside or cronflicts with the
traditional military security approach, which is to worry about where
the threats are cnming from. This pattern can be detected in the
defence and security postures of Australia and its neighbours.

Thus while everyone agrees to talk about common securit;r,
they continue to give priority to selfdeveloprrEnt and selfdefence.
That is the old order thinking. Within that old order thinking, CSBMs,
like arms control activities, are s€'en as part of selfdefence. They are
used to collect intelligence about others, to maintain the disparities, or
technological 

"dg"r, 
over others. They are about maintaining

favourable balances and so on, and are used to iustify existing or
planned equipment inventrories. They are used to control or inform the
6lite preferences of allies or neighbours, and to ensure that the
intellectual underpinning of the old thinking is retained.

CSBMs, thery are too important to be left to ttrc military. They
should be planned and controlled by some higher structure or
organisation, both nationally and regiornlly. In parallel with the
procedures of CSBMs, which are important within themselves, there
should be a process in which all of the counFies in the region (or
pnrhaps, initially, subregions) sit down and talk about what concerns
them most and how they can work together to reduce or eliminate
these concerns.

One of the arguments of those who are proponents of regional
maritime and other political-military activity is that what Australia is
doing is making the best use of fortes that have been developed for
selfdefence: Australia has all tlrese forcrs that are needed for self-
defence, and it makes sense to use them to influence the region. Therc
is a certain arnount of logic in that view, provided of course that sonp
of the other comerns mentioned earlier in this chapter are taken into
actount. But the view begs laqger questions of ttre relevance of existing
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forces for selfdefence and, in Aushalia's case, whether or not our

cunent forces arebest structured for the old and emerging roles'

I would contend that, in large part, Australia's eisting forces

are used to reassur€, not others, but itself. They are an extension of the

ego investrnents of the official security establishrnent or, if the

feminists are right, other parts of it. Certain elements of the current
force structure-could be dismantled without undermining existing

defence security obiectives. In fact, if the theory of the 'dark side' of
deterrence is right, such a move might even improve securip' There

are a number of alternative apprclches for restructuring the ADR
although this paper will propose but one.

The alternate proposed is that the ADF be reorganised into

two components. Firstly, a small perrnanent force charged with
dealing with existing and foreseen problems and threats to Australia's

security. This force-would comprise a single permanent pint force

operational command, perhaps maritime command, and a single

integrated support command. Maritine command would have within
it a[ of Australia's existing surveillance assets and a kind of military
coast guard. Essentially, it would perform the first-level task that Sam

Bateman higNighted in his chapter. Perhaps it would need some

limited air inteidiction Out not F-A18s or F-111s) and a few other
forces used for specialist tasks such as peacekeeping - or Pe$aPs the
ADF should consist of peacekeepers only, able also to deal with
disaster relief, anti-terrorism, etc.

The second component would comprise a planning cell, and a

rresene base latent force, tasked with preparing for more remote

contingencies, such as military attacks or threats to Australia. The cell
would be required to produce new ideas and strategic concePts for the

defence of Australia in the 1990s and beyond, ideas that would be

drivenby'new' as well as'old'order thinking.

The rest of Australia's equipnnnt inventory could be

mothballed, or maintained in store, awaiting the results of the Pollcy
review. The cunent mapr defence facitities could be either sold off or
converted back into bare bases. Russell Hill could be demolished. The

new building that was developed for the Defence Signals Directorate
(DSD), withlts electrified fences all round, could be used as a refuge

for the victims of donrestic violence. Optirnally, DSD should rpve into
the community where it might learn more. Beyorul that though, and
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more fundamentally and morc importantly, Australia's security
planners (political, defence, foreign policy and others) would be
required to put their minds to meeting Australia's regional security
obiectives through non-military mqrns. They would be allocated
money from defence to come up with some innovative approaches to
meeting the objective of maintaining a secure and stable environment
in a non-military way.

I would suggest that, over the longer term, this proposal offers
a better chance of stability and security than continuing to send our F-
A18s to Butterworth or elsewhere. But if there is a mapr downsizing of
forces, is there still a role in regional security for Australia's residual
maritime forces? The answer is yes, and it would probably not be
much different to what they are doing now. Under a new security
paradigm, there would still be a role for maritime surveillance; for
maritime cooperation between Australia and its neighbours in the
policing and rnanagement of eisting resources, and anti-piracy
activities; for training and exercising, both in Australia and in the
region; and for continuing confidence- and security-building
measures. Also, sorne rreasune of selfdefence capacity would need to
be maintained - but without the offensive deterrence element.
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The papers presented by fohn Dauth, Bill Dovers and Graeme

cheeseman ;et ae scene for a vibrant discussion on the relationship

between the defence of Austsalia and regional seority. clearly the

RAN'S role in regional security depends on what Austsalia is trying to
achieve within t[e region. If it really is security with Asia rather than
against Asia, then there are far-reaching implications for the navy,
which has a keyrole in regional cooperation.

While there is strong commibnent in Australia to long-term

regional security, it is also necessary to proceed cautiously and avoid

prejudicing the fine balance that has been struck by tle government
Letweet regional security obiectives and the need to maintain
adequate self-reliant national defence. The statement by Senator Evans,

that the 1987 Defence White Paper had liberated Australian foreign

policy by creating an environment in which Australian foreign policy

i"at d.s iould concentrate on regional issues and stoP thinking about

alliance management, is perhaps of significance to security planners.

Nevertheless, the relationship with the United State has to be

considered. There is a view that Australia is as dependent as ever on
us assistance, but a general feeling that in the ernerging strategic

circumstances harder questions must be asked about the reliability of
such assistanca. Our self-reliant capability is improving with the Anzac

ships and subrnarine'building Programmes, as well as over-the'
horizon radar, the Geraldton facility for the Defence Signals
Directorate and indigenous software development capabilities.

Dr Cheesernan's view, that active involvement by Australia in
regional security is incompatible with Australian selfdefence, was not

weu supporbd by the forum. There was also considerable scepticism

that Auitralia, or any other regional countrSr, would contemplate
cutting back military capability along ttre lines suggested by Dr
Cheeseman.

Sonre complenrentarity is perceived between regionat security

and the policy of defence in dePth, in that ttre former qould be

interpreted as defence in dePth, on a grander strategic scale.

How-ever, there is a view that regional security obFttives could iust as

well be achieved by non-military Ereans, particularly as the military
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side of security seems to be decreasing in importance and the key to
future regional secrrrity might lie more with comprehensive security -
economic security, environmental security and so on. These ar.e clear
corrunon security interests, but these corunon interests are not
necessarily a force for stability. Economic interdependence is
sometimes seen in this light but, conversely, this may also be a
destabilising force, as can be seen in the tension betrreen the united
States and fapan.

The extrensive debate in the literah,rre recently, as to what
constitutes sectrrity in the post{old War era, also needs to be taken
into consideration. The traditional notion of security is the
maintenance of the territorial integrity, and sonretimes the political
integrity, of states. Ultimately this comes down to protecting the
citizens of the state, but there is a paradox as the grleatest threat to the
citizens may actually come from the state itself, through political
violence and suppression. Additionally, there arc many threats that
ignore national boundaries and affect all countries equally: AIDS,
global warming and environmental pollution arc obvioui examples of
transnational problems.

Areas of common inter€st are important. The security of sea
lines of communication (SLOCs) is one such inhrest, which-may be
assuming greater significance. Along with their economic growttU
nations are becoming more interdependent and this means tlrey are
more concerned about the potential for the disruption of seaborne
trade. SLOCS rnay crcme to be seen .rs an extension of national
sovereignty: if economic survival depends on a given volume of trade
passing through a given destination by grven seaborne nrcans, then
ultimately sloc security is a sovereign interest which may be shared
between nations. However, there is a view that this interest rnay be
best protected through economic and political action, with no need for
quasi-militaly structurcs.

The oceans are an important area of shared interest between
nations. Rarely can a maritime interest be seen in purely national
terms. There is also an important link between economic in[eresb and
good order at sea. Ttre efficient exploitation of offshore resourre, the
conduct of fishing activities and the expeditious flow of seaborne trade
are all economic activities that depend upon a stable regional maritime
regirrrc. The workshop noted the potential of maritime issues (such as
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sunreillance, marine saftty and ttre protection of SLOCs) as grounds
for regional cooperation.

The extensive coastal and archipelagic state claims in the
region complicate the achievement of a stable rnaritime regimg. 

-Due 
to

th-ir prodmity to maix international waterways, Malaysia,Indonesia
and Singapore gain significant stratq+c leverage reLative to countries
such as India, China and fapan. On grounds of marine safety and
reducing the risks of pollution, they may seek, on a selective basis, to

prcvent or control the passage of shipping along these waterways,
including possibly the introduction of a financial levy on ships using

the straits. This could be seen by some countries to be contrary to
international law, although the law is still insufficiently clear on some

of these issues.

There was considerable discussion of the notion of cooperative
security and the distinction between this and the concept of security
cooperation. Ttre latter invariably implies an alliance based on some

corrunon perception of an external threat. Cooperative security is a
more inclusive concept, which recognises that, while there rnay be

very real tensions and rnany unresolved problems between states,

these are not such that countries will go to war over them. The key
question is what sort of cooperative security nechanism can be pu,t in
place to prcvent tensions escalating into arms racts and open conflict.
This is very different to alliance thinking, which implies a conunon
goal against a corrunon enemy.

The fundamental problem with the concept of cooperative
security is that of reassurance versus deterrence, and the redity that
the mind-set in the region is still very much towards deterrence. The

region may need more neassurance while retaining sorne residual
deterrence. However, while some nuy argue that too much deterrence
undermine reassurance, too much reassurance constitutes
appeasement and undermines fighting capability. The workshop noted

ttrat ttrese considerations underpinned the basic importance of
confider.rce and security building and the possible utility of naval
forces in establishing reassurance without foreclosing on deterrence.

Discussion also focused on the prerequisites for cooperative
s€curity and what role there could be for the navy. There is some

scepticism of whether any suctessful mechanism for dispute resolution
and crollective action exists between nations. The United Nations
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Charter sounds good in thmry but may not provide results without
the use of armed force. The Gulf War is not a good example, because of
the scale and compledty of operations and because there is unlikely to
be a 'villain' again as perfect for international action as Saddam
Hussein. However, the United Nations aPPears to be learning fast and
developing extensive knowledge of dispute resolution.

A related issue is the question of international intervention in
the internal affairs of a state whose actions may have become
intolerable to its neighbours or the wider international community.
With the growth of transnational problems and revisionist ideas of the
role of the United Nations and other multinational organisations,
intervention may be becoming rbre accePtable than it has been in the

Past.

There are many possible implications of these trends for naval
forces. Any increased likelihood of peacekeeping tasks, as well as the
overall concept of cooperative regional security, could corne to have
some impact on naval force structures. Forces designed to 8o overseas

to impose the international will upon a recalcitrant state or to maintain
peace between a pair of squabbling countries would need a higher
level of capability than purely defensive or isolationist forces. The
problem is that, in the end, there is always the risk of having to fight -
and then overwhelming force is needed.
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CHAPTER 7

AUSTRALIA'S DEFENCE STRATEGY

Professor Paul Dibb

In his chapter, Professor Davis has raised three ve4y important
rrurrurgement concePts that affect any organisation:

. an irreversible commitnent,

. a coherent pa.ttern, and

o the strategic mission.

If we accept these, and there is no reason why we should not,
then the key question that we who are involved in defence thinking
have to ask ourselves is: how do we see these concepts impinging on
the way we do business? The answer to the first, whether we have an
irreversible commitrnent, must be an unequivocal yes. We have
locked our defence planning irrto the submarines, the Anzac frigates,
the FFGs, and Proiect findalee. These are proiects worth about $A10
billion, and cancelling any contracts associated with them is not going
to happen even if government financial guidance varies.

As to the second concept, whether we have a coherent pattern,
with consistency across a whole range of decisions, the answer is
probably a little less firm. We do, however, have a coher''ent doctrine
with regard to the defence of Australia. While there is naturally debatre

as to how one should order the priorities of that Policy, the policy is

largely agreed, and it is ttre concepts of operations that are more
debatable. C-ertainly, the balance between our commibnent to the
defence of Australia and our regional security role is an issue in the
overall security debate. But the two mapr force structure elernents -
that is, the abiding features of our geography and our detailed
knowledge of the military capabilities of regional cpuntries - rcmain at
the centre of what drives our force structure. Added to this is the
intelligence mechanisms used to determine the sort of warning signs
we iudge we would have for rnair assault on our territory, and the
short warnings we would have for what we call credible contingencies.
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The third conc€pt must ultimately relate to how, when and
where we will protect the nation's security from threat. As to how, this
will undoubtedly relate to what we perceive as the level of threat and
thele would appear to be now general acceptance that it will more
likely be low level than high level. As to the question of when, the
answer must be that it is more likely to be a relatively short warning -
if political circrrmstances change - than a longer warning. Finally as to
where, it will undoubtedly be the sea-air gap to the north and north-
west rather than in Tasmania.

There is, however, the question often raised by others involved
in the security debate about the intertwining of Australia's diplomatic
and security roles. Indeed we are not alone in considering such issues.
The British Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd, in a speech on 3 October
192, tdked about how diplomatic and security policy in the new
world order'will have to run more closely together'.I Basically, in
considering this in the Australian context it must be structured around
three key areas: first, the defence of Australia; secondly, the question
of wtrere the Australia-United States alliance is going; and thirdly,
Australia's regional commitncnts.

The Defence of Australia
In programming terms, the White Paper oI 7987 envisaged

capital expenditure of $A25 billion over the following decade.2 Navy's
share of that is very substantial, in the order of $A9 billion already on
submarines and surface combatants. The departnrent is heavily locked
in to ttrese cpmmitsnents and there is not a lot of room to rnanoeuwe
for any goverilnent, at least in the next thrce years.

The Forre Structure Review of May 191 indicated that, if
sustained on€ per cent growth of the defence budget occurred, nearly
all the 1987 White Paper priorities (the capital equipment spend of
$A25 billion) could be attained. Additionally, it indicated that with
sustained zero growth only about threequarters of the White Paper

Rt Hm. Dorgles Hurd, 'Foreign Policy ard Inbnrtkrnd Security', RUSI Wn I,
Decearber 19I\p.1{,.
nc Dcfae al thstnl, f 987, h€ented to Prrliement by the Minider fa De{ence,
lhc llomrebb Kim C. Brnzlrey, MP, Merdt 1987 (Aueelan C.'onernment
hrblishing Serdce, C.mberr+ f 9D, pp.f(Ef (D.

I
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priorities could be attained.3 The defence budget has been on a zero
growth path for four years, and is now entering the fifth year for all
intents and purposes. What is not generally recognised, but is certainly
recognised by the service chiefs, is that savings out of the commercial
support programme, and sonre other progranunes identified in the
Force Structure Review, are locked into the defence budget at znro
gXolvth, Those savings have already been taken. That is a very serious
diripline. It makes the attainrnent of all the targets of the White Paper
extremely difficult. It is imperative that the efficiencies and savings
from areas such as the commercial support prograrnme remain on
target.

If a minus one per cent budget is sustained over the rest of the
1990s, which clearly is a risk given general-public attitudes about the
new world order and the so-called 'peac€ dividend', then the White
Paper priorities will not be rnet. With such financial consbaints, only
45 per cent of the White Paper's capital targets could be attained. These
are important facb to have in mind, because they indicate the
seriousness of the financial discipline that the departrnent faces.

Looking at the future, there will be a nrcve towards more
'i)intery'and a move in my view (although perhaps not in everybody's
view) towards an integrated Defence Department, which is now
foreseeable, given the ctunges in management style and the care with
which senior personnel are now chosen.

Examining the fundamental military role for the defence of
Australia, the priorities are all too familiar. Or are they? What are the
key priorities for force structure of the 1990s, as we start to finish the
new construction submarine, get well into the Anzac shipe, finish
Proiect |indalee, upgrade the F-111s and the P-3s? Given that we are
most likely, at best, to have zero growth in the coming years, which
White Paper priorities should be redefined?

In the lafter half oI 7992 I have been working with the
Departrnent of Defence, writing a rnairr paper on strategic priorities
for Australian defence industry. One cannot write that without having
a view on the strategic international issues that should drive industry.
The general consensus is that the firstorder priority for our defence

3 O"p"tU,enf of Hmce, Forcc Structyrc Rcatno,Report to the Minister for Defence,
Cenberra, May 1991, pp.38-11.
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industry is to strengthen the combat capability of the Australian
Defence Force. In the rernainder of the 1990s, as we move away from

the big 'metal-bashing' proiects, priority must go b intelligence and

s,rn eillar,ce, comrnand and control, combat data systems and
integrated logistics. Those arms ane cmcial to nraintaining Au_stralia's

tr,artgr. of technological edge, which will be increasingly difficult to
sustain as the 190s progress.

studies have shown that by the year 2000 Australia will still
have a technological rnargln, but with less and less reason for
complacency. Thii edge willnot be in the weaPons platforms so-much'

Clearly, with platforms like F-15s and Harpoon-firing surface ships tl
use throughout ttre region, the margin is going to close quite rapidly' It
is Australia's demonsbable superiority in intelligence and surveillance

systems, backed uP by its move towards highnuality command and

cot trot systems, in-which information is fused in real tirne from highly
advanced intelligence and suneillance capabilities, which will matter.
Increasingly those intelligence and surveillance capabilities should be

indigenously Australian.

Secondly, there should be less reliance on allies for intelligence

and sunreillarrce daA. Within the concept of self-reliarrce, it is

important that in the 1990s Australia nx)ves steadily and p_rcgressively

toward an indigenous intelligence and surveillance capability. There

arre some problems in achieving this, particularly with respect to
overhead systems, but new advances in satellite technology promise to

reduce cosis in the late 1990s, to a position wlrere we can at least give

some consideration to having indigenous Australian military satellites.

The other point we need to rerrpmber is that defence, unlike
other areas of public policy, has to think in extremely long time frarrres.

In terms of force stnriture, the DDGs will be over thirty-five years old
when Australia commences paylng them off from the year 200. There

is talk of extending the F-111s to as close to 40 years that it makes no

difference. With this in mind and with all due respect to sont views
that the world is moving to a rnore peaceful situation, these are not the
sorts of decisions that can be gambled on, in tryrng to develop a force

structure for the defence of Australia. It simply cannot be done by
chopping and changing defunce policy.One can re-iig, certainly within
long-range warning time, some force elencnb. One can acquire more
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strike capability. But basically one has to be very steady about
developing a force sFucture that is threat free.

If we consider the sort of views that Professor Mack raised in
his chapter about reassurance verses deterrenct, and we should note
that indeed Australia basically has a defensive Postur€, one can
wonder who would really want to see Australia do away with the
strike capability, both in F-111s and submarines. It is a capability
incomparable anywhere in the region.

In terms of what might be called the diplomatic and
constabulary roles of the ADF, it is true that increasingly (and

particularly for navy) it will be rrroving into those types of functions.
Yet as Captain Dovers highlighted in his chapter, the RAN is already
doing a great deal. Undoubtedly the RAN is going to be asked to do
more, and the question must be, how is it going to do it? Given that
defence's budget at zero growth is extremely tight, and tying up ships
is a cost option, if the ADF is moving mor€ to the diplomatic and
constabulary roles, wherc does that put the subrnarine force, which
has extreme limitations in that regard? It also has implications as to
how the Fremantle replacements - the offshore patrol vessels - should
be designed.

It has implications for how navy should plan for the
realisation of the 16 frigates/destroyers and 12 offshore Patrol vessels

that were identified in the Force Structure Review. tt is fairly obvious
that when you add the figures up and look at taking the DDGs out and
replacing the first of the Ulbuilt FFCs, it is going to be difficult for
navy to achieve more than 72 to 14, which is a significant gaP. There is
a good strategic argument that says: if government of either political
persuasion is serious about getting closer to the rcgion, while at the
same time increasing navy's diplornatic and constabulary roles, it is
not going to be able to achieve those goals with the small number of
surface vessels that are foreseeable. Ttre figure of 16 mapr surface
combatants is important; so is tlre Offshore Patrol Boat programme,
which may have to be brought forward. This naturally raises serious
programming issues. What will be dropped?

Tuming to sonc less serious issues, but ones that remain
relevant to any strategic concept for the deferrce of Australia, there is
firstly the question of the sea-air gap, which will rernain a significant
anrd enduring ftature driving both force structure and levels of
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readiness. The Chief of Naval Staff has asked if it is too nanowly
defined and wtrether we cirn speak more brcadly of the rnaritime
approaches. Naturally one cannot iust draw a line through the land
mass of the archipelago to our north, as some would have it, but on the
other hand it is not feasible to talk about defending the entire length
and breadth of Australia's maritime approaches, as that then could
distort the force structur€. By this I mean that it would have a
significant force structure impact if the geographical definition of our
'rnaritirne approaches' was openended. A great part of the 1986 report,
RsuiaD of Australia's Defaw Capbilifia,a was to bring discipline to the
use of geography in the defence debate. This does have an impact on
the force structure.

On the question of sea lines of communication, one should not
forget about the remoteness of the likelihood of interdiction of
international sea lines of communication; a morle pressing concern
must be with the vulnerability of focal points. With regard to anti-
submarine warfare (ASW), this is a difficult priority. Undoubtedly if
those skills associated with fighting the ASW baftle are lost, they are
very difficult to replace. A good example is this: when our American
friends tell us that the Chinese order of battle is obsoletg one should
observe that it is obsolete by America's standards, but if China were to
use force in the South China Sea, including ib large number of very
noisy, old Russian diesel-electric subrnarines, which ASEAN navy has

the ability to detect those submarines? The answer is Singapore, a bit,
and nobody else.

However, again, we have to be careful in not overreacting to
the numbers of submarines we think might b4 brought into regional
orders of battle. We know that Indonesia has two 209s and it is looking
for sonre more and that Malaysia is looking at acquiring a submarine
capability. As to lrdia, obviously that is something Australia needs to
monitor, especially with the introduction of Kilo class submarine. We
need, however, to remind ounelve of how long it has aken India to
build the first of the class of that subrnarine (eight years). Australia is
doing a lot better than that so far.

Rtzinlu of Arctnlb3 Defatcc C.Fbililir, Rfport b tlre Minbter for Defence by Mr
Peut Dibb, M.r$ 19E6 (Awtralhn C.ovenrmenl hblishing Serrde, Canberra,
ts6).
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So while one can be sympathetic to the maintenance of ASW
capabilities, the intelligence officrr's caution makes one wary about the
evidence as to how many subrnarines arc rctually going to be
introduced into the region. In addition to the needs of ASW detectiory
there is the interest on the surveillance side. How can Australia
develop surveillance capacities, including perhaps capabilities such as
Kariwara?

On the question of the west coast navy, one can ask what the
shategic reasoning is for such a npve. The answer surely is that we
dearly need a naval capaciry based in the west, to protect our western
and north-western approadres and key focal areas. As to submarine
operations, western basing is clearly more optimal in terms of transit
tirnes than basing on the east coast.

Returning now to the subiect of the defence of Australia, there
ane some areas where not enough work has been done. It is all too
easy to get carried away on regional security, and to forget the
enduring discipline of ttre defence of Australia. One can argue that we
still do not have enough knowledge of our own waterc, irrcluding for
sub'surface operations. They are clearly different. Secondly, we do not
have enough understanding of low-level, and so<alled escalated low-
level, contingencies. What happens if the contingency begins at the
escalated level rather than in a nice thmretical way, progressing from
low level up to escalated? Do we have a sufficient understanding of
our capacities to react to that sort of scenario? We might need to give
greater attention to the terminology surrounding 'escalated low-level
conflict'. There also still does not seem to be much real progress in
developing concepts of operations in all three services. There has been
disappointing prcgress in that area.

Finally, with regard to the expansion base study, which should
be ready in early 193, there is not enough understanding of what
might be some of the similaitia between escalated low-level conllict
and more substantial conflict. The threat will still be north about, there
will still be a sea-air gap problern There is still the issue of what is the
biggest sort of lodgement force that one would comprehend in more
substantial conflict, and if it is less than a division that the army might
have to face, that has some very considerable implications for army's
expansion plans. A final point of force structure is that relating to the
helicopbr support ship. For South Pacific contingencies it is neoessary
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and if it can be acquired for a reasonable cost we should have it. If we
had to evacuate iarge numbers of Australians from south Pacific
locations, we would need such a capability in the force'in-being.

The United Statee Alliance
The United States is an important element in Australia's

defence policy. It is important in the sense of the tangible benefits we
get with regard to intelligence, we,rPons systems, and logistics

resupply (there is a commitment to logistics resupply, but there is also

a qulnrying clause in that agreernent about the national interest, which
is of concern).

The important point to note is that changes in the United
States' strategic posture, not least under the Clinton administration,
rny mean that we will see larger, more rapid cub to the defence

budget than Bush envisaged. We will see a quicker move out of our
region. By that it is not contended that the Unitd States is leaving, brrt
that when one reads the Clinton Policy, and one reads statements by
Ics Aspin, who clearly is an inlluential adviser, then there is a move
away from the forward proiection of military Power to the proiertion
of power from the US mainland. This will be a very significant change

to US force posturing. Additionally Richard Holbrooke,5 who was

Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs with the

previous Democratic administration, states that by the late 190s there
will be no US military presenc€ in the Asia-Pacific region (including
Korea and japan). We shall have to wait and see who President
Clinton appoints to key positions in the Pentagon and the State

Departnent and hope that at least some of them will know sornething
about the Asia-Pacific region.

The issue must be whether the American alliance will become
of declining utility to Australia in the 190s because of decreasing
American interests. Will it need reinvigorating? If so, what will be

American interests after the Cold War that will allow us to
reinvigorate the alliance? No rnatter what the United States now sys,
what mattered to them in the past was Australia's role with regard to

Pichard Holbroole, Japan and the United States: Endilg the Unequd
Parhrership', Fozign Afbirs,V ol,.7l, No.5, Winter l99l /92" pp.4l-57.
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the global competition with the Soviet Union, and that indeed is what
determined their force structure in our part of the world.

There are clear implications here for navy. Of the three
services, the RAN is the closest in terms of ties to the United States. If
the sort of pessimistic views put above becarne reality, then'there
would be implications for capabilities and exercises and the US
pr€sence in this region. We certainly need to work with the new US
administration to impress upon them the importance of a continuing
US military engagement in our part of the world.

Regiond Security Policies

This chapter will not spend too much time on this third plank
of Australia's defence platform, except for a crcuple of issues that
should be raised. One is with regard to the South Pacific. While
certainly there have been a number of situations in recent years where
it has been on alert, one cannot accept the notion that Australia has a
policy of intervention. It has a policy that is two-fold. One aspect is to
evacuate its citizens if they are in harm's way, and that is a clear and
recognised military role in international law. The other aspect is that if
Australia wer€ to be asked by a democratically elected government to
come to its assistance, in the event that it was being threatened, then
clearly a goverrunent of the day in Australia would require that optiory
and that will influence the force structure. That does bring us back to
the helicopter support ship. It also brings us back to getting more
mobility into army.

As to Southeast Asia, it is inevitable, in this post{old War era
that medium-sized countries, such as Australia and most of the
ASEAN countries, will come to share more in conunon. These
counties (unlike Iapan, or South Korea, or Taiwan, or India, or
Pakistan, which flank them on the north+ast and on the north-west)
are not big military spenders. Increasingly in the 1990s, as technology
develops, all these countries will find it difficult to afford the high
costs of modern platforms. For example, the doubling in real cost
between the Mirage and the F-18 is symptomatic of high<ost
technology. The same applies comparing the Iroquois helicopter and
the Black Hawk - about double the cost to acquire, about double the
cost to operate. That is going to make it difficult for any of these
countries to sustain increases in force structure. Indeed, replacement
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platforrrs will generally be in lesser number€, particularly aircraft.
Who believes that Australia can afford a replacerrrent for the F-18, or
tlrc F-111? What will they cost in now dollar terms? A hundred million
dollars a copy?

Regional nations are going to find it hard, not only to acquire
new platforms, but also to operate them and abaorb them into orders
of battle. Here Australia may have a prime role as a regional
maintenance c€ntre, with a regional capacity to assist others having
similar problems with these types of high-technology systems. This
applies also with regard to the increase in naval capabilities within
regional countries. They, like Ausbalia, will want to have a naval
pr4esence, recognising that naval forces are more flexible than air forces
or armies. That suggests, that we need to look not only at swapping
ideas of doctrine, force structuring and programrning, but also at more
exchange of intelligence and surveillance information - recognising
that there are limits in sensitive areas. Certainly thete should be more
exercises and staff college baining, and maybe nroves towards irint-
poduction ventures in the naval area.

Recognising how difficult the latter would be, perhaps we
need to give more thought to sorre issues raised recently by the
lndonesian foreign minister. He specifically spoke about some concrete
nrcasures with regard to confidence building, noting that the
frequency and size of militrary exercises could be reduced and rnade
less provocative, inter alia, by allowing representatives of non-
participating countries to be present as observers. Secondly, he noted
that sorrre existing agreements, such as those covering incidents at sea

between the United States and Russia and between Russia and the
United Kingdom, could be expanded to include at least fapan and
China, while eventually they could be developed into multilateral
instruments. Finally, he has proposed greater transparency in military
arrangements pertaining to the regioo which could be effected
through the regular exchange of data among the rnairr Powerc on their
respective military budgets, doctrines and future force proiections.

All of this can be done. Based on the visib I made to Indonesia,
Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand in the last year on behalf of the
Departrnents of Foreign Affairs and Trade and Defence, I have never
seen a period in the last 20 years when Australia has been morc
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acreptable in terms of defence cooperation, and when countries in the
region have been more willing to look towards Australia.

Finally, there is a need for some bold new thoughts in the
defence area in the next few years. There are challenges about the
future of the alliance system and how far we can go in practical policy
terms and practical military terms with the region. There is, however,
also a need to maintain coherence; that is, to maintain the central
intellectual discipline that surrounds the defence of Australia.



CHAPTER 8

AN EAST COAST PERSPECTIVE

Dr William Tow

At a time when the Australian Defence Force is redirecting its
geopolitical orientation and force structure from a predominantly
'eastern' orientation to a northern and western direction, analysis of
regional security issues from 'an east coast perspective' may initially
appear to be peripheral or outdated. In fact, Australia's east coast and
west coast strategies are unavoidably intertwined. As noted by the
Labor goverrunent's 1989 Strategic Basis paper, Australia and the
economically dynamic, culturally diverse, and highly ;npulous
Southeast Asian archipelago together serve as the gateway to the
world's key oil routes from the Middle East and the Indian Ocean.

While Ausbalia is the economic and communications centre of the
Indo-Pacific passage's southern sector, the fact that its small
population and industrial infrastructure are mostly concentrated in the
south-eastern corner of a large and remote island<ontinent still makes
it vulnerable to blockades or selected incursions bv a determined
adversary.l

Australia is a medium-sized regional power. It is accustomed
to playing a regional strategic role proportionally more important than
its geographic detachment and its national resource base would
ordinarily allow. It is, nonetheless, exposed to forces of regional and
global change over which it has little control but which could greatly
affect its relative inlluence and prosperity. As an island<ontinent, it
depends upon unimpeded sea lanes for the exporting of raw materials
and agricultural products to distant markets throughout the
Asia-Pacific.Its historical reliance upon'great and powerful friends' to
help underwrite its own security can be attributed largely to its
inability to secure indigenously the south-north sea lines of
communication upon which so much of Australia's economic
well-being depends: the west coast route stretching from the Indian
Ocean through the straits and seas of Indonesia, the Philippines, and

I Austrelb's Strllt gic Pbnning in ttu 7990s, 27 Noveurber 19E9 (Defmce
Departmental Publication, Canberra, September 1992), p.5 .
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northward to )apan and the east coast route from Tasmania and the
Coral Sea through the straits and seas of Papua New Guinea and the
Solornons to the North Pacific.2 As long as fapan and the North
Pacific's other great industrial economies are as predominant in
Australia's trading relations as is now the cas€, the 'east coast'
maritime security question will remain integral to Australian national
security calculations. Given Australia's unwillingness or inability to
expend the resources necessary to defend its trading lifulines on its
own, it will be confronted with the need to rely upon the assistance of
extemal powers to ensure its rnaritime security whictU in turn, will
necessitate de facto modifications to any Aushalian defence posture
that would emphasise sbategic self-reliance.

In this connectiory several issues merit assessment. First, the
United States is the only rnaritime power presently capable of
proiecting sufficient strategic reach to cover the south-north SLOCs
vital to Australia's east coast security. Moreover, while the United
States is a Pacific power, US forces also comprise a key element in the
successful defence of Australia's north and north-west strategic flanks.
To what extent American and Australian post{old War strategic
obiectives converge or digress in the 1990s and beyond is critical to
Australia's future ability to function effectively as a viable Asia-Pacific
economic and security actor. Second, Australia's 'east coast' threat
environment needs to be reassessed as international security politics
shift from global bipolar competition betw'een two superpowens to a
world shaped more by intra-regional crisis and conflict resolution.
Third, an evaluation must be made as to whether current Australian
naval and defence policy facilitates or impedes stability in the east
coast area of operations.

Austrdian-American Strategic Interests: An'East Coast' Perspective

The security interests of the United States and Australia are
generally compatible but are not by any means identical. US obiectives
were rmst rec€ntly outlined in the report, A Strategb Framanrk for the
Asian Pacific Rrm - more comrmnly known as the East Asia Strategy
Initiative: Part II (EASI II) - submitted to Congress in |uly 1992 (the

2 Rob*t A. Bran4 'An American Viry of Australia's Maritime Intercts'in WS.G.
Bateuran ard M.W. Ward (eds), Austtelb's tvlrlri inu latacsts: Vbus fiont Ooctws
(Australian C-€ntre fq Maritime Shrdies, Canberra, 1990), p.55.
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first such report was submitted in April 1990).3 Austsalian interests
were outlined in the labor goverilnent's 1987 Defence White Paper
and reiterated in its Stratqiic Basis Paper prepared two years later.a
Both countries want to prorote and rnaintain regional peace and
stability. Both endorse measunes to intrroduce greater arms control into
the region. The Unibd Sates desires gr€aEr allied defence
burden-sharing and this appears b coirrcide with Australia's stated
objertive of 'developing capabilities for the independent defence of
Australia and its interests'. Finally, each ally endorses specific
measures such as guaranteeing the security of regional SLOCs and the
continued forward presence of sufficient US forces in the region to
provide insurance against what Australian defence officials
characterise as future'uncertainties attendant upon the rate and naturc
of political, economic, and social development in our regiory and
possible shifts in the centres of power, inevitably ... impact[ingl on our
strategic interests'.5

American-Australian bilateral security relations, however, are
affected by the countries' differmt viewpoints. Australia has a
justifiable conc€rn that the United States' security obptives may not
include intense US strategic conoerns about Australia. Put somewhat
differently, Australia focuses 'exceptional attention to the behaviour of
a superpower whose own global reach results in proportionally slight
focus on Australia'.5 From C-anberra's perspective, China's ongoing
efforts to strengthen, nrodernise and proiect its naval and air power
and fapan's long-term military poEntial underrore ttte need to keep
the US strabgically engaged in areas to Australia's north. Recent US
port and basing access agreerEnts reached with Singapore and
informal arrangernents with Malaysia anri Indonesia, to conduct small-
scale exercises and to use ship repair facilities at Lumut and Surabayo

US D?.rtment of Defense, A $ntcgb F'mllr'w* ftt tlu Ashn Prcift Rin: Reprt to
Congrzss, Washingtcr DC, Iuly 1992, pp.12-11.
Austrdit's Stntcgic Plouring h tlu 799Os, p.2-3,
lbld., p.12. AIrc ree The Austr.li.-United States Ministcid TdYs', United Stl,tzs
Infuiutbn tu (ug9) Witdrss FiIc EPFM, 1 Oclober 1992, p.1.
Henry AlHns&t Austrdt md the United Strtes'ln F.A. Mdleruky (d.1, Austrdb
h t Chorgilg Yffi: Ncll Forxign Pdiq Dfurd'iaitc 0vtanvell Mecmilbn, Sydney,
1992), p.1E0.
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r€spectively, are reassuring to Australian security planners in the
afterrnath of US forces withdrawing from the Philippines.T

US national security obpctives in the Asia-Pacific
understandably evolve around establishing and rnaintaining a regional
balance of power whidr is favourable, fust and foremost, b
Washington. In this framework, Australia is important as one alliance
partner in a network of US bilateral alliances still operating in the
region for support of a continued Anrerican forward Preeenoe there. It
is a relatively minor player, however, if compared to fapan, China,
South Kor€a, or even ASEAN. American defence officials, for example,
have labelled the U$|apan security relationship as the 'key to [USl
security strategy' in Asia, even while acknowledging that fapanese
power could sone day be destabilising in the region.6 Other key US

regional security obie.ctives include defervCing key lines of
communication that corurect tlre continental United States with the
mapr industrial and marketing centres of Nortlreast Asia; accessing

the Southeast Asian subregion as a rear suPPort arca for US military
operations in the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean; and minimising
conflict probabilities in Korea, in South Asia, and in Indochina, where
crisis escalation could precipitate great-power confrontation.9 While

See Jeffrey D. Young US Milittry l^tcractim ltit/l fut thast Asbn C-ountrics
(Congressional neaeaiO Sernicu, i.tUrary of C.ongres, Washington rc, 27
Febnrary 1992);'Pact for KL to Servie U.5. ShiF nVil Boct Navy Ti6-, Sltrits
Tincs (Wee&ly Overseas Edition), lt Aprtl 1992, p.l0; Malaysia and U.5. to Raise

Status of Joint Exercises', Stnits Tir;a (Weekly Overseas Edidon), 15 February
1992, p.10; Mktrael Ridrardson 'lndonesia to Step up Military 1ie9_wit\U.S.',
tntcrnrrrtirlnel Hctdtl Tibntu, 29 Feb,ruary-l Mardr 192, pp.l & 4; and Bob Drogin
and Jim Mann, 'US. Forces Recharting the PadfiC, Ios Angcks Titus, 15 October
191, pp.1,4,14 & lE.
I StitQic ftmanr* for tlu Asbn Prcifb Rin,p.E; Cherles R. lanson, 'Geo-polilgd
Trmds in the Pacific', Vit l Spa,clls q t e tuy,VoL58, No.l5 (15 May 1992), p.a$;
and PaEick E. Tyler, 'Pmtagon's New World Ordec US b IGiSF Supreure',
Intanstionel Hear/ldTrfrruru,9 Mardr l9%\p.1-2, whidr rePorts that an inidal US
Depertm€nt of Defense Policy Guidance Stat€mmt must remain 'sensitive to the
potenUaly destabilbing effects' if American allies there rudr as lapan or Korea
iake qr eirhanced rolcs-as regional powers. A su@uent draft was released in
May, whidr modified this language urging Adan dlies crly to be'prudent'in
indeasing their defence capabilitbs. Se Barton Gellman, 'For Pmhgoo
Thwardng Nov Rivals ls No Longer Prinary l$m' , Intcnutioul Hcmld Trfuwu , E
May 799i4p.1&6.
Th& obFrtives are weighed in a cmrprdrensive report prepared by the^MND
Corporad,on for the US Adstant Secetary of Ddense Onternadqul S€ctttity
Aff;irs) to idendfy and ase a rmSe of US force Posture alternatives th.t corrld
shape or respond to the Ada-Pacifii security envhqrmalt ovcr the next decade.
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Australia can and does play a nryporting role in allowing the US to
realise these obpctives, US security planners do not envision it as a
cenhal component in achieving future US regional security priorities.lo

This raises the question of precisely how committed the
United States would be to defending Australia's security interests if its
own strategic position in the region was not directly threatened. If US
naval and maritime commercial units could still transverse
Indo-Pacific sea lanes relatively unencumbeted by ProsPects of
interdiction, if |apan or the Korean peninsula were not under siege or
undertaking rnassive armarnent Prograrnmes, and if Russia and China
were entertaining cooperative relations with Washington, why would
defending Australia's region of direct military interest (RDMD still be a
vital long-term geopolitical concern to American security Poliry
managers?ll A concomitant issue is what role the United States would
expect the ADF to undertake if a future Pacific conflict did materialise
requiring substantial American military involvenrent to underwrite
Australia's survival.

The question of why the United States should defend
Australia was faced by American defence planners from the outset of
the Cold War. From a strategic vantage point, they have tended to
view the Southwest Pacific as an appendage of a more critical
Southeast Asian theatre of operations. While appreciating that
Australia's incorporation into the Western alliance system allowed for
the conduct of operations by combined U9allied forces in the

ll

The report was influential in determining the eventual content of E^ASI lI. See

fames A. Winnefel4 fonathan D. Pollack, Kevin N. kwis, Lynn D. Pullen, John Y.
Sdrrader, and Midrael D. Swaine, A Nao Stratcgy alzll Fan Foras: Tlu Pecilic
Dinrctrsion,R4$g/2-USDP (RAND Santa Monica CA, l9C2r, especially PP.42S.
While the Five Power Ddence Arrangements were cited in A llto Strabgy eattl

Fana Fotca as a peible foun&tion for expanded ASEAN-wide defence
coo,peration, the report cited Australia only onc! .s a potmdal defmce
coll,aborabr in an expanded ASEAN multilateral sectrity errangesrclrt (p.30) and
made virtually no mention of the bilateral U9Australian deferte rdationship as a

cenbal interest in US regional strategy.
Austsalia's r€8ioNl of direcf miliAry interest indudes Ausbalia, its teritories and
proximate ocean areas, Indonesia, Pepua Nerv Cuine., lrlerr Zealan4 and other
nearby ountries of the Southwest Pacific. See Air Power Studies C-entre, Royal
Austmlbn Ab Fow Ait Pozn fuhnual (Air Power Shrdiea C-entre, RAAF Bage

Fairbairn, ACT, August l99O), pp.&61. The incorporation o{ lndonegia is
sotrrsvhat conhov€Gid, given that nrccessive Australirn govcnm€nb have often
viewed that coturky as Awtralie's mct lilcely eecurity threat and that the idea of
Australiam dytng for the preservador of Indonerie's rcvereignty aPPears, at best,
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Southwest Pacific, a irint US State-Defelrce Deparbnent working grouP
concluded in |uly 1952 that the'global remoterrcss'of the area rnade it
'highly unlikely' that Australia or New Zealand would bear the brunt
of initial enemy strikes. C-onsequently, the group conduded, '... the
defence of Australia and New Zealand is properly related to the
successful defence of South East Asia with which CINCPAC
fCommander-in{rief, Pacific area] is vitally concerned'.l2 Five years
later a foint Chiefs of Staff study on global strategic planning relegated
Australia's importance to providing an anchorage, off its north-west
coast, for US forces operating in Southeast Asia and the Indian
Ocean.l3 The growing Soviet naval threat to US operations in
Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean during the late 1970s and early
1980s compelled Washington to rely upon Australia and New Zealand
to provide much of the allied sea communications security for the
Southwest Pacific. Yet the question of how important the Southwest
Pacific really was to US global strategy and SLOC control remained
largely unanswered. More clear was the fact that American planning
for a global or region-wide Asia-Pacific war against the Soviet Union
and/or China throughout much of the postwar era tended to consign
ANZU9related renarios to a lower order priority.

Australian policy makers have long accepted that their defence
relations with the United States - its'great and powerful friend'- was
one of fundamental dependency, but no other candidate apa.rt from
Washington was available with the proper culturd affinity and
sufficient military power to underwrite Australia's fsrward defence
strategy. Indeed, critics of the way Australian-American relations have
evolved cite examples where Australian vulnerability within this
relationship led to the Australians ingratiating themselves with the
Americans at every opportunity. Imrrrediately following the first
ANZUS Ministerial Conference (in early August 1952), for example,
the Australian foreign minister approached American diplornats about
the United States rekindling its immediate postwar interest in using

Preper€d for ANZUS Gouncil Meedng by the Spedal $te
ANzt.IS

C,roup Madrinery for Military C-onsultad$ in Regard to
9aslrin6on pg 3,0 luly 7952, u rePrinEd ln Fadga Rclat rns olf}C, 3,0luly 7952, u reprinEd ln Fadgn Rzb|itns qws.sr ----.--o.-----'- -t

thc llnitut Stlrtcl 7952-7951, Vd.lz, Part 1 (United Stetes Governsrent hinting
Office, Washington DC, 19&4), p.158.rr Thorrae-Durell Young Ansrnliea, Nn Tala uI, and United Stata Scd.rity Rilatk rts,
195I-1986 (Westview hs, Bor.rlder CO 79921, p39,
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Manus in the Admiralty Islands group as a basing complex. Initial
American efforts to gain continued basing rights ttrcre (it was used
extensively during World War II) were rebuffed by Canbera because
of the United States'refusal to allow Australia to us€ other American
bases in the South Pacific. American officials crommenting on Casey's
initiative believed the Australians were now desperate to involve the
United States in new security commiEnents extended to Papua New
Guinea.14 Subsequent episodes of Australia attempting to sustain the
interest and commitnrent of its senior ANZUS defence partner through
the more than four decades that alliance has been in existencre have
been well documented elsewhere.lS

More important to contemplate is how little things have
changed for Australia in the 1990s. The defence.indepth strategy
introduced by the Hawke government's 1987 defence White Paper has
been challengd by the federal opposition and by independent
analysb as unsustainablg given Australia's lack of funds for procuring
the weapons systems neoessary to supPort it and given its tacit
assumption (as one of its detractors has recently characterised it) that,
if all else fails, 'some higher authority [the United Statesl will always
be prepared and able to act as our ultimate security guarantor'.r6 T?re

coalition opposition parties' October 1 992 defence policy staternent,'A
Strong Australia ...', has continued this trend by stating that '... It
rcmains in the inter€st both of Australia and the wider region to
encourage the United States to maintain a strong forward-based
military presence in the region'.l7 Reminiscent of Richard Casey's
Manus Island diplomacy, the coalition is prepared to offer increased

Mecrorandum of Conversation, by the Ambassador at Large $essup), E August
1952, reprinted m Fncign tubl*ms ol ttu Uniud Stetcs 7952-7954, Vol.l2, Part 1,

p2(8. Backgrotrnd on the original Manr.rs dispute is offered by Tom Frane, Pecific
Partaas: A Hbtry of Australbn-Antriecn IVrra,I Rcbtiors (Hodder & Stotrghton,
Sydney, 1992), pp.79A2; and lohn J. Dedman, 'Encounter Over Manus', Austrclirl r
A.ilo, V ol.20, No2, Augwt 1966., pp.112-151.
Perhapa the b€st-knowr a@r.mt of this fedor resrains Alan Renouf, Thc Fnghuned
Crlntry Macurillan, Melbourne 7979); s elso Glen Stf. Barday, Frienls in High
Plrr:;es: Ausbelien-Anaian Ddiflolrlr,tic Rdttlms since 1915 (Oxfcd University hess,
Mdbourne 1$5).
Graenre Clreeremen, 'Fom Forward Defence to Self-Rdhncs Chenges and
Cqrtinuides in Ar.rstrelirn Defene Policy l%190', Atstnlbn lourtrd of Pditic4l
Scicne, Vol26 No.3, Novenrber 7991,pp.M45.
Fedcral Liberel PertylNetionel Perty C.oelition, Office of the Shedow Minister for
De{ene, 'A Slrorg Aushalir: Rebtrilding Australie'e Defene', Cenberra, October
199i2,p.35.
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port access to the US Navy and use of the aircraft elechonic warfare
range at Delancre to compensate for its loss of the Philippines basing
complexes, arul to emulate the ulSingaporc Memorandum of
Understanding (MOO by extending to the United States gxeater access
to Australian industrial facilitie for support and maintenance of US
ships transiting the region. A coalition government would be prcpared
to maintain and extend the Australian-Anerican component of
ANZUS where a mutual benefit in doing so was perceived.lS

Neither the government nor opposition have presented any
real evidence that such 'mutual benefits' are considered as

indispensable national security assets by those tailoring Washington's
global strategy. Even those American analysts most sensitive to the
security benefib of ANZUS admit that most Anrcricans remain
unawarle of Australia's strategic position. Throughout the history of
the alliance, 'Australian officialdom occasionally had a tendency to
assume that the special relationship between Australia and the United
States was even greater than it really was'.19

Certainly the United States regards its defence ties with
Australia as an integral p"n of its bilateral defence network; Australia
is seen as a willing conbibutor to the Western defence burden by
providing the US acce$s to deferrce facilities that contribute to
iommarri, control, communications, and intelligence (CaD in
important ways and by participating in global peacekeeping ventures
as ib limited rernurces will permit; and as a valued customer for
American weapons systems and technology.zo Australian-American
inter-service ties have acquired a unique camaraderie and working
relationship over the years via irint military exercises, exchange
programmes, and other forms of cmperation.

Yet all of these positive facets of the alliance are aspects of the
rclationship as it has functioned rather than ocnceptual iustifications of

ibid.,pp.3!36.
Lt Coi Frank P. Donnini, USAF, ANZtiS in Rrrrlbim: Clsngrng Dcpnx Frr,tutts of
Austmlb ortl Ncw Zalerul in tr. MU-79E0s (Air University hes, Maxwell Air
Fuce Base, Alabama, February f99l), p.lE. Also see Bran4'An American Vienr ...',

P.51.
Bran4 'An American View ...', p.12-17, Also see the recrarks of US Secretary of
De{ense DicL Cheney rt the Australien Defene Asciatior Sympcium Searinar
sr The United Statec end Security ln the West€fli Padfic, Melbourne 2May 1992,
as reprinted by the USIS ffi&l Tat,SMty 1992'p.54

I8
19
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why the relationship accords with the vital and mutual national
security interesb of the parties involved. Nations do not go to war out
of gratitude to their allies but because their own survival or critical
power base is considered to be at stake. The Trurnan administration
understood this when it endeavoured to iustify ttle Al{zus Treaty to
the United States Senate sonre forty years ago; heaty alliances would
not be allowed to usurp that body's authority to commit the United
States to war, and ANZUS would only guarantee an American
promise to consult with Australia in the event that the latter was
aftacked or threatened with attack.

Why the US would actually defend Aushalia and what it
would expect Australia to do as part of any such defence effort thus
need to be addressed independently from Australian expectations and
American rhetoric about enduring alliance relations. US national
security interests would be directly threatened by any one of the
following sc€narios:

o Australia ibelf is neutralised or subiugated by hostile regional
forces, which subsequently act to interdict US and allied
shipping;

. regional hegernonic competition between China, japa.n, and
perhaps India or the rise of a powerful ethnic or theocratic
revolutionary movement in the Sreater Malay archipelago
leads to the geopolitical subiugation of Southeast Asia by
anti-Western forces, leaving Australia as a key front-line ally
by default; or

. a substantial number of island-states in the Southwest Pacific

becnme subiugated by anti-Western political forces, requiring

irint Australian-American efforts to oppose an opportunistic
regional adversary, which oPts to ally with those island states.

If any of these contingencies transpired, it appean reasonable
that the United States would exPect the ADF to utilise any warning
tirne available to it prior to tlre outbreak of hostilities with maximum
effectivenees and to cooPerate with US forces in quelling air and naval
attacks against Australia's mainland or its offshore territories. The
ADF, moreover, would be expected to help implement su@uent
offensive action against the adversary; to support US carrier task forces
and other elenrents of power proiection needed to seize and retain
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control of key regional/subregional SLOCs; and to ensure that
Australia remained supportive of American strategic obiectives and
force presence in the Indo-Pacific for the duration of any such conflict.
In turn, the ADF, and especially the RAN, should continue to enpy
access to American military decision rnaking and technology which
allows Australian services to rnaintain higher levels of readiness and
proficiency than could otherwise be the case, given traditional levels of
Australian defence expenditures.2l With these expectations, by
emphasising the complementary comPonents of the Australian and
American fleets, the US Navy could iustify CINCPAC's continued
involvement in the Southwest Pacific and eastern Indian Ocean
subregions to an American Congress increasingly prone to calculate
future strategic commitments in terms of perceived allied propensities
for defence burden sharing.z

The Changing East Coast Threat Environment

Australia's contiguous strategic interests from an 'east coast'

perspective can be summarised as:

. security of the Australian continent and its sovereign
territories;

. pneeervation of sovereign rights over Australia's fishing zones

and cpntinental shelf;

o freedom of access to and movernent between sea and air lines

of communication in the Pacific region;

. security of Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, and
neighbouring states of the Southwest Pacific;

. security from hostile acts designed to extract political
concessions from Australia, which could erode its ability to
assist its Pacific allies in quelling destabilising strategic
developments and lead to an intensification of its own
vulneribility in escalated regional confl ict situations.a

F r ane, P acif ic Pertnas, p.76.
ibid., p.157.
Tlu ,lir Porxt lvlenu| pp.&,6243.

27
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Several threat contingencies that could undermine the security
of Australia's east coast may surface during the 190s. Indonesia,
however, is probably not one of these. As the Australian government's
1989 Strategic Basis Paper correctly argued, barring the higNy
improbable scenario of the Indonesian arrned forces losing its power
base to radical nationalists intent upon expa.nding Indonesia's regional
hegemony, rnotives for Indonesia threatening Australia are singularly
lacking. Indonesia views Australia as a positive strategic asset, keePing
'the region to its south as a security strategic flank...'and will'continue
to pin with Australia in initiatives, which are mutually supportive in
their strategic effect ...'.24

There is, however, a more plausible contingency. An
acrelerated American strategic withdrawal from the Pacific could
create a power vacuum in the Asia-Pacific, with dangerous
ramifications. Isolated from its postwar Arnerican military ties, fapan,
in particular, could rearrn independently and rnassively. China and
India could intensify their already substantial efforts to proiect
region-wide naval offensive power. Such trends could involve other
Asia-Pacific states, including Australia, in a region-wide arrns race

where any acquisition of offensivecapable mil_itary systems by one
state would be perceived as a threatening act.25 Ttre procurement of
advanced strike aircraft or ballistic missiles would be regarded as

especially provocative. Such weaPons systerns could directly threaten
Australian territory in ways previously not thought possible,
especially if an expansionist power were to gain access to bases

proximate to Australian shores. Indeed, the coalition defence policy
staterrent concludes that the firepower and strategic reach of these

systems in the hands of hostile forces could tilt the Asia-Pacific

strategic balance against Australia's favour and render current
assumptions of Australia having a seven-to-ten-year warning Perid
for adiusting to such a shift invalid.25

25

25

Austnlb's Stmbgh Pbnning in tlu7990s, pp. 9-10. For a corroborating analysis see

Harold Crouch,'lndonesia and the Security of Australia and Papua Nery Guinea'
in Desurond Ball and Cathy Downes (eds), Sacrrity end Dcfartt: Pacific onl GI&el
Pcrspctiu (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 190), pp389-391.
This argument is advanced by An&ew Mack and Desmond Ball, The Militrry
Build-up in tlre Asia-Pacific', ile Prcific Rmial,Vol.l No3, 1992, p.2062A7.
'A Strurg Australh', pp.67.
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Other threat contingencies relate to Australia's ability to
influence and crcntrol the effects of political and economic change in
the South Pacific on its own security. Although the era of 'strategic
denial'in the South Pacific and ANZUS preoccupation with Cold War
geopolitics applying to that subregion is now history, Australia retains
a criticd interest in ensuring that internal political crises which
intermittently threaten the stability of the independent Pacific island
states do not 'spill over' to directly affect its own security. In
September 1988, Senator Evans announced a new Australian policy
approach which he termed'constructive commitment'. It emphasised
Australia's willingness to work in partnership with the Pacific island
states to promote regional stability through economic development
and'shared perceptions of strategic and security interests'.27 With the
election of a conservative New Tealand government to power in
October 1991, Australia has also moved to increase the interoperability
of the ADF and ib New Zealand counterpart through the Anzac
frigates programme and other initiatives for defence industrial
cooperation, to regularise and upgrade ministerial defence
consultations, and to gradually restore at least some limited U$New
Zealand defence ties, all under the rubric of 'closer defence
relations'(CDR).28 By doing this, Canberra hopes to at least partially
mend the rupture to the ANZUS alliance caused by the U9New
Zealand anti-nuclear dispute.

The rnapr threat to Australia that could emanate from the
South Pacific during the 1990s is that the island states in this
subrcgion, which constitute the primary gmgraphic barrier between
Australia and the United States, crculd beconc geo-politically hostile,
allowing lalger powen with adversarial intentions access to their
territories, which could threaten Ausbalian air and sea lifelines. The
complete loss of New Zealand to the Western alliance; increased
political instability in Papua New Guinea, Fiji, New Caledonia, or
Vanuatu; or insensitivig by the ANZUS powers to the resource and
development problems of the island states are all factors that could

C,areth Evans and Bruce Grant, Austnlb's Forcign Reletims h t u Wold of tlt 79!Ns
Melbourne University hess, Melbourne 1990), pp.16ll64; and Gr"g Fry,
Austmlia's Sonth Prcift Policy: Frcm 'Stretcgic Dcnial' To 'Co.rstntctiu Commitnail',
Working Papers No.8/199f (@artmmt of Internationd Relations, Ar.rstralian
Nationd University, Canberre, October l9l), p.l7-18.
Henry Albinskf 'Perspecdves on Australien-New T'rnlatd Claer Ddence
Relations', hfade4 Y oLD(No.2, Winter 192, p.&23.
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substantially transform the strategic equation against Australia's
interests in maintaining uninhibited access to its critical North
American lifuline. The primary us strategic concern is that the south
Pacific would be ttre prirnary alternate route to the Indian ocean if the
Indonesian archipelagic straits and Strait of Malacca were interdicted
at the outs€t o1 region-wide or global hostilities. The relevant
gmpolitical calculus was enunciated by the late John Dorrance:

... U.S.[alliance] obligations could be triggered by an
attack on Australian forces responding to an
island-state contingency. In that context, it is essential

to bear in mind that the island states have a
geopolitical relationship to Australia and New
Zealand similar to that of the C-aribbean with the
United States, but even more so. The island states are
astride their lines of communication with the United
States, Iapan, and other areas to the north, and
dominate strategic approaches to Australia and New
Zealand.29

Notwithstanding the current Australian governrrrcnt's stated
intentions of working in pa.rtnership with Pacific island countries to
promote regional stability, the fundamental reality is that both
Australia and the Unitd States will relate to the subregion in ways
that put their own economic and strategic interests ahead of any
perceived obligation to the island states. It is clear that the increased
assertiveness of island leaderships in seeking greater concessions from
the ANZUS powets, and more regional influence, will be effective only
so long as they do not impede upon the United States' and Australia's
stsategic acc€ss to the South Pacific or interfere with American efforts
to operate militarily there in ways which underwrite Australia's own
security.

In this context, it is likely that Australia will refrain from
pressuring the United States to ratify the South Pacific Nuclear Free

Zone Treaty. C-anberra has every interest in allowing the US to finesse
its regional strategy gradually and in ways that still allow inevitably

fohn C Dorrance, 'U.S. Stategic and Security Interests and Obiectives in Australia,
New Zealan4 and the Pacific Islands', in fohn C. Dorrance cl d,Tlu SrntlJa Pacifie:
Etturgins Secr.rity lssua end U.S. Polfury, Special Report for lhe lnstihrte for Foreign
PolicyAnalysis Inc (Braseey's, Wastrington DQ 190), p.22.
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srnaller American force levels operating in the Pacific to proiect
sufficient detemence to effectively supplement Australia's own limid
maritime suneillance and blue water crcmbat capabilities.

Unless they elicited support from a hostile external power,
there is no prospect that even the larger and more resource.rich
Melanesian island-states (such as Fiii, Vanuatu, or even an
independent Kanak republic in what is now New C-aledonia) would be
capable of proiecting sufficient levels of military power to threaten
Australia for the remainder of this century. However, low-level
raiding or terrorist operations could be dispatched against Australia's
coastal or offshorc regions by sea or air if supported by extra-regional
financing or logistical assistance. Such operations, of course, would
have to overcome the rugged and hazardous conditions often
prevailing along Australia's coastline. Nevertheless, as Ross Babbage
has obsened, '... once in the coastal environrnent, nurrerous potential
population and infrastructure targets would be readily at hand and
several large_rivers provide the potential for small craft to penetrate
well inland'.30 The reality that limited military pressure iould be
brought to bear against Australia's underdefended shores if a serious
deterioration of political relations wer€ to occur between Canberra and
a 'radicalised' state or group of states in the South Pacific cannot be
ignored by responsible Australian defence planners. Sea mines could
be implanted at key coastal junctures to reinforce the demands of those
intent on extracting concessions from Australian authorities. Violations
of Australian exclusive economic zones by fishermen operating
illegally within their confines, illegal immigration, drug running, and
piracy committed against Australian comrnercial vessels are other
contingencies which need to be taken into account in an 'east coast
context'.

Beyond such low-level threats, could a nx>re conventional
strategic crisis emerge in the South Pacific which could threaten to
involve Australia in a substantial conflict there? The example cited
most often is a deterioration of Indonesian-Papuan New Guinean
rclations, leading to the probability of Indonesian forces invading its
much smaller eastern neighbour and invoking Australian intervention
on behalf of Papua New Guinea. Even under circumstances of the

30 Rqs Babbage,-'Aushalian Defence Strategies' in Ball and Downeg (edsL Sccudty
awlDcfaw,p.2l3.
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worst possible political tension between Iakarta and Port Moresby- it is
doubtful that future Indonesian governments would regard the

stsategic benefits of invading and ocorpying Papua New Guinea as

outweighing the costs. Indonesia would not only risk a war with
Australia but would incur the wrath of its two most important great
power supporters and economic conduits, the United States and Japan.

It is equally difficult to imagine which regional or
extra-regional power would want to become enmeshed in the ethnic
disputes of Fiii or New C-aledonia (if the French withdraw from that
beleaguered island) or involved with the radical politics of various
elements of Vanuatu's ruling Vanua'aku Pati (Our Land Party). India
rnay some day view Fiii's large Indian population as providing a
natural eastern strategic outpost for supporting ib growing naval

presence in Southeast Asia, but the costs for New Delhi of moving to
establish any such capability at Present aPPear to be too great. Japan's
historical strategic interest in Micronesia and northern Melanesia
might be revived, but only if the US basing pullout in the Philippines
is a forcrunner to a comprehensive Anrerican retreat from its postwar
basing network. Under such circumstances, it appears likely that
Australia and fapan would have every interest in coordinating
transparency measunes to accompany fapanese naval activities there,
in the same way that fapan has been so careful to communicate ib
intentions to ASEAN regarding the dispatch of its minesweepers to the
Persian Guff.3l

3l However, a recetrt ruggestior by the Australian Minister for Defene Selrator
Robert Ray that lapan and Australia work more clcdy together cr defene isues
was greeGd deddvdy by Austsdian wrr veterans and others oonqned about

fapan-'s long-terur stritegic lntentions in the Asia-Pacific Nonethdes, various
respectea A-r.rstralian defene andysts warn that if th€ Unitcd States continuG to
retraa ic military Pres€ne frosr the Pacific, Ausbaliens will need o become
attuned to the advairtages of upgraded defence ooperation with Totyo. See, for
example the recrerks of Maix4enerel Peul Grllen (Ret'd), edvoting_ an
Ar.rstrilien-fapanese military alience in en addres onrnwrorating the s(lh
anniversary of Autralien forces' defeat of the lapane ImPerial Army along the
Kokoda Tiack in PeFra l.Ierr Guins, es reported by lim Monisolt, _'Kol<oda
Veteran Urgss Allience with fapan', Arstralbn,S lrlovecrber l\2,23. Ot !ry1ese
effcb to reasre ASEATI r€ ib minesweeping operetions in the Perdan Gulf, see

The Internrtfum.l Institute fc Strategic Studieg, Stntagic Sul,a 7997-7992
(Brasey's, Lon&n, May 19921, p.l/7-128.
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Defending Australia's EasUNorth-east Approaches

The Australian Ten-Year Defence Plan implemented in the
May 1991 Force Structure Review has emphasised procurement and
deployment of systems designed to 'underscore the strategic focus on
northern and western operations by extending western basing for the
Navy and northern basing for further Ar y units, and-by enhancing
the iorward deployment capacity of the Air Force'.32 Among the

Hawke/Keating government's policy obiectives are to strengthen the
country's maritime patrol and response capability; to upgrade air
defence within its maritime areas and for protection of its shipping,
offshore territories and resources; and to build up quick resPonse

capabilities for fuhrre South Pacific contingencies involving Australian
nationals or friendly governments.

Critics point out that none of these obiectives can be realised in
an east coast context when all six of the Collins class submarines are to
be based at HMAS Stirling near Fremantle, and when the rnomentum
for destroyer/figate deplbyment is shifting to the west as well.3 In
ess€nce, the current government is betting that its relative contraction
of defence assets can best be managed by reallocating what is left to
the Indo-Pacific bridge area - an area historically most undefended and
strategically most contiguous to the Southeast Asian choke points and
the world's oil routes. It is evidently assumed that the United States

will still have enough military power left in the region to act as

caretaker of the east coast approaches and that the South Pacific region
will renrain comparatively benign, thus sustaining unintemrPd
Australian acress to the western hemisphere.

The extent to which tNs operative premise is fully valid has
been questioned at least implicitly by the coalition defence Policy
statenrent, when it accuses the government's security policies of being
too'reactive' and insufficiently'creative' as it attempts to implement ib
'defence'indepth' strategy.3a It decries what it views as ttre loss of
monrentum in the Defence C-ooperation Programrne at a time when a
visible drawdown of US military power is underway in the Pacific at

32 Parliammtary Stateurent by the Minister for Defence, Senator Robert Ray, S V"y
191, reprinted ln Dcfne kprt 799G1991 (Ausbalian Government Publishing

33

v
Service, C:nberra, 191), p.10.
Brigadier PJ. Greville 'Defence Policy Petrified', Asil,'Pcci1t Dcfcna RtPrltr'
VoLf 8, No.6/Z Decsrb€r 1991/January 199, p.f 90.
'A Strong Australia', p.55.
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hqge.3s It attacks tlre government's lack of defence contacts with Fiii
sirrce the ll/lay l9E7 military coup in that country, contending that
C-anberras 'allor-nothing' political stance adopted toward Suva
resulted in the lack of maritime surveillanc€ over a massive area of the
South Pacific for five years, until defence relations were r€stord in
mid-1992.35 In effect, one can compare the critics' warnings about
reactive defence on the cheap with Sun Tze's postulates advanced
several millennia ago: know and admit your own vulnerabilities as
well as those of your adversary before exploiting your str€ngths and
his weaknesses. By doing so, you may not even have to fight a w.u.

But the coalition's prescriptions for rectifying the governnrenfs
alleged malaise appear to gloss over the dangers of adopting a rnre
aggressive defence posture in the absence of sufficient force or
financial assets. In providing for a 'direct defence', by proposing to fit
Collins submarines with standoff launching systems, F-111 s with
refuelling capabilities, and the ADF with gr€ater overall strike
capabilities, the opposition rnay have lost sight of the value of
integrating one's edsting strategic assets more effectively with allies to
achieve credible deterrence. In an 'east coast' context, this includes
strengthening interoperability with New Zealand's offshore forces
through more irint exercises and shared equiprrrent programrres and
through the implementation of negotiated subregional or regional
security measures.

At what points in future regional crisis should Pacific forcres

intervene, as opposd to pursuing continued consultation and
negotiation? How could existing quasi-security fora such as the South
Pacific Forum or more explicit defence architectures such as the Five
Power Defence Arangements be incorporated into an updated
post{old War regional security framework? While Foreign Minister
Evans and independent analysts have recently sought to deal with
these questions to an increasing extent, their defencn policy-making
counterparts in Canberra have been more circumspect in publicly
addressing such issues.eT The Timor Gap between Australia and

ihd.,p.26.
ittid., p.30.
Evans and C'ritnt, Arstnl& \ Frcign latlarims, W, 179'-lfJJ, addressing tlre Padfic
Patrol Bmt FoFrl; Desmond Ba,ll, BuUing Btc,ls 1t Rcginal Scanity: An
Austmlbn Pasptiu m C-orpne od *rrity Building *|ersutts (CSBMs) in tlu
AsblPrcift Regin, C-anberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.&l (Strategic and

35
%
s7
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Indonesia, for example, has been cited as a possible model for
subregional confidence building and strategic reassurance because of
its potential as a 'zone of cooperation' w^here pint maritime
s.rru-eillance operations could be implemented.SS The developnrent of

]indalee Operational Radar Network 0ORN), PKrurement of airborne
early warning and control (AEW&C) aircraft, and the acquisition of
new surface surveillance radar via P-3C rrpdernisation need to be
integrated to strike a proPer balance between coverage of Indo-Pacific

choke pornts and south Pacific slocs. The coalition defence statement

appears to be sensitive to the potential of these kinds of creative
ait-ernatives.39

Ultimately, the success of any Australian effort to adiust its
'east coast strategy' to the post{old war security context will depend
upon what leveli of strategic commibnent and presence the United
states will sustain in the southwest and south Pacific areas. Even if
Australia overcores its own budgetary constrainb and proves to be a

role model for allied defence burden sharing, Washington's new
strategic priorities will be driven by the need to reconcile threat
assess-mettts and limited American strategic resources. Intermittent US

efforts to encourage Australia to adopt more independent foreign
policy and defence postures during the early 1960s and again during
lne Wruthm governlrnnt's reign some ten years later can be

interpreted as a signal that circumstances could evolve in which US
national security interests would not automatically lead to an

unconditional American defence of the ANZUS region.o

Following the Persian Gulf conflict, both the US secretary of
defence and the commander-in<hief of US Pacific forc€s have assured

Australia that the united states remains committed to defending the
Federated sates of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall
Islands under the Compacts of Free Association, and to the security of

3E
39
40

Defence Shrdies Cenhe, Ausbalian National University, Canberra, t91); PhiliP
Methvm, Tru Fiz- Pottxt Dcfarcc Armngatails nd Military @rrreti.n attlotrg tlu
ASEAN StaLs, C-anbra Papers on Shategy and Defence No'9 Gtrategic and
Defence Shrdies Cenhe, Ausbalian Natiqral University, Canberra, 1992).

Bnlle Buiklitrg Blor;ts P R'cgitnul Scority, pp.5{}58.
'thc Sttl.tuft of Austmlbn Dcfue, pp.7}76'
ln lanuary t96t tre US National 

-Seority Cruncil (I'JSC), no dottbt cognfsant of
intensifviirc crisie in Berlin and the Caribbean, recourmmded that Agsbalia and
ttew Zin6na modify their dependmce on US military powet in thdr- own
nrbregton of consn. See NSC- 6lW, 16 lanuary 1961 and as dted in Younp
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denrocratic allies such as Australia in the Pacific region.4l But no US
official has opted to respond explicitly to ttre Dibb Reporfs scepticism
about the rnanageability and desirability of the 1951 Radford{ollins
agt€ement on pint maritirrrc surveillance and patrols as it extends
Australia's area of responsibilig from the Pacific into the Indian
Ocean. Dibb felt that the geographic scope of ANZUS rcconnaissance,
escort, and anti+ubrnarine warfare GSW) missions envisioned by the
agreement was out of proportion to Australia's national security
interest during tirrs of crisis.

The end of the American basing preeenoe in the Philippines
probably contracted the US zone of aoverage under Radford{ollins,
which has traditionally extended from Hawaii directly sout[ past
Kiribati, and intersected both with New Zealand's z)ne near the C-ook
Islands and with French Polynesia.42 More pre-positioning of supplies,
longer fuel ranges, and lower maintenance costs produced by more
efficient computerisation of on-board systems should partially
compensate for reduced quantitative strength and forward presence of
US naval forcts in the Pacific. But projected cuts in patrol planes and
other elements of ASW and, more importantly, the incoming Clinton
administration's announc€d plans to cut the Arrrerican carrier force
fiom 12 to l0 could have a maix impact on surveillance, ASW, and
tactical airpower support for amphibious operations in the Pacific.€

Conclusion
In the early 190s, Australian security planners, along with

their Americary ASEAN, New Zealand, and South Pacific island
counterparts, are faced with the task of assessing the continued
relevance of their defence relations in the light of the monumental

, a Austml bn, Nant Tzlsu| erul Unilrrt Sletcs Searity Rl;|ll,tiozis, pp.l%, Nl (n.49).{r See Texh Secretary of Defense Dick Chmey qr the Nine Network's l$rnday"
program', USIS Ofrici.I Tat, 1 May 1992; and Admird larson's interview with
Miduel Ridurdsoru reprinted as'Too Committed to Withdraw from Asia', Asil-
Pecift Dcfarcc Bryrta, Vol.l9, No.l, August/S€pt€mber 192, p33.
Too C-ourmitted to Withdraw from Ada', pp.636L
See the courmenb of Ken Adelnan, former direclor of the US Arrrs Contsol and
Disarurament Agmcy, evaluating the Qinton defene p6hre, as reported by
facquelyn S. Porth, 'hesid€ntial Candi&tes Share Similar Views on ftefence',
USIS Wirass Fih EPF302,2| Octobc 792,p3. For a procarrier argumenf consult
Noruran Friedmaru Seapower' in Jceph lcuzd (ed.), Anaiut Dcftzis AnruaI
(I-exington, New Yorlg 192), pp.$-[n.
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strategic changes urder way in the Asia-Pacific region. The United
States could maintain its strategic interests and continue deploying a
substantial force presence in the IndePacific choPe points even if no
immediate regional security threat rnaterialises. The incoming Clinton
administration's political sunrival, however, will lalgely depend upon
its ability to discriminate and prioritise its international security
commitrnents in ways designed to reinforce the rebuilding of the
American economy. The most likely result of this is that Washington
will maintain no more than a low-key'over-the-horizon' naval and air
support capability in the region. At the same time, US collective
defence strategy will be less 'global' in context and more
region-sensitive to its Asia-Pacific allies' local corrcerns.

Over the long term, however, alliance cohesion is rnaintained
only to the extent that a comrnonly perceived mutual threat to its
members provides a rationale for sustaining the alliance. Australia's
challenge is to keep Washington interested in coordinating an 'east
coast agenda'. The challenge is even rnore daunting given the
Americans' recent disillusionment with New Zealand's inability to
modify its anti-nuclear legislatiory in the aftermath of the Bush
announcement concerning the withdrawal of US tactical nuclear
weapons in the Asia-Pacific theatre of operations.

The implementation of security consultations between
Australia, the United States, and other appropriate parties tro define
cornnon security interests is the best first step that can be taken to
forge a new and rnore rneaningful east coast strategy. The Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation group may eventually be the rrost appropriate
collaborative forum.Initially, however, Austra'lia will need to take the
lead in convening a smaller and more geographically concentrated
group of states to rcview conurnn security interests, linking such
interests to Aushalia's east coast security problems. The South Pacific
Forum would appear to be the most immediately relevant grouping,
with the United States participating in the same spirit of constructive
dialogue arrl cooperation demonstrated by President Bush during his
October 190 meeting with Forum leaders in Honolulu. Indonesia
should also participate directly in any such discussions from the
outset.

Ttrcse consultations should allow the Australian government
(Iabor or Coalition) to test ib evolving security inErests and the
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assumptions underlying ongoing defence Programmes against the
perceptions and responses of those who share Australia's concerns that
regional power vacuums and arms races should be avoided and that
regional economic and political development should Progress devoid
of conllict. Maximising inforrnation exchanges could lead to the
minimising of costly duplication in defence cooperation efforts in such

aneas as intelligence gathering, surveillance, anrd peacekeeping. It
should also lead to the forging of a more cohesive approach toward
cultivating den'ncracy, human rights, environmental progress, and
economic development, which the Clinton administration is likely to
emphasise in its foreign policy approach, and the concomitant
long-term reduction in Australian and Pacific island state vulnerability
to illegal immigration, terrorism, piracy, and other low-level threats,

which could otherwise be intensified by neglect.

Australia's future security may be more costly to achieve, but
may also be both more real and more subict to Australian control and

direction. Apart from consultations with its neighbours, Australia
must confront the challenge of overcoming its historical dependence
on great and powerful friends to consistently underwrite its survival.
Australian naval and defence strategy must be tailored more in
accordance with what Australia is - a medium Power whose security is

important to its ASEAN and south Pacific neighbours as a political
and economic force which needs to be accommodated, and to more
distant Asian powers as a natural resource cen$e, but which is not all
that important to the core equations driving American and Eurasian

geopolitics. Coming to terms with this cold reality rnay be a most

difficult task for many Australians accustomed to envisioning the

Commonwealth or ANZUS ties as the central basis for conducting
intemational security relations. By coming to terms with it as rapidly
and obiectively as possible, however, they will make better decisions

about what type of defence is best suited to their national security
imperatives arvd ultimately improve their country's ProsPects for
surviving and proopering in what is proving to be a not-so-benign
'new world ordey'.



CHAPTER 9

A WEST COAST PERSPECTIVE

Associate Professor Robert Bruce

Cognitive Failure

One important lesson about policy, which has been reaffirmed
by the collapse of the Communist regimes in Eastern Europe and
Russia, is that without adequate feedback and modification policy can
become an increasingly rigid and inappropriate resPonee to changing
circumstancts. Professor feremy Davis has described in his chapter
how organisations need an effective strategy to survive and prosper,
and strategy is dependent upon an accurate understanding of the
surrounding environment to which it is a reponse. The fundamental
problem in firms that are failing, he noted, is cognitive failure, in
which the belief system of the decision makers is slowly slipping out of
a fit with the surrounding environment.

The danger of cognitive failure confronts Austsalian defence.
Ideas about the international environment upon which defence policy
r€sts are increasingly slipping out of fit with the realities of the
changing, increasingly complex and multidirnensional international
environment. Defence policy is a logical resPonse to ideas about the
international environment that are incomplete, that do not include
important aspects of that environment relevant to security. This results
in inappropriate rcsponses to the actual situation Australia confronts.
Inappropriate policies ar€ at best a waste of scarce resources and
opportunities, while at wonst they may be counterproductive and
produce unintended and undesirable consequences. Therefore high
priority needs to be given to gaining an accurate undentanding of the
current international environment and wherc it is heading. An
effective strategy for defence cannot be formulated and sustained on
ttre basis of incomplete and inacrurate ideas about this environment.
This chapter will diruss one aspect (the Indian Ocean region) of the
international environment and will comrrent briefly on policy
conclusions to be drawn from its assessment.
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Defence in International Politics
To understand how this chapter approaches the problem of

Australian security, ass€sses defence policy, and evaluates
developments in the Indian Ocean, it is necessary to understand that it
is done from the perspective of a political scientist, who sees the
problem of military defence as being a part of the larger subiect of
political relations between states. Security is seen in the context of the
interaction process of states, in relational terms. Thus, Australia's
security problems and defence poliry must be considered within this
larger international, and changing, political context. To focus too
narrowly on military capabilities is to engage in incomplete analysis,
with a serious consequence: an important premise (accurate ideas
about the nature of the changing international environment) is missing
from the defence policy equation and, consequently, the poticy
conclusions drawn are flawed. If one rectifies this crucial omission by
adding an accurate assessment of current international politics, then

defence policy conclusions need to be altered. Thus, it is vital to
understand the basics of international politics, because defence p"licy
should flow from this understanding.

Those who we do not consider Australian defence in the
context of international politics, for example, miss Australia's principal
contribution to peace and security. When assessments of Ausbalia's
contribution to international security are made, too often the answer is
seen in terms of the strength of Australia's military forces. Australia's
principal, though often overlooked, contribution to internatiorral peace
and security is not military but political, in being a strong state.

International politics is characterised by a lack of a central
authority; it is a decenhalised system. It can potentially range from
being very chaotic and violent to being ordered. Strong states, such as

Australia, where there is a high degree of consensus on values and a
legitimate governrEnt able to exercise authority throughout the state,
contribute to international order.l Wtren areas of the world are listed
as violent trrouble spob, particularly dangerous because of their mix of
domestic strife fuelled by outside Powers attempting to gain influence,
Australia is not listed. This omission is important. Australia is a

1 t em not hplying that ell ls neceserlly well within Ausb.li., that there are no
plobleurs of inirstice. In this drtpter, I em only amaernd with Aushelia's
qrtributlon tro lntcrnetbnd security.
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continent that might otherwise have been marlced by ttre violence that
characterises, say, the former Yugoslavia or Lebanon, but is an area of
order. The importance of this should not be underestirnated, though it
is often overlooked in a too rurrow focus on military capabilities.

For an acrurate understanding of international politics, which
is a prerequisite to an effective deferrce policy, one must go back to the
basics. The implications of the decenhalised international political
system arc profound. First, states have to depend on themselves for
their own protection. Much energy and vast resources are expended
by states in trying to prepare for or avert the possibility of military
actions against them by other states.

Semnd, the security of each state depends in part on what
other states do. Barry Buzan has noted that'the dynamics of national
security are highly relational and interdependent between states'.2 If
Australia's defence policy is taken out of context, out of the
interactions of states in international politics, for example, the extent to
which Australian military capabilities may be part of other states'
security problems is underestimated.

Third, the interactive process can produce unintmded
consequenc€s. 'Because the behaviour of states is interconnected, their
goals conflict, and none of them is strong enough to control all the
othens, statres' actions often produce unintended consequences', Robert

fervis has explalned. 'Behaviour frequently yields results that are
opposite from, or at a tangmt to, those sought and predicted'.3 The
unintended collective effect of individual states attempting to enhance
thelr security by increasing their military forces may led to increased
tension and perhaps even inadvertent war. 'Even a system in which all
states seek only their own defence', Barry Buzan has claimed, 'will tend
to produce competitive acrumulations of military strength'.4 Therefore
the unintended collective effect of each state attempting to enhance its
own secrrrity may be to increase tension between states.

Barry Bnzen, 'Is Internadonel Secutity PGdbb?'in Ken Both (ed.L Ncu fhinking
.br.l S/;lr/cgy lnil Intanuliotsl fuirity Glrrper C-ollins Acedenic, I.ondon, l9l),
p3.
Rob6t J€rvir, Systecu Theories end Diploandc tlletcy' in Peul Gordqr l-auren
@A), O;plonuy: l,Im ApTmrJ*s h Hieto?y, Tlwry, ml Polnry Gree hes, Nerv
Yql*1979),p.216.
Barry Buzen, A; htrr/ntctin to Stnbgic Studb: Militer! Tcchnfugy onl
Intatrrlinrd klorrbns (Meqrillen London, l9$7l, p.78.
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But political rclations between states gt€atly affect the extent
to which the security dilemma is in play. Where states are friends, or
even allies, each may consider the other state's military forces non-
threatening, perhapo even as contributing to the sectrrity of both states.

From this perspective, which places defence Policy into its
international political context, what can be seen in the Indian Ocean?

Order in the Indian Ocean

Significantly, the general maritime environment in the Indian
Ocean is characterised by order. With the recent exception of the
Persian Gulf area (during both the lran-Iraq war and the U$led
coalition-Iraq war), order prevails in the Indian Ocean. \Iormal
conflicts of interest, at sea as on land', observes Michael Howard,'are
an inevitable part of international politics and so long as they can be

settled by peaceful means they can be subsumed under the rubric of
"order"'.S Conditions on the Indian Ocean, in which local naval forces

operate, differ from conditions on land, in which armies oPerate.
Although the Indian Ocean area has often been characterised as replete
with trouble spots, most of the conflict and wars between or within
littoral states have been on land and over issues on land - as

exemplified by the lran-Iraq war in the Persian Gulf, which started and
was fought primarily on land over non{c€an-based issues. Order, not
disorder, now prevails in the Indian Ocean; Australia's security is best
served by this.

Yet, at tlre same time, naval capabilities of many Indian Ocean
littoral states are increasing. What is the significance of these

developing naval capabilities for order in the ocean in the future? Will
they lead, for example, to incrcased tension, PerhaPs even war, that
disrupts the order in the ocean? Reinforcing order are a number of
factors, six of which are discussed below, that reduce ttre likelihood
that growing naval capabilities will lead to disruption of that order.

. States with naval forcts in ttre Indian Ocean have interests

there that are better served by order than by disruption of that
order by war. Order, though it may not remove a threat to

5 Mi"L""l Howand, 'Order and C-onflict rt Sea in the l98(b in lonathan Alfcd (ed.L

fu Powt ant Influerce: Ohl Islrr oul Ncu Cfullaqa (Cower fa the International
Insdhrte for Strrt%ic Studies, Farnborough, 19|{),1, p.76.
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interests, serves those interests better than war that may
destroy them.

Increases in naval forces of littoral states can be aftributed to
efforts by states to enhance the security of their interests by
arms build-up and arms maintenance.6 Arms build-up on the
Indian Ocean has involved increasing naval forces from a level
of capabilities considered by decision makers to be too low to
carry out assigned responsibilities to a higher and more
appropriate level of capabilities. Some increases have resulted
from decisions that navies should perform new duties they
have been ill equipped to perform. With new state
responsibilities (for instance, maintaining order and
establishing sovereignty in the new exclusive economic zones)
naval forces of littoral states have been built up. Some of the
increases have resulted from arms rnaintenanc€, which
involves upgrading to morle technologically advanced
arrnaments, in order to try to keep up with the general
technological level of naval forces on the ocean. Both arms
build-up and arms rnaintenance are consistent with the
intention of states to enhance the security of their interests on
the Indian Ocean.

In most cases, rulval forces will be limited by restraints
imposed by competition with other military forces within
states. In contrast to Australia, nuny Indian Ocean states are
weak states, and weak states have as their Prirna{y security
focus internal, not external, developncnb. As a result, military
forces rnay be equipped to s€rve the purpose of protecting
regirnes in their struggles for political sunival and,
consequently, maritime forces may have low priority in
budgets. With most security threab perceived as coming from
land, not from the Indian Ocean, navies must compete (often

unsuccessfully) for scarce regources with other branches of the
armed forces. These non-naval branches have three
advantages: rnore political clout, better capability to respond
to external threats from land, and greater usefulness to
regincs in quelling donrestic disturbances and drallenges. For
these neasons, navies 'will continue to be relatively

For a dirusion of tle hms see Buzan, An lntrdvtim to Stntegie Srulia.
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unimportant in the overall sctreme of things for all Indian
Ocean littoral states. More resources 8o inb armies and air
forces'.7 And, of course, rnany states simply do not have the
resounces to spend much on rnaritime capabilities.

o Political relations between many states that are increasing their
naval capabilities are good. Eadr may not consider the others'
increasing naval capabilities as threatening.

o [n rnany cirses where political relations are not good between
states, the distance between them is so Sreat that, given their
low level of maritime caPabilities, neither can harm the other

anyway. 'The force required by either side', observes fames
Cable, 'tends to be directly proportional to the distance
between the base and the scene of action; the force available to
be inversely proportional'.8 In other words, weak navies are
strongest closest to home; they get weaker with increasing

distance from their own coastal waters. The long+erm
prospects for rnany littoral states c"eating navies capable of
proiecting military Power are Poor.

. Any state considering starting a war on the Indian Ocean may
be dissuaded by the potentially high aosts involved.
Potentially high costs must include possible US naval and

diplornatic assistanc€ to a shte under threat of attack from
another littoral state's more powerful navy. After all, US

interests in the oc€an are served by order rather than the
disruption of that order. This may act as a deterrent. Thus, any
state's disruption of the maritime order would occur within a

multilatreral context which reinforces that order. As Cohen has

noted, 'any conflict that might spill over into international
waters runs the risk of offending the great rnaritine Powerc'
particularly the United State. These states have substantial
interests in ttre free flow of shipping, and possess both the
wherewithal to protect shipping and the will to do so'.v

E
9

Ken Boorh md William L Dowdy, Slructure and Stretegy in Indian Oceen Nrval
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Significance of Indian Milita{f Capabilities for Australim Defence

Will Indian military developmenb during the next ten years
adversely affuct the Australian sectrrity? They will not; India stiil has
limited capability to proirt force very far from India, and mainland
Australia is out of reach of India's Umited power-projection capabilities
and will remain so during the next ten years.

I-et us assume, however, that within the next ten years India
develops power-proiection capabilities sufficient to attack tontinental
Australia. Those hypothetical force proie',ction capabilities need to be
put into perspective. Even if India had force-proie$ion capabilities,
India would still not be a threat. Why?

First, India sees threats from Pakistan and China, and
probably would have little inFrest in tackling Australia as well. The
bilateral security relationship betr,veen India and Aushalia must be
seen also as part of the multilateral context of international rclations, in
which India's relationships with Pakistan and China must be
considered also. Australia and India operate in different security
complexes.rO EHot Cohen has claimed tha['in rnany parts of the world,
rcgional politics and, trence, regional warfare will have as their pivots
the mutual hostility of two states, about which all else will revolve,.ll
'Most contemporary security issues arise out of politicat rivalries in
specific regions', foseph Nye and Sean Lynn-Jones have contended.l2
Neither country has the other as its prirnary target of international
conflict. Both India and Australia have other security concerns, upon
which they focus attention and limited nesources.

Second, India has so numy internal security conc€rns that it
would have little time or resouroes to attack Australia. Australia
looks outward to find threats to its security; in contrast India looks
both inward and outward to find thrcats. If India were to attack
another country as a strategy to distract attention from the government

It
12

Fc a dinrsdon of security courplexes, s€e Barry BuzarU 'A Framewort for
Reg. 
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An{nt'T P*ry B.rz:n ind C.,owher Rizvi (eds), *t th Asbn n*tnity
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as a source of discontent and to rally support for the government, then

it is highly unlikely it would be Ausbalia that it attaclced'

Third, we need to ask for what political ends would India use

those hypothetical force.proiection capabilitie against_ Australia?

Wtrat lnaian political oUiicti.res would warrant the violent use of

military to"t r? It is useful to look briefly at different 
-sources 

of

conflicl in international poljtics as identified by nignarf Ned lebow,
and then at how they ire or are not manifested in the Australian-
Indian security relationship in ways that might lead India to use its

hypothetical force'proiection capabilities against Australia'

Real conflicb ar€ a mixturr, to varying degrees, of three ideal

types, called by Lebow 'pure hostility', 'clash of intermf, ild
'irlsunderstanding'.13 Pure irostility, fortunately, does not exist in the

Australian-Indian security relationship. The relationship may have

been marked by indifference, but that is surely ,b"tr"L than long-

standing animoiity punctuated by periods of acute hostility and even

war. Wi need O sie ttre obvious: it i t afeas are not there- Conflicts of

interests arc a natural part of international politics, to be_ expected

given the nahrre of the international system and rarcity.. But so are

Ir,"t"a interests. The Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Trade's report on relations between Australia and India,

for example, attacked the minority view expressed-in the hearings that

India might attack shipping, an$.conltly pointed out that India also

had an iiterest in safeihipping.la 5 do other states. This reinforces a

point rnade earlier. We need- to s€e the bilateral Indian-Australian
i,.""tity relationship in the multilateral context of international
security. There are no conflicts of interest that are likely to result in
either India or Ausbalia using military force against the other.

Although misunderstandings may atit, ryrhaps over. lndian

develoiment of nuclear weapons and missiles, these are of a different

intensiiy to misunderstandings in South Asia. It is important for
Australia to realise that growing Indian military capabilities are not
driven by a Indian desire to threaten Australia, but are, among other

Rictrard Ned Lebow, A Researctr Agenda fc Peace and secur-ity-shrdiea".PS
(Newsletter of the American Politicalscience Association), VoI@ No2, Spring

l%7,p.253.
S-r"f. St""ai"g C-ommittee on Foreign Affairs, Defmcr, and Trade, AusttalbJrulit
Rclatinrs: f;d. ffid *ilrit! (Altstrdian C,overnment Publishing Servie,
Canberra, jnly 199A, p9l-92.

13

14
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things, a response to Indian perceptions of threat, particularly in South
Asia, and to Indian political, technological and economic factors that
have nothing to do with the existience of Australia.

The comments above have assumed that India would have
sufficient power-projection capabilities in the 1990s to attack the
Australian mainland. The condusion is that even if India did have
such capabilities, Australia's security would not be substantially
threatened. It is important to recall, however, that in fact Australia is
beyond the reach of India's limited power-projerction capabilities and
will rcmain so during the next ten years, that Australia is outside
India's area of strategic concern, and that conflicts between India and
Australia are manageable by diplomacy even if India were to gain
power-proiection capabilities. Given these considerations, the
appropriate Australian policy response is diplomatic activity to reduce
misunderstandings, to darify and ameliorate where possible conllicts
of interest, and to work together with India on international issues
where the countries' interests coincide, to enhance elements of order in
the international system that benefit Australian national security.

Conclusion
The prevailing condition in the Indian Ocean is order, not war.

Where there is war on land, the source of the problem is often
complicated and one needs to change the behaviour of the parties
involved. But in the Indian Ocean, order is the prevailing condition.
This means that the nature of the problem, and hence the appropriate
task, is different. The task is to reinforce behaviour. And as we know
from our study of international relations - and from raising snull
children - it is easier to reinforce than to change behaviour. The tasks
are different. In the Indian Oceary the task of Ausbalian policy is to
reinforce the efsting order.

This raises the question of the best way to reinforce order in
the Indian Ocean.'Military capabilities, doctrines and postures should
be so organised as to maximise mutual rather than unilateral security',
Ken Booth has argued. 'As a result, reciprocity, defensiveness,
transparency, crisis stability, arms resbaint and confidence.building
are emphasised, while at the sarne time offensive capabilities, suryrise
aftack potential and escalation and retaliation strategies are eliminated
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as far as possible'.rs Because defence is part of intemational politics, a
,total paciage of tools' to ensure Australian security is appropriate. We

need io seJ defence policy in a broader sense than as iust lrulitary
capabilities. Efforts Uy ttre bepartment of Foreign ,Affairs 

and Trade to

prevent crises between Australia and other states, for example, are part

of d"fet cu. So too are efforts at confidence. and security-building
measures. Both might be considered as contributions to the ultimate
forward defence poti.y; that is, attempts at the political level to
prevent potential threats to Australian security from materialising and

requiring a military resPonse.

15 Ken Booth, war, security and strabgr Toward a Doctrine for stable Peace' in Km
Booth (ed.i, Nco Thinling e1out St',t;gy aul lntan,,tlnel Se,',nlt! Glarper C-ollins

Acadeuric, Lqrdon, 19 ll, P.341.



CHAPTER 10

rHE NAVAL VIEW

Rear Admiral Rob Walls

This chapter presents a view not only of where the RAN fits
into maritime strategy, both now and in the future, but also about
where it fits into the evolving strategy for the defence of Australia. It is
the maritirne flavour that sets the scene and is the base from which it
all derives. In presenting the naval view this paper covers three
central premises:

e the importance of the operational/practical perspective;

o the need to develop and follow tight priorities in the allocation
of resources; and

o the ultimate priority to be accorded the warfighting role
(including relevant exercises, training, etc.).

The views presentd are those which one develops from
Maritime Headquarters (MHQ), although I have a dilemma in defining
the view from my office. The problem is that in the past I have had the
opportunity to view these issues from the perspective that others use;
what could be called an abstract way of looking at what is involved in
Australia's maritime defence. But I now have a perspective that is
operational and practical - and that makes one very cognisant of the
limited resources involved. It is amazing how this tends to focus one's
thoughts. For example, the time line at Maritime Headquarters is a
much shorter one than the one which I have had the pleasure of using
in Canberra. None the less, the adage still applies that the more
uncertain the future, the nmre imperative is the need to anticipate it.
The daily challenges, the turbidity of the world that we live in, in
particular in Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, gives much focus to
MHQ's planning processes.

One of the problems that I have with Australia's strategy is
that I see a gr€at need for extensive and accurate forecasting, the use of
analysis to gain an understanding of what is happening on a
continuing basis. In proiecting potential developnrents, we have to
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recognise that it is extraordinarily difficult to forecast accurately. In
Maritirrre Comrnand now rye have a set of tools, which are most
useful, and we certainly have a good deal of data coming in on a
routine basis. This is the result of that surveillance and intelligence-
collection process that Paul Dibb spoke of in his chapter. But our
predictions continue to be uncertain. In setting some limits to the ways
we might look at things, two important factors apply. The first is the
geographic proximity of the archipelagic chain to the north and the
associated sea-air gap, or the nature of that part of the rnaritirne
approaches that lie to the north. Secondly, there is the limited strategic
reach of curent and propted regional military capabilities. This
analysis also starts with one assumption, which is the absurdity, for
now, of any notion of Australia being invaded. The focus in planning
within Maritime Comrnand is on the developrnent of the skills and the
capabilities that we perceive we need to develop. Here I specifically
refer to requircments such as surveillance. Where do we do it? What
are the prerequisites for effective pahol and response? Our emphasis
is on looking at capabilities like electronic warfare, surface warfare
and, not least of all, anti-submarine warfare.

ln considering notions such as intelligence, interdictiory or
search and strike capabilities, we also look at mobility and the navy's
ability to sustain its operations capabilities, such as sea lift and
possibly even amphibious operations. This leads us to the question -
what is the strategic concept that goes with thern? In terms of the
defence of Australia, it is to meet the adversary in the sea-air gap and
maritime approac-hes. What does this mean? It means understanding
the breadth of Australia's geographic area of operations, and taking
into acrount environmental limitations, including the weather. What
this indicates is that the navy needs a mix of offensive and defensive
capabilities, but it also leads from where I sit to importance being
placed upon sucressful weapon firing, or the ability to produce reults
with the weapons we have.

The final factor in the sEat(ryic conaept would be the ability to
sustain forces at long distances, far from logistics and infrastructure
support. Again we have to look at environmental factors and their
impact on support.

What is the purpose of this concept? It is only one part of the
process, one aspect in the overall strategic approach to the security of
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the nation. Other chapters have touched on the conc€pts of low-level
conflict and escalated lowlevel conflict. Perhaps it is necessary to
examine more fully what flows from those sorts of contingencies, like
the protection of shipping from harassnrent. We at Maritime
Command have naturally to concern ourselves with the resources that
are available to deal with matters such as harassrnent (and the obverse,
which is the harassment of resources). Related rnatters include other
sovereignty issues, the protection of Australian territories and islands
off shore, protection of remote settlements and, particularly from my
perspective, protection of infrastructure.

There is an important political dimension involved with
civilians and settlements, and the quality of community life that goes
with them. At MHQ we are particularly concerned with the potential
for sea/air incursions and their likely effects. Yet when we look at the
problem of what we have termed 'lifestyle protection', that lifestyle is
more than iust social activity. It also involves commercial activity, air
traffic and thus ultimately the security of focal points and the
protection of shipping and air traffic. Ttris all must ultimately lead, as
Australia's rnaritirrp strategy develops, to a gradual shift in the roles
that we perform.

Some proictions of events that might conre to pass, or
activities that we ought to be considering, have been presented in
earlier chapters. My perception is that we are already focusing on
those sorts of activities and roles. Of course there arc problems with
being on the leading edge of policy and its developmenfi it can lead to
a conflict of priorities for implementation that threatens the balance
that needs to be struck in activities. This is particularly so with respect
to resources and how they are being used, and what training is being
achieved.

Take, for example, the policing and diplomatic roles, raised in
earlier chapters. The navy is today engaged in both these roles.
Activities are procding in the Gulf region and in the northern Red
Sea, and there are similar activities in the South China Sea. What we
need to keep in mind is the possibility for escalation out of those roles.
Most importantly, this can be a fairly quick shift, potentially into tlrc
warfighting role, rcquiring the ability to perform effectively using
capabilities that rnay or may not have had priority in training. In the
rnaritime environnrent, there is a close relationship between, on the
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one hand, the diplornatic and policing roles of militaqy forces and, on
tlre other, the warfighting role.

This leads b another important aspect of Australia s strategic
concept - the importance of exercising, which has implications for how
well one is able to implement the concept and develop the strategy.
Exercises such as those Australia conducts in the Southeast Asian
region, under the auspices of multilateral arrangements such as the
Five Power Defence Arangements, or bilateral arrangements such as
those with Indonesia, Singapore or Malaysia, are of vital importance to
its strategy. Perhaps the rnost important, though, would be e(ercises
conducted with ttre United States, be it on a bilateral or multilateral
basis, such as RJMPAC.

In terms of ttre nation's overall security, it is my perception
that the navy contributes most to the success of the implementation
and development of what is, essentially, a maritime strategy. In terms
of regional engagement in Southeast Asia, the RAN is the one Part of
the defence force that achieves practical results on a continuing basis.

This is not to denigrate the contributions of the army or the air force,
but if one goes around Southeast Asia, and talks to people, be they in
defence, political or diplornatic circles, in fakarta, Singapore or Kuala
Lumpur, one will find that the Royal Australian Navy has a known
and effective relationship with those countries. Army and air force
contacts with those countrie have not developed to the point where
those services have the influerrce and the level of interaction with their
opposite numhs that the navy currently enilys.

This means that ttrc navy's regional role is a sound iustification
for having significant naval forces, to bring credibility to our national
policies and our national posture. This highlights the growing
significance of the diplomatic role described by Senator Evans in his
1989 regional security statement, and rnore recently in his book on
Australian foreign policy.l

Of particular significance, as I have found during my travels in
the last twelve months, is the wide range of potential disputes (over

Atstnlb's R ticiul Scility, Ministerid Statem€nt by Scnatc the Hon. Gareth
Evans QC, Minbter for Foreign Affairs end Tra&, December 1989 (Ausbalian
C.orrcrnment Ptrblishing Senrie, Canberr+ 1989) end C,ereth Evans ard Bnre
Grant, Anstrzlir's Fotxign Rdll rt ts h tlu Worrd of Itu 79Xh (Melbourne Univers{ty
hess,Melborne, 190).
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such matters as sovereign$l issue, resource extraction or freedom of
navigation) lurkng beneath the surface of relationshiPs. This suggests

that navy's capabilities for Leeping the peace could be rnore important
than the combat role that it could perform in other cittumstances: in
the near term it might be more influential as a PeacekeePer than as a

combat arm of the ADF.

How this is handled has to some extent been covered in
Captain Dovers' chapter. Training arui exercise have already been

touched upon, but there arc a number of ottrer activities that could
prove useful in looking at a perspective for the future. Solania patrols
in the South Pacific have media publicity today, but there are all sorts
of surveillance activities, the narry could perform as part of a rnaritime
stratqty, and as a distinctly maritime activity, which regional countries
would find useful - resouroe protection being an obvious example.

It would be in Australia's intercst to do more innovative work
on building a favourable strategic environnrnt. The RAN is

expanding its hydrographic survey and assistance activities and doing
much to encourage the development of regional security
arrangements. Ardy Mack's chapter raised sorne interesting points on
coopeiative security anangements as part of rcassuranc€ strategies.
Yet already we have some practical examples, whele we ane at least

right on the edge of doing those sorts of things, if not already
implementing tlrem. I have in mird the long list of CSBMslhat people
srrih as Sam gateman ard Des Ball were talking about in 191.2 Many
would be surprised as to how far navy has gone with those, induding
zones of cooperation in the South China Sea, regional rnaritime
surveillarrce and safety regimes, regional avoidarre of incidents at sea

reginres, a sovereignty surveillance regime for the South Pacifig a

regional security assessment centre in tlre South Pacific, naval arms

control for the Pacific, environnrental security regimes, transPar€ncy

through exercising publishing of security Policy documents, military
officer exchanges, and the development of common weaPon systems
prccurerrcnt policies.

It is important that Maritime Headquarters makes a

constructive ard positive contribution to the debate on issues such as

Desrord Brll ard C-murodce Srn Beteurm, Aa Avstnlbn Pcrsptiu or
I(bititil CSBMs h tlc As}.Pr;tic Rtfu4 Wcking Paprr 8l (Sb.t€gic ild
Ddelrce Shrdies C-€nhe, AEtr.lhn lrhti<hel Univerdty, C.nbetrrr, f99l).
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peacekeeping and confidence building, as well as to the
implementation of relevant activities. There may be more
opportunities in the future for military and rnaritirne peacekeeping in
the region. This is certairily a notion that is gaining some attention,
particularly in academic circles. Enforcement, including blockade, is
an activity to which we in the RAN are becoming more accustomed.
Maritirne policing is a role we are thinking about in the sense of
developing further skills and capabilities, and there are humanitarian
activities as well. Senator Evans pointed out, in his regional security
statement in 1989, the need to be able to counter terrorist operations.
The navy has not in practice been involved in that to any substantial
degree, apart from precautionary measures, but it does have such a
capability.

A nar.y must never forget that its ultirnate task is that of
combat - to fight and win engagements at sea. To look at combat
activities is to look at a warfighting role, and the prqgnosis is that the
RAN is probably doing better than ever in terms of developing
rclevant skills and professionalism for this role. This ought to be the
ultimate focus of what it does in terms of national defence. Yet
internally it has a potential to'haemorhage'. Reduced activity periods
in the fleet have a severe impact on training and performance,
especially affecting the development of skills and experience.
Notwithstanding this, the strength of our maritime body of skills and
capabilities is growing day by day. The web of interconnecting tissue
is becoming stronger and more elastic, but perhaps it needs more than
the fuel of carbohydrate and protein for the sinews of war. It also
needs the vitamins of cronceptual policy development and the
associated analytical skills that have been discussed in these
proceedings.

Tuming to how the RAN is perceived in the region, I believe
that it has considerable credibility. The present approaches, attitudes
and requests that Australia has from nations ard navies in the South
Pacific and in Southeast Asia indicate that while it might be gradually
losing its technological advantage, it is at the sane time building what
I call ib 'inEllechral property'. Australian capabilities and performance
are becoming rnore respected. Other nations are seeking nxlre acress
to therrU as ttrcy themselves get access to befter bchnology and become
more informed about partiorlar capabilities. So there is an'up side'
that goes with the reduction of the techmlogical gap. Australi4 I
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think, ought to be quite careful about how it uses, develops and
provides acress to its intellectual property, to otlrer navies and other
nations, in times to conre.

Briefly turning towards the future,I would like to cover some
of the points raised in other chapters. Paul Dibb talked about 16 to 77

surface combatants. It should be self-evident that the Maritime
Commander would consider that is not enough. If Australia is only
going to be able to afford 14, then the policy makers in Navy Office
had better start rnoving right now. Here agairy there has been a shift
in our approach to force structuring. If there is to be a grcater
influence from places like Maritime Command than there used to be in
how Australia goes about developing its force structure, then navy
may do better in the fuhrre.

On the question of submarine, it would seem to be one of two
choicas: four plus two, west and east, or they all go the west. From my
perspective at this stage going to the west has considerable benefits. I
can see good operational and strategic t€asons why this should be the
choice. Replacerrcnts for the Fremantle patrol boats probably need to
be given more priorig. The only point I would rnake about the
offshore patrol vessel is that we have found with our Fremantle
operations that the pr€sent boats are not long enough, and we have a

sea-keeping problem with ther.ru ttreir replacements ought to be able to
range safely in the cyclone season into the South Pacific, and out into
the Indian Oceary and in winter into the Souttrem Ocean.

The need to build up environmental knowledge should also be
given a lot morc emphasis. We in Maritime Command are only too
conscious of the influerrce that environnrental knowledge has, not iust
on operations in periods of crcnflict, but also on our routine peacetime
activities, partiorlarly those which are conducted further afield in the
South Pacific or off the Cocos and Christrnas islands.

It has been suggested that nary is a little slow in the
development of concepb of operations. That might be because people
tend to develop those concepts in Canberra. If the opportunity for the
development of the concepts was turned more towards the field, to the
operational headquarters, with the appropriate staff, then I think we
might be able to do more about getting them moving along.
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On the question of capabilities to go with the strategy and
these strategic concepts that have been discussed, undoubtedly we
need to do rnore about surveillance and intelligence. In navy at the
present tirrrc, we are putting much effort into expanding our capacity
for intelligence analysis and improving our surveillance capabilities.
However, good inElligerre and surveillance information is not an end
in itself and we need to develop our patrol and response capabilities.
We are also putting much more emphasis on electronic warfare than
we have in the past.

In conclusion, I should rnention that I am fascinated by the
continuing Asian interest in tlre training and expertise available in tlrc
RAN. I am also interested in the possibilities for pint procurement,
being conscious though of the point I made earlier concerning
intellectual property. There is an extraordinary amount we can achieve
in terms of contributing to regional security. There is, too, a great
amount of goodwill towards the RAN in countries such as Indonesia,
Singapore and Malaysia for the way we go about our maritirne
security business. This heralds well for the future.
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Despite the planned rnaritime strategic focus of this discussion
perid, most attention was paid firstly, to the carnent programming
difficulties with the defence budget in Australia ard secondly, to the
implications for Australia of the likely drawdown in US forces in the
Asia-Pacific region. Tlr€se two issues are seen as those having the
greatest impact on Ausbalian defence and strategic policy in the 1990s.

ltogramming difficulties suggested a need to adiust sbategic
policy and to concentrate on capabilities and activities that are
achievable within propcted budgetary limits. There has been a
significant shortfall in the resourc€s required to fund the capital
acquisition prcgramme of the 1987 White Paper. This has raised
questions as to which items should be either defened or dropped out
altogether, alttrough, in some cases, we are locked into new equipment
proielcts with a proict lifetime of nearly two decades. Relevant issues
ane ones of cost eralation and cost premium, but neither sserrs
dramatically significant with either the Anzac ships or the submarines.

Ttre deletion of specific capabilities in their entirety would
always be difficult, although this should be prefened rather than
'salami slicing' - the paring away of a number of capabilities. The latter
approach results in a distorted force structure that does not reflect
changes in strategic circumstances. Which capabilities should be
dropped is naturally highly contentious. It impinges on single.service
culhrres, particularly when capabilities such as airtorne early warning
and control, a possible single fighter/aftack capability for air force and
the army's divisional structure are considered.

The likely drawdown in US forces in the region was relevant
to the discussion because of the implication that Australia may have to
take on some of what the US has been doing. However, there are
different perspectives on this drawdown. It may not be as precipitous
as first seemed possible and there could be a transition perid during
which regional security could becorrc rnore institutionalised. In any
case it is all relative; the US will still have significant forces to deploy
into the region.

The perceptions of regional countries regarding the US
commitrnent to the region are important. The view that there is lack of
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US commitment is one of the factors driving the military build-up in
the region. Part of the problem is that the United States is having
difficulty clarifying its role and obiectives in the region. Economic
factors are relevant here, especially the large US trade deficit with
some East Asian countries, trade friction and residual US resentrnent

over Asian economic growth and prosperity.

In the security context, there have been nretaphors of the
'balancing wheel' and the 'hub and spokes'. These imply a serie of
bilateral relationships with the United States as the single partner in
every one, thus avoiding the risk of having allies'gang up' against it on
particular issues. However, this is beginning to change and it is

ipparent that ther€ is now increased US willingness to be involved in
multilateral anangements.

Australia is one country that Southeast Asian countries would
like to see do more in terms of regional security. The greatest impact
would be on the RAII and RAAF, as they have capabilities that are

more deployable and are not available in regional defence forces.

Howevei this edge over regional defence forces is partly dependent
on the US relationship, being acquired through exercising h'ith US
forces, maintaining interoperability, intelligence and equipment
acquisition.

With regard to Austsalia's accePtability in the region, there are

seen to be negative and positive asPects of Australia's relationship
with ttre United States. On the one hand, regional countries regard it
favourably because it is a means of involving the United Sates in the
region and feeding in US expertise. It is a special advantage that
Australia poss€ss€s. But on the other hand, there is the basic sensitivity
in the region to external interference and the view that Australia is still
tm close to the United States. One view is that Australia's progress in
the region may have suffered because it launched initiatives and then
wished to involve the United States in them despite the wistres of the
region. This was particularly the case in economic forums.

In conclusion, the workshop noted that these considerations
raised the notion once again of increasing dilemmas of recrorrciling self-

reliancr with both the US relationship and regional commibnents.
There are important implications here for both maritime strategy and
force structure.
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CHAPTER 11

SELF.INTEREST AND
A STRATEGIC CONCEPT FOR THE RAN

Lieutenants fason Sears and Ric Leahy

Sorne may ask what two young lieutenants, supply officers at
that, know about maritime strategy. The point is, iust who should
contribute to the development of a maritime strategic concept in
Australia? This workshop is testament to the fact that the RAN
believes that it is a task that should involve people from a wider group
than the navy, or its senior ranks.

It seerns to us that it is self-interest that drives the
development of strategy. To introduce this thesis of self-interest, we
start from what we have light-heartedly terncd the Collingwood
principle, not named after that fanrous Royal Navy figurc, but after the
Collingwood football team, or more particularly their supporterc, and
their perceived inability to see beyond the achievements of their own
team. Too often in the navy we leave rational debate behind, and
become oneeyed supporters of our own interests, unable to escape
from self-imposed tunnel vision.

This chapter is aimed at highlighting a iunior officer's view of
the roles that various Australian interest or pressure groups have had,
and perhaps morc interestingly will have, in the formulation of a
maritime strategic concept. There are a number of interest groups that
appear to have some effect, either directly or indirectly, upon the
development of maritime strategy. These include the Deparhnent of
Foreign Affairs and Trade; Greenpeace and other environmentalists;
industry, in particular defence industry political parties; the media;
academia; and finally the Deparbnent of Defence.

A Maritime Stntegic Conccpt

Samuel Huntington's definition of the role of a military service
and its statement in a strategic concept has been cited in the
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Introduction to this book.l Australia's national policy, with respect to
defence, is spelt out each year in the Defence Report presented to

parliament by tne minister for defence. The most recent report stated

that:

The mission of the Defence organisation is to protect
and promote the security of Australia and its p^eople

against armed attack and other military pressure.2

The report stressed that defence was really a form of insurance
for the nation against future uncertainty and only one of the

instruments of policy, (which also included diplomatic, economic,

commercial and social strategies) available to government in
maintaining a positive security and strategic environment.

The navy's contribution to these Policy obiectives is to provide
maritime forces capable of:

o conducting effective maritime operations in Pursuit of
Australia's security interests using regular and rreserve forces;

and

. expanding in a timely manner against warning of more
substantial conflict.3

The report describes the importance of maritime operations in the

defence of Australia and emphasise the need for the RAN to have the
ability to pahol and undertake surveillance of Aushalia's immediate
sea approaches. It also notes that the RAN is developing its
capabilities, through pint and combined exercises, to establish,
support and maintain operations in Australia's area of Primary
strategic interest.

In all, this strategic concept could be argued to be a rather
ambitious one. The RAN is a force of some 15,000 uniformed personnel
operating only eleven maior surface combatants (with two of these tied

See Samuel P. Huntington, National Policy and the Transoceanic Navy', Uttitcd
Stata NeaI lzs titub Prccedirys, Vol.80 No.5, May 195{, p.4&}.
Dcfaw Rclort 199G7991 (Ausbalian C,overnment Publishing Service, Canberra,
191),p.5.
ibid., p.{5.

1

2

3
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up alongside for training purposes and others undergoing periodic
maintenance), five subrnarines and eighteen reserue and regular pahol
boats. It has, however, responsibility for helping police a potential
exclusive economic zone the size of Australia's landrnassj having to
plan on the basis of remote levels of contingencies and no foreseeable
mairr threaF (in effect force structuring against uncertainty),5 and also
being used in diplomatic and deterrent roles over a vast area of
prirnary strategic interest covering Southeast Asia, the eastern Indian
Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.T But this sbategic concept is the
official one which in theory even if it may fail in resource terms,
supports Australia's policy. As this chapter will attempt to
demonstrate, it was not determined in a vacuum, but was the result of
a number of interactions between interested parties - the Collingwood
principle at work.

Foreign Affairs
Natiornl policy and strategic concepts must be responsive to

changes in intemational relations and foreign affairs.

Defence of Australia 1987 stressed self-reliance as Australia's
first priority, which led many to talk about a 'fortress Australia'
approach to defence. More recently, however, the foreign minister has
spoken of the need for comprehensive engagement with countries in
the Southeast Asian region and of constructive commitrrent to the
Southwest PacifiqE while the prirne minister has been very vocal in
stressing the need for Australia to become morc closely aligned to the
growing economies of Asia. Navy has used these statements as
further justification for its blue water' forces and their diplomatic role.

Ocans of Walh, A Report by the Review C.ommittee on Maritime Industries,
Scimce and Tectrnology (Ausbalian Government Publishing Servicr, Canberra,
1989), p.3.
Dcfcttcc $ Altsttelia l98Z Department of Defence White Paper (Australian
C"overnment hrblishing Service, C-anberra, 1%7), pp.&33.
y4Df"{ I.D.G. MacDougall, 'lnterview', Unitul Statcs Naa,l Institutc Ptuanlings,
VoLl f 8, No.lO October 192, p 34.
Dcfznu of Australb 1987, p.10.
AusFelb's R.gfurrr,l Sccwit!, Ministerial Statenrent by Selrator The Hon. Gareth
Evans, QC, Minbter for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Deceurber 1989 (Aushatan
Covernment hrblishing Servicq, Cenberra, l%9), p.tA,
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This process works both ways, with navy also being able to influence
government.9

Greenpeace and Environmentalists

Various environmental Srou[r6, of which Greenpeace is
arguably the most vocal, have a significant influence on prrblic opinion
and ttrerefore a significant indirect influence upon the navy. The
development of Australia's rnaritime strategic concePt needs to take

into account such issues as the recently declared nuclear-free zones'

and the difficulties that nuclear<apable US ships have in visiting our

rcgion, and even in visiting Aushalian Ports.

Environmental pressure is not only related to the nuclear
issue. Importantly, in the Past decade environmental groups have
come to exert a strong influence over dornestic politics and the navy

has also been affected. For example, the navy is in the process of

developing its own environnrental plan - 'A Blueprint for a Green

Navy'. The navy is developing environnrental guidelines that are really
only a reflection of the concerns and environmental developments in
wider Australian society.

A concern is that environmental issues can begin to Play a role
in strategic thinking that is out of all relation to their importance. The

e*ample that springs immediately to mind is the postponelrent of the

proposed move of the fleet base to Jervis Bay. Iltrinsic to the

devblopment of twoocean basing, proposed in the 1987 White Paper,

was the consolidation of eastern Australia's fleet facilities at one

locatiory selected at fends Bay. While there is still some uncertainty as

to exactly why the rrpve was p'estponed/cancelled, the role played by
a vocal environmentalist lobby was perhaps significant in influencing

9 S* Desmond Ball and W.S.G. Batesrao 'An Australian Perspective on Maritime
CSBMs in the A.da-Pacific Region', Pape peserrted to the Workshop on Navd
confidence and secrEity Btrildling Regimes for the Ade-Pecific Region, orgnised
by the Peace Re*ardl-Cenhe Ausullian National university and Ins-titute for
Slategic and International Shdies, Kuala Lumpur, Malapla, &f0 fuly 191. Ball
and Stenran have since prblished separatdy and given e number of differrent
presentations on thb topic. c-omErre to stat€,Ere(rtg slrdr as: s€nator Gareth
Evans,'Australia's Regioial Security-Environnrent', Addres to the C-onferene on
Suategic Studi€ in i Changing World, Strategic ard Defmg St{g Centre
Austrilian Natiqral UniverJty,-Cant'erta, 31 fuly 191; erd Hqr. Rl. Hawke,
'Awtralla's Security in Asia', The Asia l-edule, The Australia-Asia Instihrtg
Univendty of Nerv South Wdes, Sydney,2lMay 1991.
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the decisions made. By highlighting a number of issues, irrcluding
Aboriginal sacred sites and various specie nearing extinction, the

enviro-nmentalists would aPPear to some extent to have successfully
influenced the Hawke goverrunent to decide that the fleet base

development was not in its interest.

This example indicates how members of a relatively small

interest gFoup can wield influence out of all proportion to their
standing in the community, to affect the developrnent of Arrstralian
maritime strategy. We need to be aware that groups such as these may
outrnanoeuvre the navy in the future by influencing enough of the

general public, but nrcre significantly enough of the politicians, to
ittange their decisions. This may occur with the future otploitation of
sea r€sounces in such places as the Timor Sea.

Government decisions such as that about fervis Bay highlight
the effect of political influence or political expediency upon_maritirrre
strategy. Thl government of the day will often opt for a short-term
obiective, achievable during its three'year term in offica, which rnay be

at odds with the requirenrenb of a strategic stance, which by definition
is a long-brm view.

Defence Industry
Indusby in general also has some influence over the

development of maritime strategy. There are numerous examples in
history of nations going to war to Protect their resource interests, and
Australian involvement in the Gulf War was, in part, due to this tyPe
of influence. Closer to home, however, is the example of the Pressure
that cRA is bringing to bear on the goverrrrnent of Papua New Guinea

to resolve the difficulties in Bougainville. We do not know all the

political and ecrcnomic rnachinations that occur in such situations, but
it would be naive to believe that large corporations do not exert some

influence over policy rnakers when it comes to the development of
national defence strategy.

The future development of Australia's off+hore resources will
no doubt put some large multinational corporations in positions of
great influence with the government of the day. Fortunately,-the navy
is well aware of this, and ah'eady has action in hand to develop a

strategic concept that takes the protection of ttreSe interests into
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actount. What navy needs to be mindful of, however, is that the
influence such developrrEnts have over its rnaritime stratqty is
iustified in terms of the gr€aEr responsibilitie they bring to the
defence of the nation.

Commercial interests are also influential when it comes tro
force restructuring. Private enterprise is a strong pressure group when
it comes to shifting infantry battalions, arrnoured regiments, etc. In the
navy's case, the developrnent of HMAS Stirling, in particular the ability
to refit ships in the west, was an obvious bmn to local industry.

If industry in general has the power to influence the
development of maritime stsategy, then it should come as no surprise
to learn that defence.related industry is even morc influential. The
ADFs purney down the road of self-reliance is significant in this
rcspect. Australia's ability to provide for itself, particularly when it
comes to constructing long lead-time items like warships, is a rnapr
priority for defenca. If we take the two best example in the navy at the
morrrcnt, the construction of the Collins class submarines and the
Anzac frigate, we find that in this financial year the navy plans to
spend alrnost $A1.16 billion. Statistics put together by the Industrial
Supplies Office Network indicate that for every million dollars in
imports that we replace with local goods, we create 35 pb6 and return
$A446,000 to the government in rcvenue.lO Putting these two factors
together, the RAN has helped to cr€ate some 40,00 irtrs, and has
'earned' the government almost $A520 million. (While there is some
uncertainty as to the basis of these figures put together by the
Industrial Supplies Office Network, even if these figures are out by a
factor of two the navy's conbibution to the industrial well-being of the
country remains significant.) Employment and revenue figures are
very important to the government, to which pbs mean economic
rRcovery, and ultimately holding office. That need not concern the
navy currently, because its needs are being met. However, it should
not lose sight of the fact that in ttre future the circumstanc€s rnay be
quite different, and its maritime strategic position rnay be
compromised by political/industrial issues.

Deferrce industries also bring pressure through marketing
techniques, and this can affect the developrnent of maritirrre stratqgy.

l0 hrfttras Austsetta Offfe, 'Rtrchardng Australia: Asisting Ausbalian grppliers to
Sdl to Coernmelrl', C*utrlillrcnt Zqr.Fnnt lveus, Vol.l2, No.9, Oclober 1F82.,p.4.
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Who has not opened up a defence magazine, seen an advertisement for
a new weapon, for example, and thought'Gee we could do with that'?

Navy needs to be certain that it is developing its strategic concept first
and its force stmcture second, not the other way around.

By briefly examining the two interest SrouPs already
discussed, one can note how often their interests will be diametrically
opposd.The press is used as the outlet for their views, where we will
often find contradictory arguments suggesting either that Australia
faces no realistic threat, or that the level of threat is expanding. At the
risk of over-simplificatiory the environmentalists, particularly those
who advocate disarmarnent, are keen to disband or at least rcduce
expenditure on the services. The military industrial compler<, on the
other hand, will encourage expansion at every opportunity,
particularly if it involves Australian industry. This is the environnrent
in which political parties must decide on a strategy that best serves the
country's interests.

Political Parties

The security of the nation remains the prinre responsibility of
goverrunent and, most imPortantly, there are still some votes in it. At
the monrent, however, it would aPPear that Australia's basic defence
policy must be right. The coalition's policy PaPer, 'A Strong Australia',
reaffirms the labor government's 1987 White Paper priorities for the
defence of Australia, with the armed services also contibuting to a
stable regional security environment.l I

To create some'product differentiation', the coalition promises
to consider'new toys', such as the Tomahawk cruise missile to provide
for greater deterrence, and believes that it is possible to spend more on
training and operational activities by cutting administrati-ve costs,

while also funnelling savings back into consolidated t€venue.rz

The figures do not add up but neither have Labor's. Many of
the 1987 White Paper's promises have had to be reviewed because the

11

t2

Officc of the MinisFr fc Defmce, The Ciovernment's Response to the C-oalition's
Defence Policy', Canbetra, Octob€r 192, App.l.
Federal Liberal Party-Nationd Party C-oalitior, Office of the Shadow Minists for
Defme, A Slrong hustralia: neUrriHing Austrelir's Defene', Ctnbetra, October
19v2.
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expected growth in funding has not materialised and, despite the
efficiencies proposed in the Force Structure Review and given the
nation's carn'ent economic difficulties and the guaranteed minimum 0.5
per cent real fall in the 7993-% defence budget, the Force Stmcture
Review's proposals will not be nct either.

Financial constraint, the next electiory the need to create irbs
and a myriad of welfare and other responsibilities will surely weigh
heavier on the minds of politicians at the moment than does defence.
This is an important point, as governrrrcnt will often neglect its
responsibility to the people for the defence of the nation in order to
solve more pr€ssin& politically sensitive, short-term problems.

Media
Naval officers and military personnel in general are suspicious

of the nredia. Our greatest fear is perhaps not having our views
misrepresented by the media but, heaven forbid,letting slip the truth!

The mapr role that the media plays in inlluencing maritinre
stratEiy is in acting as a mouthpiece for other interest groups. For
example, dmpite the Returned Services Ieague (RSL)'s direct access to
ministers, its greatest influence within the community comes from
playtng its media 'wild card'. We need look no further than the
immigration debate to see this proc€ss at work. In addition, however,
we would argue that in many respecb the media tend to beconre a
pressure group in themselves. Defence correspondents like Frank
Cranston of the Canbma Tims, David fenkins of the Syilney Morning
Hqalil, and fames Morrison of the Australinn are keen to voice their
opinions; this is one of the ilys of living in a denncracy.

Its unease when the rnedia is around tends to work against the
navy: it often only addresses the media when something has gone
wrong (another bastardisation randal, an accidental death, etc.). The
navy rnakes a fundamental tactical error, because it is then forced to
meet the pr€ss on their terms, not on grounds of ib own choosing.
Although the RAN's public relations effort is better than it was, it
should attempt to use the nredia morre to encourage open and
thoughtful debate on defence issues. Media commentators may have
valid contributions to rnake on issues such as personnel wastage, for
example. Most importantly, the media needs to be used aggressively to
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obtain public support for the navy's maritirne strategic doctrine. The
public need to know what the navy has decided to do, and why.It is
critical that we adequately iustify navy's allocation of defence
expenditure. Now more than ever it is imperative for the navy and
defence in general to'sell themselves' to the publiq and there is no
better way to do this than by convincing the public that our strategy is
in their interest. As Admiral T.H. Moorer and Alvin Cottrell argue:

Military Power cannot be understood or defended
unless it is harnessed to purpose - and purpose c.rn
only be defined in the context of comprehensive
strategy.13

Academia

What role do academics have in developing a maritirre
strategic concept? It appears to be only recently that academics have
had a significant input into the development of a national defence
strategy. The influence of the former Minister for Defence, the
Honourable Kim Beazley, no doubt had a lot to do with this. The
involvement of the academic community can only be regarded as a
positive factor, simply because academics bring so much extra
knowledge to bear on subiects that miliary minds have rarely had the
opportunity to study: the study of foreign countries, and of diplomacy
in general, are examples. The establishment of the Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre at the Australian National University, the
Australian Defence Studies Centre at the Australian Defence Force
Academy, and other units in universities throughout Australia can
only be regarded as a plus for the development of strategic thinking.
The standard of informed debate could only profit from such
developments.

The involvernent of the academic community is critical for the
development of a cogent maritime strategic concept for the RAN. This
workshop is testament to this fact. But is the RAN going far enough?
For far too long it has been the general opinion that tactics are the
province of the military and strategy the province of statesman. We
need to go much further when debating issues as important as the

13 Admirrl T.H. Moorer & A. Cottrell, guoted in G. Tilt, tr'rlrritinlc St tt gy lrltd ,ltc
Nucbr Agc Mecurilla& London, 2nd edn, 19&4), p.59.
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defence of the country, and get as rrnny of the interest grouPs

involved as we can.

The Military
It is interesting to note the way that academics are believed to

develop concepts in a manner usually considered to be removed from
vested interests, because in the Past navy has often gone about it in a
very different way. Instead of working from the'macro' level we tend
to see a piece of equipment, decide that we would like it and then
develop a strategic iustification for it. An example is perhaps the
helicopter support ship, which in navy is referred to as a training ship.
Navy's iustification is that with regional security and maritime
confidence' and security-building rrcasures becoming increasingly
topical and important, a training ship that would encourage defence
cooperation by providing regional training opportunities should be

given greater priority. Of course, if it could also carqy helicopters this
would be an added bonus (and would it not keep all those aviators,
who felt that the navy had been castrated when it lost the old carrier
Melbourne,iust a liftle happier?).

Of coutse, it is not only the Australian navy that suffers from
this problem. Writing of the post-World War II restructuring of the
United States Navy, Iohn B. Hattendorf argued that theoretical issues

became clouded over, in

the bureaucratic debates inside ttre Navy which
involved various groups with vested interests in
specific types of ships and w@Pons, and inside the
Defence Department which involved the Navy's
position in relation to the other Services. These issues

were essentially political, although strategic rleasons

were often used to obsorre their ach"ral political
character.14

Still, navies are inherentty flexible and Australia should be
t"ying to get the most out of its deferrce ass€ts by using them for non-
defence purposes also. It might be that navy simply has to enunciate

l{ Iohn B. Fhttendorf, 'Asrerican Thinking on Naval Sbetegy, |94SEO, quoted in
Trll,*/rrrilitu Stn'tcg oul tluNllr;|llrr Agc,p.S9.
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this better. Or is it changing its approach of force structuring and then
finding a strategy to suit?

Navy now has is own strategic 'think tank', tlr€ Maritime
Shrdies Progranr, which is opening up the service to a new range of
ideas from both the Australian and international defence and academic
communities. It is also developing a cornpetent public relations
organisation to take these thoughs out into the wider community and
convince the public of the need for a navy. Force structuring is now
ocrur:ring in HQADF at a deferrce level. These arc all signs that the
balance is changing, and the navy is now asking what the nation
demands of it and how it canbest fulfil that obiective.

In conclusiory this is a iunior officerc' perspective which,
rightly or wrongly, has attempted to present a Picture of self-interest
driving our national and rnaritinre policies. This is not necessarily a
bad thing. It was our intention to pose the question as to iust who
should be responsible for the development of a maritime strategy for
the RAN. It would appear that Australia has the mix of government,
military, academic, industry, environmentalist, and so on, Pretty right.
What we must be aware of, however, is the influence that Pressure
groups and self-interest can have when something as impoftant as a
maritime strategic conaept is being formulated.



CHAPTER 12

THE RAN ENGAGED AND COMMITTED
FURTHER AFIELD

Commanders Wanvick Gately and Dick Sherwood

Dr Samuel P. Huntington's description of the strategic concePt
of a military service, as the articulation of 'how, when and where' that
service expects to protect the nation against some threat to its security,
has already been cited. It should also be noted that Huntington went
on to write that a military service capable of rrreeting one threat to
national security loses its reason for existence when the threat weakens
or disappearc and that, in order to continue to orist, it must develop a

new stiategic concept related to sorne other security threat.l

Ttre important points about these aspects of Huntington's
thesis are the articulation of the conc€pt, and the need to be mindful of
the effect a changing strategic ehvironment can have on the relevance
or otherwise of the organisation's strategic concept This reinforces
Professor Davis'comments about the inherent danger of organisations
developing concepts that are embedded within the upper echelons of
the organisation but are neither easily nor often articulated; these
organisations consequently face the danger, over tinre, of drifting out
of synchronism with reality.

These points are important, b€cause some involved in the
debate about Australia's national security argue that there is no threat
to Australia, or at least no military threat, and in its narrowest
interpretation articulated defence policy would tend to support this.2
On this basis, and in light of Huntington's thesis, one could perhaps
then wonder how we in the RAN can iustify milita4y capabilities. Of
course others argue just as articulately that the existence of a threat is
not needed to iustify what is essentially an insurance policy. But

1 S"-.ra P. Hundngbo Nadonel Policy and the Transoceanic Navy',lJnikt S|ritrs

^ NeaI lrstitub hwdhgs, Vol.E0, No.1 M.y 1954, PP.4E3|-464.z AvstrCb's Stnlcgic Plrnniag il t E 7990s (ASP 90), en&rsed by governnrent on 27
Norreorber 1989 end rc{eased to the public tn S€pt€mber 1992" ttoaes at paqgraph
62l that ar s plsnning dcument tt does not idendfy e spedffc military threat to
Austrdh tn the forec€eable futule.
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perhapo there is a threat basis for the formulation of a strategic concept
for the RAN, in that th€ (orrcept is based around what ASP 90
described as the significant uncertainties concerning the shape of
Australia's strategic environrnent and the circumstances in which
government could require ADF involvement.3 In essence. the threat
required, by a strict interpretation of Huntington's thesis, is the threat
of uncertainty.

This suggets that, ultimately, any strategic conc€pt developed
by a rnilitary service within the Australian context should deal not so
much with what might be categorised as traditional military-type
threats, but more with how, when and where that military serviae
expects to deal with uncertainty, at least in respect to nationd security.
The other essential part of Huntington's thesis is that, having identified
the threat and developed a strategic concept, the organisation and
structur€ of the service may have to change to deal with that threat.

However, a preoccupation with threab and organisational
structure provides the potential to have a seryice continually lmking
for new threats and, additionally, devoting too runy resources to force
structure analysis, as opposed to ib strategic concept. In defence of
Huntington, this perhaps rnay be attributed to his military background
(he had served in the United States Army).

It would seem that one of the problems we in Australia have
had, in aftempting to develop a credible strategic concept, has been a
tendency to concentrate on the structure rather than the concEpt of our
military organisations. Australian defence planners would seem to
have to have based their deliberations around what might be called a
quantitative poliqy analysis approach. This is an approach which is
c€lrtrd on deciding what sort of structure is needed to yield a
favourable result for Australia against some credible threat. In order to
work, it ultimately entails the intellectual construction of specific threat
scenarios, and the acteptanoe of certain assumptions about the security
environment. It is, in the final analysis, an approach that predicates a
degree of certainty about threats to security rather than the uncertainty
that inevitably does exist.

The strucfuring of a navy around specific thrcat scenarios,
leading to a stratqlic conc€pt that requires one to look out too far into
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tlre future, is perhaps impractical; especially at a tinc when such
monrntous change is occurring all around us, and when the stmcture
we build today will be still with us in thirty years or so. Irreversible
commitrnenb, especially in brms of structure, must be flexible enough
to be able to deal with the uncertainties of our strategic environment
and the dynamic change that is ocrcuring within that environment.

Thus while it can be argued that there has been a slow and
continuing evolution in defence policy in Australia since the tabling of
the Rmiao of Australia's Defarce CaWUIitir in 1986 and Defence of

Australia 1987! no apology is rnade for the fact that this middle
nurnagement perspective of a strategic concept for the RAN starts from
the assumption that the articulated policy is perhaps based on too
narrow a conc€ptual basis. Current Policy, at least in terms of strategic

concepts for rnaritine forcEs, has still Sot sonre way to go in properly
allowing those forces to develop the necessary support to secure the

reso,trces required to play their full and proper part in national
security. It is contended that present articulated defence policy and its
underlying conceptual basis suffer from the following two
weaknesses:

o Firstly, that Present Policy would seem to be a policy based to
some degree on a @neensual and overly analytical approach,
that has led to the construction of specific threat scenarios.

Further, that those threat scenarios developed reflect morc
what the planners feel comfortable with, rather than being a

true reflection of a different or changtng strateSic

environment. These scenarios have of course fostered a
prmervation of the status quo; perhaps this is what has been

referred to by others as the 'lowest colnmon denominatoy'
approach. The result is to overly focus on defence of ttre nation
f,rom armed attack or the threat of armed attack, rather than
dealing with the security of national interests acrcss the
broad& sPectrum.In some respects it reflects anntina*nlbias
in strategic conceptual thinking, and in so doing it contains a
second weakness.

This wolution b noted in Peul Dibb, ftt CaneTtul Brris ol Atsttzlb's *Fe
Ploning erul Forcc Strtchlz-, C.nbdr. Pepers dn -Stretegy__rnd Defente No'8t
(Saategic ard De{ence Stqdies Centre, Agstselian National UniverCty, Canbetra,
rwzt.
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o That is, it sets aside, especially with respect to the rnaritime
environment, a conceptual basis that would app€ar to have a
sounder historical foundation than it has perhaps been given
credit for, in the defence debate in Australi4 up until this time.
That concept is the use of military capabilities as instruments
to influence security developments further afield, and to
ultimately exercise some control over threats that may arise
out of uncertainty.

As part of the continuing evolution in security thinking in
Australia, the ideas presented in this chapter are based in part on the
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade's statement, Australia's Regiorul
Suurity.s The basis of the strategic corrcept proposed in this chapter
(reflecting that document) is one of engagement and commitnrent, in
partnership with others, to manage uncertainty.

Based on Huntington's thesis, the authors contend that:

o the lnzr component should be the navy being used to exert
varying levels of influence and control,

o thezrhez component should be ongoing, and

r the wlrre compnent should be the rnaritinre approaches of
Australia, sbetching out to the limit of Aushalia's perceived
area of strategic interest, if not ib articulated area.5 (This
being an area that in maritime terms could be said to cover the
full expanse of the oce.rns that surround the continenb or
what is comrnonly called the India-Pacific.)

Of course any strategic concrspt, especially one for a nrcdium
power like Australia, must take into acrount the limits of the country's
defence capacity and influence. In this respect, tlre concept proposed
here is essentially based on the premise that the security of national
intercsts against the threat of uncertainty *ill dernand a greater level
of effort closer to home, diminishing as one moves further away.

Minbtcial Stateusrt by Senetor the fbn. C,areth Evens QC Minister fc Foreign
Affeirg and Tredq Deoemb€r 1969.
The deffned eree of prinery str.bgic int6€t covers about on€nuilt€r of th€
earth's srrfece (see the preface to Dclarcc $ Avstnlb EA, yet as noted by Crreth
Evens and Bnra Grent in r{r.stnfi.'s Fonign Rfutlnr in tlu World of tlu 1990s

Mdbourne Univen{ty hes, Mdboumql9l) p.9E, in terms of regi<nel surity
any dimrsion must lok furth€r rfidd to envebp lrlorthenst Ada, lrdochina and
SouthAsie.

5

6
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Notwithstanding this, however, one must recognise that from time to
tirne the managernent of uncertainty rnay require resources to be
utilised further afield and at a higher level of intensity than may
normally be o<pected. The continuing provision of a surface combatant
in support of United Nations resolutions on lraq could be cited as an

example of an operation further afield.

While in reality therc can be no clear delineation between the
level and range of engagement, or between the extent and tyPe of
commitrrrent, there are sorne distinctions that can be drawn, and for
the purposes of this chapter they have been drawn as:

o the nranagenrent of uncertainty in the immediate security
environment (that is, the security of our sovereign territory),
and

e the rnarugement of uncertainty by attemPting to create a
positive security and strategic environment further afield-

This engagement and cnmmibnent also reflects the concept

that security is now much more than merely protection from armed
aftack or from the threat of armed attack. It implies an ability and
willingness:

o to preclude external intimidation of national institutions and
of the community at large,

o to guarantee freedom of movement for both people and
commerce, and

. to promote values of good international citizenship
throughout the broader global community.

It also reflects the fact that these changes, more than ever,

support the notions:

r that no one organisation can proceed unilaterally, in the
pursuit of a state's broader national security; and

. that, furttrer afield, the uncertainty in national, regiond and
global security created by issues relating to drugs, population
flows, regourc€s and the environment can no longer be

handled by nations or oqganisations acting alone.
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- Yqte importantly, these issues also serve to higilight the fact
that warfighting capabilitie, while still having cronsideiable relevance
as ultimate guarantors of national security, are perhaps less relevant
tlnn thel once were, and that those who havi asked the question
about whether warfighting should continue to be the prime
determinant of the size and shape_of a military s€rvice, especialiy the
navy, have in fact been correct.T While it could be argued- that
warfighting is still implicit in diplomatic and policing lunctions,
dealing with some of these other issues will require some different
types of naval systems and, perhaps more significantly, the use of
different skills by naval personnel. This may well take the form of
enhanced surveillance systems in naval platforms and more extensive
training of junior officers in regional strategic and security issues.

Further, the opportunity is present now to examine the
requirements of the Frernantle class patrol boat replacement. Range,
endurance, and suitable command, conEol and communications
facilities would be necessary characteristics to enable this vessel to
efficiently conduct patrols of our offshore maritime estate.

What is tlu concept of engagemott and commitment?
In the immediate security environment this concept is s€en

essentially as the navy engaging with other governrrent agencies and
the Australian population at large to guarantee Australia's sovereign$
over its maritime estate - an estate which, with the flagging by the
g9v€nlment last year of an intention to adopt the provisions of the
united Nations convention on the law of the sea (LJNCLOS) with
respect to an EEZ and the continental shelf regine, will be one and half
times the land area of Australia and potentially the largest such
maritime claim in the world.

More importantly, in terms of resourcEs, this estate is
becoming .increasingly important to Australia's national well-being.
Our maritime industries are worth more than $416 billon annuailylS
More than $A5 billion has been invested in developing the ol ana

7 K. Booth, The Role of Navies ln Peacetime: The Inllumce of Future History Upon
sea PoJver. Plper hesented to the conference on lrlaval power ln the?adfiq

o {ustra!1 Ddgncelorce Academy, Canberra l}14 May 1991.
' oca ns of t'lklrf, A R€port by the Review committee onMarine IndusEiea, sdence

and Techncilogy (Aushdian Crvernment hrblistring Serr"ice, Canberra, l9g9), p.3.
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natural gas fields of the North-West Shelf, with a further $A7 billion

estimati for new fields and associated facilities in the next few years.g

By 1997/92, fisheries had become Australia's.fifth largest rural export

"i^ur, 
contributing $A843 million to exPort income from an industry

worth $A1.2 billion]and emplopng 25,000 Australians'lo

Naturally, any claims asserted over such territory, to be

credible, will enail Ausralia from time to time establishing her

authority there. The traditional link with that authority in lhe maritime

arena has been the RAN, and it would seem to be a needless waste of
neeources to duplicate that link, especially if some form of coastguard

was being considered. This is not to say that the exercise of authority

over the maritime estate is strictly the purview of the navy. The basis

of commitment must be shared, with the navy and other organisations

responsible for various aspects of Australia's national integrity (zuch as

c,rrio-", fisheries, quarantine and immigration) providing a

commitment in partnership to ensure the security of the national

offshore estate.

At the lower end of the commitment scale, the assertion of

authority may well come from intermittent surveillance,

tucot t.issance and patrol and from enhancing the nation's knoytedqg
of that estate, througtr hydrographic and oceanographic surveying. of
course, if the level of uncertainty increased or actual threats to the

soverelgnty of that domain arose, that would require a greater level of

commitrnent, both qualiatively and quantitatively'

The RAN's engagement and commitment to the securityof the

offshore estate can Ue cattea its ilotnain nuintmance mission, although
the protection of the offshore estate at the uPPel e$ o{ the security

spectrum may very well involve the exercise of what is commonly

known as sea control. This is the exercise of control over nautical

activities either positively, by asserting one's presence, or negatively,

through denyin! anothei's presenc€ in a specified pa-.t gt parts of a
co,rndy's 

"iatiUrt 
e approaches. The exercise of the domain

maintenance mission, 
- 

whether by surveillance alone, or by

Austmlbn, 17 Aursst 1992, P 28.
T,u cj,ribcr1.n fJ,,;*s, tZ Seitember 7992, p.7; atd Bar*gto/;tttl Fis"crit.s Sbtblics,
Fistrerieg Paper 9116 @Srtment of Primary lndustries and Enerry, C-anberra,

799r),p-6.
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surveillance acrompanied by sonre form of patrol and enforcement, is
in effect the exercise of control.

The possession of capabilities to exercise such control,
especially at_ the upper level of the security spectrum, provides a
psychological complement to the domain rnaintenance mission.
Efficient and capable naval forces, with mobility and endurance,
would in themselves provide a deterrent to otherr against infringing
into Australia's immediate security environment.

As security interests move further afield from the immediate
surrounds of the Australian continent and offshore territories, into
what may be terrrred the creation of a positive security and strategic
environment, the type and level of engagement and commitment
changes, as does the type of missions ttrai ttre navy undertakes. In
some respects, however, these changes are only subtle and there are
many similarities.

- lrg"gement is now not only with other national agencies but
also with regional and international organisations responsible for
security. It is engagement in the national context, to ensure the sensible
use of national reeources in the pursuit of national interests further
afield. 

_In. the regional and international context, it is engagement
through Australia's network of alliances and cooperative ag-rdments
with regional navies, maritime police forces and inlernational agencies.

It is an engagement that leads to a commitment, in
partnership, to maintaining a stable maritime regime. stability is
essential for the economic well-being of both the nation and the region,
and especially for the commercial activity that is so dependent on
freedom of movement across the expanses bf o,r. essentially maritime-
dominated area of strategic interest.

It is a commitment, in partnership, using maritime capabilities:
. to assist in signalling commitment to friends and allies

through ship visits, pint exercises, and rnaintaining a
Presencei
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o to support collective security aclivities, eithcr united Nations

or regibnaily sPonsored;ll and

otohelpbuildandfosterconfidencethroughdialogueand
cooperation.

This is primarily associated with what can be tabelled the nmal

diplonaq missibn, although in sonre cases (such as collective security)
it may 

-well 
also invoive activities associated with the dorrnin

maintenance mission. The conduct of such activities must eventually

lead to Ausbalia exercising some influence over its shategic

environment.

Naturally the degree of commitmcnt will be governed by
many factors, noi least being the extent of Australia's national interests

and ihe extent of other nations' compcting interests. Ultimately the

dqrree of suctess will be proportional [o theeffort expanded.-As noted

ea;lier, one of the perccived weaknesses of present articulated poliry is

what appears to be the setting aside of the concept of influence, if not

as an lfement of security s[rategy, than at least in terms of force

structure. This may well bc associated with the quantitative policy
analysis approach hentioned earlier. In quantitatiye jerm.s, f1gwever,
inlluence'i"y b" something akin to a business's 'goodwill'. With

goodwill, one can be never rure of its true value until the business is

tta; p"fups with influence, one can never be sure of its tn"re value

until the chips are down.

Thekeyqucstionthatmustbeaskediswhetherwecanafford
to ignore the'concept of influcnce. ultimately,- the value. of the

gooiwi[ will depend on many factors, of which the quality and

[uantity of resouries applied will be one.In many ways,the same can

be said'of influence, and rvhile it should not be a mairr factor driving
force structure, it must be a consideration for a nation of limited
resources when allocating prioritie to force structure, especially when

dealing with capabilities that require long lead tirrres'

11 There has been some talk in recrnt ttmes of thc idea of standtng naval forces in the

Pacific and elsewhere, and evcrrhrally thes€ may gain flugo'- See M' Ptrgh'

Multinetintt! t*Atin', Forccs: A Br,,ko't liui freaAoa PuctfuVing?
southampton Papers in Internationd Policy No.l (University of southampton,

Southampton, l9!2).
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What iloes aU this meen to tlu utey tlu navy slaulil go aboat its
busittcss?

Firstly, that its strategic concept, as outlined above, needs to
ensure that navy is able to continue to foster engagement both
nationally and further afield. Dir€ct communicatioru lines need to be
opened and rernain open with otlrer governnnnt agencies and a free
and open exchange of information anrC support should continue. Morc
important is what one senior Indonesian academic has called 'a sense
of ake and give'.l2 A surveillance data base, containing information
from several countries on surface and air activity in our maritime
approaches, would be an example of the benefit to be gained from the
cooperative sharing of inforrnation.

It behoves all organisations making a call on scarce national
neeources to ensure that they do not develop a 'what is in it for us'
attitude. The broader security view must prcvail, for ultimately
national security is of mutual benefit to all Australians.

Further afield, the cnncept means developing a sense of
muhral trust with our regional parbrers on shared security interests,
and acrepting that the efforts navy pub in need to be consistent and
that tlrcy may well only produce returns over the longer term.

Secondly, if the navy's strategic concept is all about dealing
with uncertainty, then it must mean maintaining a flexible approach,
not only organisationaly but also in the sort of capabilities we acquire
to conduct our missions of dornain maintenance and naval diplomacy.
Perhaps it means ensuring that planners build into those capabilities
required at the upper end of the security commitsnent spectrum,
sufficient flexibility to allow them to be also used to contribute
positively at the lower end of the security spectrum, and thus allow
navy to fully play its part in enhancing knowledge and in controlling
uncertainty. By way of example, due consideration must be given to
the provision of adequate ships' boats and even utility helicopters, for
gaining access to some of the rernoter parts of not only Australia, but
also the nations of the region. It also means thinking about what sort of
maritime scientific monitoring equipment should be standard fit on all

12 Jusef Wanandi, 'Australia-Indonesia Security Relationship', Paper presented at a
Confermce on Strategic Studies in a Changing World SbaiegiC and Defence
Shrdies Cenbe, Australian National University, C-anberre, fuly 191, p.l.
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naval vessels, and not iust specifically designed oaeanograPhic or
hydrographic plafforms.

Additionally, there is a need for organisational flexibility that
will allow the RAN to better conduct the non-warfighting roles, which
would appear to be increasingly dominating navy's employment at
tirnes of uncertain peace. These are what some traditionalists might
call the non-military functions of navies. In both the immediate
security environment and the broader strategic environment they
include a commitment to:

. surveillance programmes and resource security;

o assisting marine and environmental science;

o improving rnaritime safetyi

o being responsive to dealing with natural and other disasters;

and

o enhancing the broader Australian community's awaleness of
maritime matters, thus nurturing the RAN's own prestige in
the soil in which it has its roots, as well as seeking ways to
proiect Aushalia's prestige further afield.

If Australia allows itself to focus excessively on specific

scenariodriven credible military contingencies in developing strategic

concepts, there is a danger that its approach to managing what is an
increasingly dynamic and uncertain security environment will become

stultified, and that in keeping a ProPer lookout defence planners may
well forget to move their gaze from the bow-wave to the horizon.

Nothing new may have been raised in this chapter, especially
for readers who are tuned to the maritime environment and to the sort
of strategic concepts that have been essentially postulated by naval
thinkers for many years. The intention has been to try to present a

different way of articulating the role the navy has to play in
implementing national policy and thus ultimately derrelop the
necessary support to justify its call on national resources. The RAN's

iustification for existence does not lie in any concept that suggests

sauity on m from the su, as perhaps Australia's more Powerful friends
may see it, but it certainly must lie in security of the xa, security
brought about by being engaged and committed in partnership with
others or, put simply, being there.



CHAPTER 13

A SENIOR MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE

Commodores Tim Cox and Chris Barie

This chapter provides an overview of what we believe to be a
suitable strategic plan for the RAN in the lead-up to the year 2000. The
first part deals with those factors that need to be taken into account
when considering a strategic concept and the maritime environment,
in which it must endure. The second part first sets out some thoughts
on regional power brokers and what the the image and relevance of
Australia is within the region, and then examines what the strategic
concept needs to include and address. Finally, the chapter lists some
other issues that need to be addressed by the RAN as it moves towards
the end of the twentieth century.

A strategic concept for the RAN should articulate to the public
why the navy is a necessary burden on its resources, both why it is
essential and what sort of organisational sFucture it is: in essence, the
'why' and the 'what' of this life support system (the RAN) that the
Australian community cannot live without. Thus this chapter does not
contain long dissertations on the virtues of Mahan, Hill, Roskill and
other naval strategists, but rather it presents a view for the future in a
changing world, where in particular the intentions of the United States
in our region are less clear than in the past, and at a time when many
world leaders watch and wait as President Clinton moves to the White
House.

National Factors

There are some national factors that must influence the navy's
strategic policy or strategic concept. They are not very clearly or
explicitly defined in the Australian context, although it is generally
accepted that a government's key responsibilities are national security;
maintenance of sovereignty; the economic well-being of the nation and
people; and regional stability. The geography of Australia is inherently
importanh Australia is one of the world's most isolated island nations
and the sea is of great importance for conunerce and ultimately for the
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Australian economy. Freedom of navigation and the security of sea

lines of communication are Australian interests of national importance.

History would suggest, however, that Australian strategic

thinking, until at least the 1980s, was dominated by 'continental'
theorists, and ttrere remains a need to overcome this national
preiudice, which is ultimately a legacy of our involvement in land
warfare in places r€mote from Australian shores.

Diplomatic and Foreign Policy Factors

Any strategic concept for the Navy must take into account

diplomatic and foreign policy factors; foreign poliry initiatives and
naval roles must be matched. Much has been made of regional
security- and confidence-building measures, and of course the
document that stands out as government policy in this area is Minister
Evans' 1989 statement on Ausfialia's Regional Suurity, referred to
earlier.

It could be argued that Australia has always had a latent
desire, or even policy, to influence events in the region, but in many
instances has had some difficulty in coming to griPs with exactly what
that means. Australians, and in particular politicians, have tended to
focus on the leadership role. In a way we are good leaders, which at
times tends to make us overzealous in some of our initiatives, and can
lead to resentrnent in the region. It must be recognised that this can
work against some of Australia's initiatives. It is also important that
overtures made in the region are made on nvrny fronts: Australia's
involvement must be one of true comprehensive engagement.

The RAN's strategic concept must not only support these

diplomatic initiatives and policies, but must also be supportive of
ADF-wide policies. It must also be robust and enduring, so that it is
transparent and not subfect to the political ambiguities that occur in
Australia and with our neighbours. Most importantly, it needs to be

less visible in applying inlluence in the region, while at the same time
being highly visible in terms of confidence building.

Our commitment must be long term and cbnsistent.
Significantly, it must avoid being overbearing or conditional and must
pay due cognisance to national sensitivities, and religious and other
custorns. On this point, it is important that all naval personnel who go
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about doing navy's business in the region clearly understand the
importance that each individual nation within the region places on
different aspects of its culture.

The RAN's Strategic Concept

The RAN's strategic concept must recognise that a developed
military relationship provides potential for exercising diplomatic
relations when it is extended beyond Australian shores. It must have
the support of agencies such as the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs. It
must also be a long-term plan which addresses the purpose of the
organisation, describes the service it renders to society and the means
by which it intends to deliver this service.

This service should be related to or Part of national or
goverrunental responsibility to the nation, but this does not necessarily
mean that it needs to be spelled out. It needs to clearly articulate its
relevance to the post{old War/new world order no-threat
environment.

Finally, as noted by Samuel Huntington (see above), a concept
has to also consider organisation and structure, and in this vein,
perhaps the navy needs to be mindful of aligning itself to community
expectations in the workplace and to matching community standards.

Regional Maritinie Strategic Outlook
There is no identifiable threat to Australia, although there is a

growing maritime awareness in the region. Regional countries are
beginning to recognise the importance of the sea for corrunerce and the
significance of rnaritime reeources. This is shown in the rate at which
regional navies are expanding, essentially by bupng off-the-shelf
capabilities. Although these capabilities are being purchased primarily
for maritime surveillance and patrol, they provide regional countries
with the ability to protect, influence and control activities in their
maritime economic z)nes. They also provide an element of status, a
factor that is important to nations of the region.

The availability of high-technology precision weapont to the
region is increasing, and Australia's technological edge is rapidly
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evaporating. Australia needs to be careful that it does not overestimate
the value of its skill and tactical lead.

Another important factor is associated with the drawdown of
US forces, which will ultimately result in a reduced presenc€ in the
region. There does exist, however, a strong regional desire to embrace
and engage US forces, both in Singapore and Malaysia. This has the
potential to work against Australian interests. It may invite the
development of alternatives to the Five Power Defence Arrangements,
particularly if it is perceived that Ausbalia is losing enthusiasm for
this particular regime.

Significantly, regional nations are no longer concerned by
internal security issues to the extent that they may have been a decade
or so ago. The issue for the region is dealing with China. Chirn is now
itself more outward looking, and this is the main factor behind the
competition over the rights to the Spratly Islands and the South China
Sea. This has the potential to seriously increase regional tensions and
suspicions. Distrust and suspicion of neighbours in the region is a way
of lifu, as exemplified by such disputes as that over fishing between
Thailand and Malaysia. This tension and suspicion tends to work
against confidence building.

There is a chance, however, that Australia, situated on the rim
of the region, has a unique opportunity to fulfil the role of mediator.
Such a role must be carefully managed. It means understanding the
sensitivities of the region and, for example, not pushing to become a
member of ASEAN, which would appear to be completely
unacceptable to our neighbours.

What we have is a region that into the next century will be
characterised by harmony on the land and possible disharmony on the
sea. There will undoubtedly be notable exceptions. Implicit within any
strategic concept will be the need for quality intelligence, as outlined
by Ptofe*sor Dbb in his chapter, and the navy should support that.

We have to be careful in the sort of concepts we develop. In
this respect, the concept of low-level contingencies is predominantly a
land concept, useful in structuring exercises but more difficult to
comprehend in the maritime arena, where presenoe, tensiory
graduated nesponse, and ambiguity of puryose are better understood
and perhaps morc relevant. Present concepts would seem purely to
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support enhanced land forces in the north. What is paramount for
Australia is the conc€pt of strategic reach, which should be
fundarnental to the way it goes about its business. In fact one could
argue that the notion of the sea-air gap is one that dictates a defensive
concept that is too close, too late, too restrictive and designed only to
mtablish the need for large ground forces.

Likely Regional Power Brokers

There are perhaps, in the imrnediate region, three power
brokers who will influence ttre way Australia goes about its business in
the years ahead. They are Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, all of
will be whom are becoming more confident and assertive, and will be
ultimately irckeyr.g for leadership of ASEAN, in the post
Mahathir/Suharto era.

These countries are likely to show firmer resolution in dealing
with law of sea issues and the Malacca/Singapore straits and
archipelagic transit regimes are likely developments. There is a
growing confidence and assertiveness within the region when dealing
with law of the sea and related issues, and this has the potential to
impact on freedom of navigation and therefore trade, and adversely
affect Ausbalia. The nations of North Asia also would be particularly
sensitive to regimes that affected Middle East oil routes.

In respect to so<alled extra-regional powers, |apan is likely to
continue to develop modern capable forces, without power-proiection
capabilities. It will continue to maintain an industrial base that is
capable of both self+ufficiency and expansion. Southeast Asian
countries will view any changes that occur in fapan's arnred forces
with suspicion.

China will continue to modernise, expa,nd ib strength and see
itself as the only real communist nation in the world. A leadership role
in the region rnay attract it. The concerns of others are largely
non-existent as far as China is concerned, as indicated by its views and
policies on the Spratlys. The reunification with Hong Kong could
provide a useful yardstick of China's intentions and developments that
we ane likely to see.

Australia also needs to keep in mind what will happen if the
United States seizes upon China as the next threat. Urdoubtedly there
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arre some within the US establishment who will not wish to have ttreir
forces down-sized, and one way of keeping them in place would be to
find anottrer threat. The Taiwan issue may also be relevant in these
cirrcurnstances.

With respect to India, budget problems have slowed military
growth and modernisation, particularly for its navy. India does,
however, have a leadership role in the subcontinent and South Asia
(albeit, in the case of the latter, a diminishing role), which means it is
unlikely to be popular. India has aspirations in the non-aligned
movement that are likely to be hampered by lack of finance. This will
not stop it from building up in the Andaman Sea area, which will
cause concern to Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. The Malays, in
particular, are suspicious of India, with the intervention in the
Maldives being still fresh in the minds of many Malaysians; it takes
tirre to heal wounds.

Augtralie's Strategic Region

Australia's strategic region is fundamentally in two parts.
Firstly, there is the Southwest Pacific, which remains relatively benigO
although internal security issues are likely to continue to dominate -
particularly in Papua New Guinea, where the lack of law and order
will inlluence economic well-being. The'cargo cult' mentality is alive
and well, but Australia must be mindful of the fact that these nations
are resentful of any perceived interference, or advice that criticises
how national governnrents administer their countries. Defence
Cooperation Programme training and the way Australia spends its
dollars in the Southwest Pacific is probably the classic example of how
the cargo cult mentality remains alive and well in this part of the
world.

Seccndly, there is Asia, both Southeast and Northeast. The
latter is far more important, almost economically essential, to
Australia, yet much rmre difficult to predict or iudge. National and/or
intemational leadership aspirations and societies with increased
expectations and changing values offer an environment for significant
urrcertainty.
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Australia's Relevence and Image in the Region

At best, Australia is a modern medium-sized maritime Power,
which has displayed uncertainty anrC ambiguity in ib relationship with
its Asian neighbours. It vacillates between confidence building and
overbearing criticism. It is perceived as wishing to gain some of the
profits of the robust, expanding economies of Asia, but without
reciprocating on issues such as immigration. This allows Australia to
be viewed with suspicion, and a long tirne will be required to
overconre the perceptions of leaders such as Dr Mahathir.

Australia's relevance to the region and ability beconre actively
engaged and regarded as a tnre partner depend on it ensuring that
regional perceptions of Australian change in a positive rnanner. A
window of opportunity exisb at Present and may rcmain open for as

much as ten years, but a new generation of mole fundamental Malays,
for o<ample, could shut it very quickly. This means that it is important
to put policies and strategies in place now and establish the quality of
Australia's credentials early, so that it is ready to take advantage of
changes that will inevitably result from changes of leadership in our
northern neighbours in the next few years.

The strategic priorities that Australia has set itself are to
maintain and encourage a benign strategic environrrent. This requires:

. Positive actions to show resolve and leadership, but in
partnership with our neighbours. A long-term commitnrent
will be important.

r A comprehensive policy that is allembracing across a wide
field of activities - defence, trade, education, technology,
shipbuilding, etc. Activities in all these areas need to rnatch
and be concurrent.

o Transpar€ncy from nation to natiory with favoured status for
any being avoided. The size of the commitrnent could be a
variable of distance from Australia. Australia cannot afford to
'talce sides'.

o A bilateral focus, with multilateral initiatives a nx)I€ remote
obirtive, noting that these ar€ more difficult to achieve.

. SuPPorting policies that are transParent to domestic political
debate.
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o Concentrating our efforts on nations from the Andaman Sea to
Hong Kong and the Philippines, while keeping a watch on
China but noting that its aspirations could only be blunted by
more powerful friends.

o Not ignoring Korea and Taiwan, particularly as the US draws
down in South Korea.

The relationships and contacts between individuals are rnost
important and must be pursued at all levels: by politicians, by
members of industry and by military officers , noting that the latter are
generally more enduring because they are less threatening in financial
terms.

The RAN's strategy, which should be consistent with ADF
strategy and policy, must be based on professional standards. Those
standards must be the foundation of any relationship that sees

Australia engaged throughout the region. Ship visits and exercises are
of fundamental importance and must be professionally planned and
executed by properly briefed teams. Additionally, integrated staff
functions in exercises would be a useful experiment.

Initiatives such as hydrographic exchanges would be helpful,
as would sharing experiences on such issues as mine warfare,
especially with countries such as Malaysia. We must be effusive but
not intrusive, which rnay well mean a change in culture for many. The
Royal Navy has iust provided a good example of how not to deal in
Southeast Asia, whereas the United States Navy has generally been
quite successful.

Before taking the first step, navy must determine the security
ramifications of its initiatives and avoid losing face, as may have
happened in the past. An important point here is to ensure that both
the RAN's pr€eerrce in the region and the port visits conducted by
RAN units are balanced and consistent from year to year. In this
r€sp€ct the RAN should develop a visit policy.

The RAN strategy, most importantly, has to be characterised
by strategic reach. It has to push out as far as Korea and the Middle
East, so as to allow its personnel to keep in touch with and understand
the customs, traditions and culture that influence all the peoples of our
broader region of strategic interest. All of these regions arc important
to trade, and visibility and presence are positive overtures that are not
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intrusive, but at the same time, if carefully managed, can contribute to
Australia's intelligence'gathering capabilities.

The RAN sbategy must also address law of the sea issues.
Custornary practice as it relatres to innocent passage and transits
through archipelagoes, sea lanes and straits must be established. tt is
an important issue to look at sea lines of communication and trade and
to establish a poliry on the number of times each year RAN units
should exercise transit rights to uphold any customary claims.

Other initiatives, that perhaps nd to be part of this shategy,
relate to encouraging our neighbours to participate in naval control of
shipping and solving piracy issues, especially those relating to the
concept of pursuit.

Towards 2000

There are a number of other issues related to a strategic
concept, which navy will have to look at as it rrpves towards the year
200. The first is personnel numbers. It would seem inevitable that the
navy will have to down-size, perhaps to the vicinity of about 10,fi)0
personnel. More of these people, however, are going to have to be at
the'sharp end'and less in the logistics'tail'. Perhaps rclated to this and
not fully within navy's control is the overall size of the Departnrcnt of
Defence, which is perceived as monolithic and far too bureaucratic. A
general perception in the community is that Australia is not getting
value for money from this organisatiory as it is presently configured.

Secondly, there is the need to ensure that programrrrc
nranagement and budgeting and the priorities s€t for resources lead
the public to understand better the utility of the service being
provided. There needs to be more involvement by the community in
what the RAN does, with rrpre commercial support style activities, but
being careful that these arc not subject to political or trade union
interference. Finally, there is a need to consider the ethnic and gender
composition of naval personnel to ensure that the RAN remains in step
with broader community expectations.

In summary what is suggested as being important to an RAN
strategic concept is:

o firstly, the notion of sovereignty;
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. s€rcondly, the maintenance of a maritinc presence throughout
the region to contribute to stability through using capable
forces to enhance confidence;

r thirdly, an understanding of our neighbours and partnerc; and

o finally, ensuring that Australia's rights under the law of the
sea are preserved, and that our accEss for both military and
economic purposes to strategic sea lanes is unimpeded.



DISCUSSION PART 4

As a result of some of the issues raised by Lieutenants Leahy
and Sears, the Greenpeace organisatiory particularly its activities at
sea, was the subiect of initial comments in this discussion perid.
These activities and their obiectives should be understood and not
always seen in a negative or obstructionist light. One view is that the
Greenpeace nuclear-free seas campaign had been useful in controlling
nuclear proliferation. It is a view that suggests that tirnes are now
changing, as exemplified by the actions of the United States, which has
now removed tactical nuclear weapons from ships and is adopting a
more conciliatoqy view towards nuclear-free zones, which had
previously been strongly opposed because they were perceived as
undermining deterrence of the Soviet Union.

Nevertheless, navies and organisations such as Greenpeace
would always tend to be at odds. This had been very apparent during
the USN trials of the Trident missile, which Greenpeace had attempted
to disrupt. Freedom of the high seas and the notion of exclusion zones
for missile firings on the high seas had been issues then.

It is important, however, to consider the issues. The Royal
Navy is now involved in the Global Security Programme at the
University of Cambridge and there is rope for warships to play a role
in monitoring the environmental degradation of the world's oceans.
This is an area where Greenpeace and navies would be in accord. It
also needs to be recognised that Greenpeace is a higNy professional
organisation, which carefully plans and trains for its missions. It is well
funded and sorrretimes rcgarded as elitist by others in the peace and
environment rnovements.

There would always be a risk of misunderstanding. For
example, conventional wisdom within the navy was critical of the
environmentalisb for opposing developments at fervis Bay, whereas
other factors should also be considered, including costs and tight
defence budgets. There is nevertheless some cynicism over whether
local environnrental groups are genuinely driven by concern for the
environment or by self-interest to protect their own lifestyle.

Sonre dirussion ensued on the difficulties of developing
strategic and force structure iustification for new items of equipment in
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a period which in many ways is characterised by greater strategic
uncertainty. It is now particularly difficult to envisage how this
equiprnent might be used in the future. There is a view that, despite
the theory of the operational concePts approach, there is still a

tendency to 'situate the appreciation' and write iustification around
preconceived ideas, rcflecting the sentiments noted in the paper given
by Comrnanders C'ately and Sherwood.

There are particular difficulties with handling fleibility and
capabilities with multiple applications in a range of strategic and
operational contexts. This is frequently the case with maritirne
capabilities, and the helicopter suPPort ship is a current example.

There is also a view that there is still a problem in educating non-naval
people on the nature of rnaritime operations.

There was some discussion of current state of China and
whether or not it is a truly communist state. One view is that Chinese
aspirations for a marketdriven economy suggest that Chi-na can no
longer be considered a communist state. However the main point
seerns to be the difficulty in involving China in the confidence-
building process because of the political system that still exists there.

Therc is a tendency in some quarters to regard China as the
new threat, both to the region and morc specifically to the United
States, including in a nuclear sense with Chinese ICBM and SLBM

capabilities. This view suggests that it is in the interests of the US

military establishtnent to conre up with a new high-level military
threat. The validity of this approach and the implications for regional
security are questionable.

There can be little doubt that Southeast Asian nations are

tending to place China even higher in their threat perceptions. This is
not only in terms of the situation in the South China Sea, but also in a
wider strategic context of general regional stability. China, and its
growing interest in the Indian Oceary undoubtedly is part of the
rationale behind India seeking to sponsor a regional naval exercise.

However there arc other credible threats in the region. There
.is sone ooncern that continuing problems of internal security in some
regional countries have been played down, and perhaps not given the
coverage they deserrre, both in the broader context and in this
workshop. There is also a risk of future instability resulting from
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population growth and economic failure. The notion that the region is
becoming more stable needs to be handled circumspectly. While this
rnay be true of the short to medium term, in the long term a number of
new caus€s of conflict could become manifest.

The last item discussed in this session was the future of the
Five Power Defence Arrangements and the possibility that a greater
US presence in Southeast Asia could lead to some depreciation of the
role of FPDA. It is possible that Malaysia and Singapore, for example,
as they achieve a higher level of technical and operational confidence,
might seek more exercising with US units in the region at the expense
of FPDA exercises. However the generally accepted view is that there
has not been any indication of this to date. In the case of fapan the
opposite is true, because despite its association with the United States
it has been widening its defence contacts with Australia. Rather than
being seen as a threat to FPDA, the United States should be seen as a
valuable adjunct to the association. Nevertheless, it is considered that
in the longer term the FPDA will probably be replaced by some
alternative arrangernen t.
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OPEN FORUM
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The culmination of the workshop was the open forum sessiory
chaired by Vice Admiral MacDougall, which was intended to bring
together sorre of the threads of earlier sessions. The following were the
rnapr issues covered during this session :

the utility of naval ship visits as an instrument of regional
diplomacy;

the validity of defining an area of Australia's primary strategic
interest;

the concept of low-level contingencies in the maritime
environment;

the South Pacific and the apparent neglect of South pacific
issues during the workshop; and

whetherthe principles for structuring the ADF were changing
in the light of new strategic circumstances.

Navd Ship Visits
The open forum first considered the utility of using the navy

for diplomatic purposes, with the value of naval ship visits being
questioned specifically. The Foreign Affairs representative had said
ship visits were 'exbaordinarily valuable' but some academic
participants were unconvinced. They accepted that there was sorne
value in the visits, particularly from the point of view of confidence
building and navy-tonavy contacts, but wondered about their overall
cost-effectiveness and whether any studies had been done of this use
of navies for diplomatic purposes.

_ A high resource cost is involved and the wrong signals could
be sent to the countries receiving the visits. Visits could be construed
as part of a deterrence strategy rather than the more preferable one,
based on reassurance, which had been discussed by professor Mack. It
might be preferable to put relatively more resources into conventional
diplomacy and increase the size of the Australian missions in
important countries. However, as Professor Dbb then pointed out, it is
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extremely difficult to comprehend trade-offs between different
gorr"*tr"t t departments - as indeed between different defence

capabilities.

In response to this sc€pticism regarding naval ship visits on

the part of some academic participants, naval membels referred to the

very positive feedback often received from Australian missions

o.'.rseis after the visit of a RAN ship. It also appeared to be the case

that ship visits had been an important elernent in maintaining defence

relations with Indonesia and Malaysia when relations between

Australia and those two countries had been strained at a government

level. Ship visib offer some flexibility as a demonstration of Australia's

regional b--ifr,"t t, in that they can be very high profile or very low
profile.

The workshop appeared to reach a consensus that naval ship

visits are of value, bul ttrai they constitute an activity which is not well

understood by people other than naval officers and diplomats. They

could be an ihportlnt demonstration of Australia's regional security

commitrnent but needed to be researched and publicised more. There
is also a view iilnong some in the RAN that there is rope for
improving the guidance on ship visits received from the deparhnents

of Defence and Foreign Affairs in Canberra.

The Area of Primary Strategic Interest
Two of the papers presented by naval officers had implied-a

wider area of prirnary strategic interest than that defined in the 1987

White Paper, PerhaPs extending to |apan and India. However,

Professor 
-Dibb 

said that this is not the case. There has to be

geographical discipline for the determination of both force structure

ind operational priorities, including the guidance on naval ship visits.
Vice Admiral MicDougall observed that it is difficult in the rnaritirne
context to think in terms of boundaries on the map. Some maritime
intercsts, partiorlarly seabrne trade, could extend very far. Navies

arc unco;fortable with narow areas and Prefer to think in terms of

reach, which in Australia's situation could be very far.

A non-naval view questioned whether the navy is'keeping its
eye on the ball'. The paper by Commodores Cox and Barrie had

aituaeA b, on the requirements side, far-flung naval presence missions
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and increased naval involvement in'comprehensive engagement' with
Southeast Asia, but it had also rnentioned the possibility of the down-
sizing of the RAN to about 1O00 personnel by the end of the decade.
There were also references to increased RAN involvement in less
conspicuous tasks, such as protection of the 'offshore estate', counter
drug-smuggling, etc. Despite the national significance of such
activities, how realistic is it to consider these additional tasks for the
RAN?

Vice Admiral MacDougall agreed that there is a risk of trying
to do 'too much with too little', particularly if the demand for coastal
surveillance activity were to increase. Over-the-horizon radar (OTHR)
would partly alleviate the situatiory but only on the detection side and
not at all on the response and enforc€ment side. [n fact it could well
add to response requirements by generating an increased number of
detections.

Low-Level Contingencies
Discussion then turned to the observation in the paper

presented by Commodore Cox that low-level conllict is
incomprehensible in the maritime environment. One view is that it is
basically a land-based concept that supports exercise scenarios and the
requirement for a large army in the north of Australia. There are,
however, some particular maritime contingencies that should be
considered, including possible threats to offshore oil and gas
installations. The'Cod War'between the United Kingdom and Iceland
was not a good model for a resource conflict because in that war each
side knew that the other would not open fire.

Professor Dibb expressed disappointment at what he labelled
'these recidivist tendencies'. Levels of conflict had been the vexed issue
in the Department of Defence in the early 1980s. The stand-off
between the ADF and civilians on this issue was the fundamental
reason why the minister had found it necessary to commission the
Dibb Review. Ievels of conflict had subsequently been defined and
agreed.

The concept of escalated low-level conflict had been
introduced specifically to cover the types of concerns which are rx)w
e'appearing. ftofessor Dibb pointed out that this corcept
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comprehended the problem of local escalation in the rnaritinE

mvironment and theionsequent need for high standards of readiness

in navy's ships, including a full missile capability. However, in
regional terms-it was simply not credible to contemplate mid-intensity
conflict such as that experienced in the Gulf War.

Warning time is another fundamental asP€ct of- Australia's

defence planning and considerable effort has been devoted to both its
understanding and ttre rnethodology required to suPPort assessments

of warning tirre, including quantitative analysis. Military indicators
could be 

-developed for warning of lowlevel contingencies but
assessing waming time of more substantial conflict is much more

difficdt] This is stitt a crontentious area of defence planning, with
military officers being uncomfortable with assessments of warning
tine that seem very l,ong. constant monitoring of both warning and
lead times is an important part of the planning process.

South Pacific

Dr Herr expressed concern that the workshop had paid scant

attention to South Pacific iszues. Some discussion followed of the
Treaty of Niue, which allows third-party enforcernent rights over
ill"g4 fishing. There are significant implications for Australia and

Nei Zealand-, who could be involved in action against fishing vessels

of Asian nations with whom they are otherwise on friendly terms.

However, this is not seen as a great problem provided the legislation

of the different island states is not oppressive.

Force Stmcture

Professor Albinski queried whether the well-known force

structure principles should be modified to reflect changing strategic

circumstances. Specificaltn he asked whether there are any force
structure implications of firstly, closer defence relations with New
7-ealand, anh secondly, the recommendations from Australia's

representative at the united Nations that Australia should set aside

permanent forces for peacekeeping. These two developments s€em to

impact on conventional force structurc wisdorn"

In the subsequent discussion, participants tended to see force

stmcturc issues arising from closer defence relations with New
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Zealand as being more at the margin. Certainly there needs to be
interoperability, but it is undesirable that either country should be
dependent on the other for sorre essential capability. The very low
level of defence expenditure in New Zealand also means that there
will always be difficulty in achieving New Zealand involvernent in
irint proiects.

On the implications of UN peacekeeping, Professor Dibb noted
the need to keep this requirement in perspective. Australia should
make an appropriate contribution for its size and there are limits to
Australian defence capacity and influence. Also, the principal focus of
peacekeeping activities should be those within our region. Given these
constraints, Professor Dibb thought that it was unlikely that
peacakeeping would result in any adiushnent to our accepted force
structuring principles.

There was general agreement with the view that the
peacekeeping commihnent is not a force structure determinant.
Because of the particular nature of Australia's defence requirements
and geo.strategic environrnent, a force structured for the defence of
Australia and its national interests should provide options for
peacekeeping. However, Vice Admiral MacDougall pointed out that
outsiders would still have difficulty in understanding why, with a
budget of nearly $A10 billion, defence needed supplementary funding
to cover peacekeeping tasks. Each peacekeeping involvement rnay
imply a requirement to review priorities in other areas of defence
activity, potentially including force structure commitments.

Discussion then returned to the philosophy of force
structuring in the face of uncertainty. Strategic circumstances continue
in a state of flux and it is difficult to envisage what the regional
security environrnent might look like in ten or fifteen years' time.
There are still basic, unresolved questions of political legitimacy in the
region. There are contests between democratic interests, as well as
inherent difficulties with concepts such as transparency and
confidence building. On the assumption that economic development
proceeds at the predicted rate, military power in the region will
certainly become much stronger than it is now, and Australia will lose
much more of its technological edge. All these considerations seem to
lead to tlre importance of cooperative and corrunon security.
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One view is that, in this perid of rapid strategic change, there
could be merit in having a systernatic look at the future, particularly at
where sorne of the current trends might be leading. Professor Dibb
obcerved that this had been attempted by the foint Intelligence
Organisation in the early 197& with mixed results. Sone of the
predictions on population, social, technical and weapon proliferation
trrends had been very good, but obviously those on the political side
had been poor.

Dr Ctrceseman questioned the relative balance between self-
defence and regional involvement. In his view, much of our defence
planning is still directed against the region rather than with the region.
He suggested that we soem to be locked into traditional notions of
military threats. Also, there is the related question of whether defence
would ever have sufficient r€sourcers to handle both regional
involvement and selfdefence. The fundamental solution appears to be
acreptance of the notion that regional security involves much nrore
thanmilitary security.

Professor Bruce reiterated his view that, before some of the
dilemmas that had been discussed could be resolved and a maritime
strategic conc€pt derived, there needs to be a better understanding of
international politics and regional dynamics. There is a relationship
here with the point made by Professor Davis about cognitive failure -
the less the firm understands about what is going ory the more likely it
is that it will fail. This is the case in the security context as well wher€,
for example, there are differing interpretations of what constitutes
detenence and what produces reassurance. It is easier to identify
when deterrence has failed than when it has succeeded.

Conclusion
In concluding the workshop, Vice Admiral MacDougall noted

that it had been an experiment that had paid a good dividend. It had
demonstrated a community of concerns and a meeting of minds on a
great range of issues. While the naval officers present had received
great benefit from the academic viewpoinb, the workshop had also
provided the opportunity to enhance understanding in academic
circles of how navy seeks to do its business, particularly its regional
activities.
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Rapid stsategic change in recent years has led to sonre
paradoxes and unresolved questions that are of partiorlar rclevance to
the RAN. The navy would always be the arm of the ADF most
involved in military diplornacy and regional security cooperation,
particularly with regard to providing some of the operational 'building
blocks' that are now so important in the confidencebuilding process. It
is important that naval personnel should have some urxlerstanding of
the issues, even though satisfactory answers may not be forthcoming.

Regional security paradoxes were apparent in the range of
complexities identified by Professor Mack in his opening talk. These
include the contrast between continued high military spending and
lower threats, the sensitivity to confidence building and dialogue, and
the contrast between military and economic power. There was also Dr
Cheeseman's notion of the 'dark side' of deterrence, when some
military activities, unless carefully thought through, could have a
negative impact on the regional security environment. The impact on
Australia and the ADF of the likely drawdown in US forces in the
Western Pacific is another issue of great concern which needs to be
addressed in Australia's strategic planning.

Therc are particular conundrums for the navy with tightening
defence budgets, and the balance between warfighting and peacetime
roles, and between defence of Australia and regional security
involvements. Vice Admiral MacDougall acknowledged that the
Maritine Commander bears much of the brunt of the more difficult
issues in rnatching his activities to resources and the perceived
strategic requirenrnt.

Finally, he noted the requirement for more lateral thinking in
adiusting to the new stratqgic environrnent. Some of our historical
appoach to strategic issues is no longer rclevant. Opportunities anrC
risks have to be identified, but these are very wide-ranging
particularly in the rnaritime environment. Navy needs to look ahead
more and anticipate change. Strategic obiectives, and the means of
achieving thenr" have to be understood, and in this. regard the
workshop had been particularly valuable. Another useful achievernent
had been the establishment of the importance of the holistic approach
to security. For navy, this nreans rnaritime security and a consequent
need for interaction with other areas of marine industry and maritirne
intercst.
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This monograph comprises the proceedings of a Maritinp
Shategic Issues Woitshop hosted by the Chief of Naval Staff at HMAS
Crawill in November 1992. The workshop was attended by academics

and by naval officers and other governnrent officials with an interest in
maritime security developments. The obiertive was to assess the
implications for the Royal Australian Navy (RAI\D of the changes that
have occurred in recent years in the global and regional strategic

environment.

Successive sessions of the workshop considered the impact of
strategic change, changing naval roles, the RAN's contribution to
regional security, cunent maritime strategic issues and the strategic

role for the RAN as perceived by naval officers at different rank levels.

The monograph higNights the importance of a military service being
prepared to look ahead to anticipate the impact of strategic change on
its roles and functions.
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